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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation focuses on the Red Monastery church, an early Byzantine 

monument located in Egypt. A monastic community which came to be known as the Red 

Monastery joined an ascetic federation led by the nearby White Monastery. In the fifth 

century C.E., the monks of the White and Red Monasteries commissioned monumental 

church buildings. The Red Monastery church is a smaller copy of the White Monastery 

church. Both are triconch basilicas, and their enclosure walls imitate the external profiles 

of pharaonic temples. The interior elevations of the two church sanctuaries adopt an 

architectural type called multistory aedicular façades. These kinds of façades adorned 

elite public buildings in the eastern Mediterranean region. 

Although a lot of scholarship has been done on the White Monastery and its 

famous abbot Shenoute (ca. 346-465 C.E.), the Red Monastery church was almost 

completely overlooked until recently. Between 2000 and 2015, Elizabeth S. Bolman 

directed a major multidisciplinary project that focused on the triconch sanctuary of the 

Red Monastery church. Its ensemble of architectural sculpture, polychromy, and figural 

paintings is virtually intact. Bolman and Dale Kinney have substantially advanced the 

state of knowledge about monastic visual culture in late antique Egypt by focusing on the 

Red Monastery church. My dissertation builds on their conclusions. I have identified a 

different perspective from which to understand the late antique triconch at the Red 

Monastery. The category of sacred spectating is the interpretive lens through which I 

view this building. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the fourth century C.E., growing numbers of men and women joined the ranks 

of Christian monastics. Some of the earliest ascetic communities developed in Egypt 

(Illustration 1). For centuries, this country’s arid climate created favorable conditions for 

the preservation of substantial textual and visual remains. Christian monasticism was an 

organized ascetic movement characterized by bodily feats, such as fasting and sleep 

deprivation, and spiritual pursuits, such as ceaseless prayer. Successful monks were 

believed to gain eternal salvation and to communicate with the divine while still living on 

earth. Monastics and their praying rooms acquired a status of holy beings, and attracted 

pilgrims. Monumental church buildings became central places of monastic prayer and 

communion with God. In general, late antique Christians “conceived of the church 

building as the house of God, the body of Christ, the tabernacle of Moses, the temple veil, 

the heavenly Jerusalem, and paradise.”1 In the Christian imagination, one building could 

become all of those places and things. 

																																																								
1 Elizabeth S. Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” in Bolman, ed., The Red Monastery Church, 129. 
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Illustration 1. Map of Egypt with the locations of monasteries and triconch basilicas. 
Drawing: Nicholas Warner 
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The subtitle of this dissertation, “The Late Antique Triconch at the Red 

Monastery in Egypt,” refers to a late fifth-century C.E. monastic church which is the 

focus of this project. A semi-anchoritic community that came to be known as the Red 

Monastery was founded in the fourth century C.E. and joined a monastic federation under 

the leadership of the nearby White Monastery. The two communities, that is the White  

and Red Monasteries, commissioned monumental church buildings in the fifth century 

C.E. The church of the White Monastery (Illustration 2) was built between 447-449 

during a period in time when a powerful monk named Shenoute (ca. 346/7-465 C.E.) led 

the federation.2 Although a lot of scholarship has been done on Shenoute, whose literary 

corpus is now dispersed among European libraries, the Red Monastery church 

(Illustration 3) was almost completely overlooked until recently.3 The construction date 

of the end of the fifth century for the oldest part of this building is based on Dale 

Kinney’s masterful analysis of its extensive, original architectural sculpture.4 Between 

2000 and 2015, Elizabeth Bolman directed a multidisciplinary project whose spectacular 

results were recently published.5 The project focused on the conservation of some of the 

best preserved early Byzantine paintings inside the Red Monastery church sanctuary. 

																																																								
2 Dale Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” in Bolman, ed., The Red Monastery Church, 37. 
 
3 Elizabeth S. Bolman, “Introduction,” in Bolman, ed., The Red Monastery Church, xxxii-xxxiii. 
 
4 Dale Kinney, “Architectural Sculpture,” in Bolman, ed., The Red Monastery Church, 79. 
 
5 Elizabeth S. Bolman, ed., The Red Monastery Church: Beauty and Asceticism in Upper Egypt (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2016). 
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Originally, the sanctuaries of both the White and Red Monastery churches were intensely 

painted, but the early Byzantine murals have survived only at the Red Monastery.6 

 
 

Illustration 2. White Monastery church, built between 447-449 C.E. 
Photo: Elizabeth S. Bolman 

 

 

Illustration 3. Red Monastery church, northwestern exterior. Photo: Elizabeth S. Bolman 
 

																																																								
6 Traces of early paint were found everywhere in the White Monastery church, but in fragments only. 
Elizabeth S. Bolman, “Late Antique Aesthetics, Chromophobia and the Red Monastery, Sohag, Egypt,” 
Eastern Christian Art 3 (2006): 1-24. 
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The White and Red Monastery churches were central to the ascetic practices of 

their respective monastic communities. In these church buildings, “monastics worshipped 

God, consumed the means of sharing everlasting life with Christ (the Eucharist), honored  

the saints, and commemorated their ancestors.”7 The church buildings had profound 

symbolic dimensions.  Shenoute interpreted the church building as the embodiment of the 

Church, the monastic community, and of the individual monks. It followed that the 

building’s beauty expressed a state of moral perfection of the patrons and monastic users 

of the church.8 In their liturgical setting, the paintings of the Red Monastery church 

“encapsulated biblical and church history and mapped out the path to salvation offered 

through the incarnation and resurrection of Christ.”9 As Bolman has noted, “time and 

place, built structure, redeeming flesh, sacred textiles, holy city, and regained garden 

conflate and alternate within a flexible interpretive system” encoded in these church 

buildings.10 Apart from those spiritual interpretations, the White and Red Monastery 

churches also manifested a new intersection of monastic patronage and elite architecture, 

																																																								
7 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 129. 
 
8 “The church building … proves to be a powerful symbol for late antique authors who sought to express 
their particular visions of asceticism both textually and architecturally. … the embodied experience of 
living and worshipping in a consecrated physical space enriched their representations of the ascetic life. For 
Shenoute, in particular, this ascetic theology of sacred architecture is but one piece of his ideology of the 
monastic life. His writings in Canon 7 promote the same monastic ideology as in many of his other 
writings: an understanding of the monastic community itself as an ascetic body, an ascetic subjectivity 
strongly informed by purity codes, a notion of salvation as interdependent and relational among the 
members of the corporate monastic body, the repression of differences in members of the social body, and 
the elevation of Shenoute as the prophetic leader and head of the monastic body.” Caroline T. Schroeder, 
Monastic Bodies: Discipline and Salvation in Shenoute of Atripe (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2007), 125. 
 
9 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 129. 
 
10 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 129. 
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a message which Shenoute, a powerful religious authority in the region, was deeply 

invested in conveying.11 The deployment of elite architecture raised the profile of the 

monks using it and shaped a dynamic space for their ascetic practices. 

Although the exterior walls of the Red Monastery church are, in their current 

state, medieval, evidence exists demonstrating that they replicated the general appearance 

of the earlier monument.12 The interior of the White and Red Monastery church buildings 

was designed as a triconch basilica, that is a building with a rectangular nave and a trefoil 

sanctuary (Illustration 4).13 The type of the triconch basilica combines two architectural 

models, the basilica and the triconch. Both models were widespread in Roman 

architecture during the late antique period, but they were rarely combined before their 

joint adoption for Christian ecclesiastical buildings.14 

																																																								
11 Elizabeth S. Bolman, “‘Possessions of our Poverty:’ Beauty, Wealth and Asceticism in the Shenoutean 
Federation,” in The Red Monastery Church: Beauty and Asceticism in Upper Egypt, ed. Elizabeth S. 
Bolman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016). 
 
12 “Both portals are constructed of sculpted limestone blocks (some of which are pharaonic spolia) and 
predate the construction of the perimeter walls. They are built on a batter, indicating that the earlier 
enclosure walls predating those of the medieval period were also constructed with an external taper.” 
Nicholas Warner, “Architectural Survey,” in The Red Monastery Church: Beauty and Asceticism in Upper 
Egypt, ed. Elizabeth S. Bolman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 53. “The presence of pointed 
arches in the exterior fenestration of the perimeter wall provides the clearest indication that this wall dates 
to the medieval, rather than the early Byzantine, period.” Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 51. 
 
13 Bolman, “Introduction,” xxi. 
 
14 “The reason for combining these independent forms and the meaning of the resulting architectural type 
have been debated for more than a century. The Sohag churches have always been prominent in this debate 
because the White Monastery church, dated 447-449, is one of the oldest known examples; according to 
some, it is the oldest example of a triconch basilica extant.” Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 
37. 
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Illustration 4. Plans of the White Monastery church (left) and Red Monastery church 
(right), to scale. Drawings: Nicholas Warner  
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In addition to conjoining two architectural types, the basilica and the triconch, the 

builders of the White and Red Monastery churches combined two architectural styles, as 

well. The buildings’ external profiles, especially their slightly tilted enclosure walls, 

crowned by a cavetto cornice, resemble ancient Egyptian temple architecture (Illustration 

5).15 By contrast, the interior elevations of the sanctuaries follow the model of façades of 

elite buildings in the classical style, which lined the colonnaded streets of late antique 

cities. Most of those façades are found in the eastern Mediterranean region.16 

 

Illustration 5. Temple of Hathor, Dendera, south exterior wall, first century B.C.E. 
Photo: Elizabeth S. Bolman 

																																																								
15 The White Monastery church incorporates “other pharaonic design elements, such as ramped staircases.” 
“Because of the scarcity of contemporary remains in the Nile Valley, it is impossible to say exactly how 
common these “Egyptianizing” architectural features may have been.” Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 51. 
Besides quoting pharaonic design elements, the physical fabric of the White Monastery church incorporates 
elements of Ptolemaic past. “There are some dedications, like SEG 44, 1507, a Ptolemaic small altar re-
used and found in Deir el-Abiad, which could come from Panopolis, but more probably from Triphion or 
even Ptolemais.” Lucia Criscuolo, “A Textual Survey of Greek Inscriptions from Panopolis and the 
Panopolite,” in Perspectives on Panopolis: An Egyptian Town from Alexander the Great to the Arab 
Conquest, ed. A. Egberts et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 57. 
 
16 William L. MacDonald, The architecture of the Roman Empire (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1982). 
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Historical Context 

Prior to its realization at the White and Red Monasteries, the conjoining of 

architectural styles had had a longstanding tradition in Egypt. In the fifth century, when 

the Red Monastery church was constructed, this province was characterized by 

multiculturalism, resulting from the conquest by Alexander the Great, the foundation of 

Alexandria, Ptolemaic rule, and the ensuing Roman conquest of Egypt.17 When August 

conquered Egypt, Roman officials and settlers encountered a land in which buildings in 

the Egyptian, Egyptianizing, and Hellenistic styles of art and architecture already 

coexisted. The architectural landscape of Egypt was diverse. Ptolemaic kings and 

subsequently Roman officials supported the already existing network of pharaonic 

temples.18 Ptolemaic rulers and Roman emperors represented themselves in temple reliefs 

as the successors of the Egyptian pharaohs whose identities they assumed.19 

																																																								
17 Thelma K. Thomas, “Greeks or Copts?: Documentary and Other Evidence for Artistic Patronage during 
the Late Roman and Early Byzantine Periods at Herakleopolis Magna and Oxyrhynchos, Egypt,” in Life in 
a Multi-Cultural Society: Egypt from Cambyses to Constantine and beyond, ed. Janet H. Johnson (Chicago: 
The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1992), 317-322; Alan K. Bowman, Egypt after the 
Pharaohs: 332 BC-AD 642, from Alexander to the Arab Conquest (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1989). Peter van Minnen has argued that “most of the so-called Greeks in Roman Egypt were not 
members of the elite. … The traditional elite there, the Egyptian priests, dominated the cultural scene. They 
would have to reinvent themselves in Greek cultural terms before they could join the new cultural 
hegemony and speak to a wider world.” Peter van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” in The Brill’s Companion 
to Nonnus of Panopolis, ed. Domenico Accorinti (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 55. Scholarly debates about 
buildings such as the small temple at Ras el-Soda demonstrate the difficulty with which to ascribe a 
monument to a specific period in the multicultural milieu of post-pharaonic Egypt. Frederick Naerebout, 
“The Temple at Ras el-Soda. Is It an Isis Temple? It It Greek, Roman, Egyptian, or Neither? And So 
What?,” in Nile into Tiber: Egypt in the Roman World, ed. Lauren Bricault et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2007). 
 
18 The Ptolemaic kings “needed to support the Egyptian temples in order to maintain ma‘at.” Judith 
McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria and Egypt, c. 300 BC to AD 700 (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2007), 121. Augustus and Tiberius “extended the Ptolemaic temples just as the Ptolemies had 
extended the Dynastic ones.” The temple of Horus and Sobek at Kom Ombo (Ombos) illustrates this point. 
It was “enlarged by successive Ptolemies while the court in front was added under Roman rule.” 
McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 136-137. 
 
19 For example, a relief at Dendera (Tentyris) shows Cleopatra VII and her son Ptolemy XV Caesar as 
pharaohs. By fashioning themselves as pharaohs, the Ptolemaic rulers inserted themselves in the venerable 
lineage of the Egyptian kingship, which was at least partly motivated by their desire to solidify the support 
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Besides supporting and expanding the infrastructure of ancient Egyptian temple 

cults, Greco-Roman elites also sponsored new monumental building programs.20 Their 

construction projects deployed both Egyptianizing and classical styles.21 Among the 

building types introduced and maintained in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt were fountains 

and theaters.22 The fountains’ “privileged location in open public spaces” made them “a 

remarkable means of display along the major streets” of city centers.23 Monumental 

fountains were also “essential components of an architectural ambiance aimed at 

exhibiting urban pride, monumentality and munificence.”24 Nymphaea “formed a 

																																																								
of the Egyptian population and the powerful priesthood. McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 120. 
“Support for the Egyptian temples by the Ptolemaic kings and first few Roman emperors was essential for 
fulfilling their local role as pharaoh and in order to maintain the loyalty of the native population.” 
McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 119. 
 
20 “The main question which arises concerning the architecture of the Ptolemaic period is how did the 
Greek architecture of the new settlers interact with the pre-existing Egyptian architectural tradition, both in 
the capital and in the country’s other urban centres.” McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 32. 
 
21 The temple of Hathor at Dendera (Tentyris), begun by Ptolemy XII Neos Dionysos (Auletes) in 53 
B.C.E., is a building in Egyptianizing style. McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 137. By contrast, 
the temple at Hermopolis Magna (el-Ashmunein), dedicated to Ptolemy III Euergetes I and Berenice II 
(246-222 B.C.E.), is one of the few Ptolemaic classical style buildings surviving outside Alexandria. Its 
Corinthian column capitals, carved from local limestone, were brightly painted. McKenzie, The 
Architecture of Alexandria, 56, 58, 120. “The surviving evidence suggests that during the later second and 
the third centuries AD in the towns and cities up the Nile the construction effort and resources went into 
classical public buildings, rather than Egyptian temples.” McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 136-
137. 
 
22 From the first century C.E., monumental public fountains (nymphaea) became “a standard type of urban 
amenity in most eastern cities.” Julian Richard, “In the Élites’ Toolkit. Decoding the Initiative and 
Reference System behind the Investment in the Architecture and Decoration of Roman Nymphaea,” Facta: 
A Journal of Roman Material Culture Studies 5 (2011): 68. Theaters were standard buildings in cities of the 
Greco-Roman world. Jaclyn L. Maxwell, Christianization and Communication in Late Antiquity: John and 
His Congregation in Antioch (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 54-55. 
 
23 “This location worked hand-in-hand with their utilitarian function. That is, drawing water or conversing 
in the shade of the colonnades during the warm hours of the day provided the opportunity to halt the 
rhythm of life and gave an occasion to stare at the magnificent façade.” Richard, “In the Élites’ Toolkit,” 
69. 
 
24 “Components of urban identity occupied a significant place in statuary programs and epigraphic sources. 
Various themes, such as locally worshipped deities, mythological figures and religious festivals, together 
with the important actors of public and religious life, hinted directly at the common values and knowledge 
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magnificent backdrop for specific activities, in this case the drawing of water.”25 Theater 

buildings played a similar role in late antique cities. One well-preserved example in 

Egypt is a small theater or odeion at Kom el-Dikka in Alexandria (Illustration 6). It was 

built in the third century C.E. and modified in the sixth century to accommodate non-

dramatic performances, possibly as part of the process of transforming it into a church.26 

The presence of a theater building “conferred the status of a ‘city’ upon a settlement” in 

the late antique period.27 Most cities in the eastern Roman empire boasted theater 

buildings, whereas “the presence of other large public buildings was less consistent.”28 

																																																								
shared by the civic body. Themes openly related to the mythological past of the city were particularly 
appreciated.” Richard, “In the Élites’ Toolkit,” 84. “Fixing social status and urban identity through text and 
images was … a powerful symbol directed both towards the fellow members of the élites and people of 
lower status. At the same time, it contributed to a general demonstration of urban pride. Both elements thus 
formed a very powerful interplay; exhibiting the status of prominent citizens also enhanced the image of 
wealth, welfare and prestige of the entire urban community.” Richard, “In the Élites’ Toolkit,” 85. 
 
25 Richard, “In the Élites’ Toolkit,” 69. 
 
26 Kołątaj, “Recherches architectoniques dans les thermes et le théâtre de Kôm el-Dikka à Alexandrie,” 
Aegyptiaca Treverensia 2 (1983); McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria. Other cities for which there 
is evidence of theaters include Antinoe and Oxyrhynchos. Donald M. Bailey, “Classical Architecture in 
Roman Egypt,” in Architecture and Architectural Sculpture in the Roman Empire, ed. Martin Henig 
(Oxford: Oxford University Committee for Archaeology, 1990). 
 
27 Maxwell, Christianization and Communication in Late Antiquity, 55. See also: Frank Sear, Roman 
Theatres: An Architectural Study (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006). 
 
28 Maxwell, Christianization and Communication in Late Antiquity, 55. 
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Illustration 6. Alexandria, Kom el-Dikka, ‘small theatre.’ 
Source: McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, fig. 360 

 
 

The history of many sites in Egypt, for example the sacred precinct of Dendara 

(Tentyris) (Illustration 7), demonstrates a gradual expansion under a long succession of 

patrons, and the resulting coexistence of multiple architectural traditions. Ptolemy XII 

began the construction of the naos of the temple of Hathor (the central temple at 

Dendara) (Illustration 8), and Augustus completed it.29 In the second or third century 

C.E., two fountains were built “on either side of the road just before the main axial  

																																																								
29 McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 137. 
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Illustration 7. Dendera, temple of Hathor and surroundings, plan. Source: Artstor 

 

Illustration 8. The facade of the main temple of Hathor at Dendera. Source: Artstor 
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entrance to the complex.”30 Each fountain “comprises three raised niches that once held 

statues, framed by attached columns, preceded by a water basin and four freestanding 

columns.”31 Whereas the fountains are an example of Roman architecture, the temple of 

Hathor displays clear Egyptianizing design elements. The builders, artists, and patrons in 

Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt drew on the wide array of available traditions and styles, 

and combined them in various ways. The stark contrast between the distinctive Egyptian 

and Egyptianizing styles on the one hand, and classical system of architecture on the 

other, would have been clearly distinguishable then, as it is today. 

Late antique church architecture in Egypt continued that longstanding tradition of 

drawing on various artistic and cultural models. The triconch church of Dendera, situated 

between the Greco-Roman temple of Hathor and the pair of Roman fountains mentioned 

earlier, provides a close parallel for the design of the Red Monastery triconch. The 

boxlike exterior of the Dendara triconch basilica resembles the enclosure walls of the 

Egyptianizing temple built in the Greco-Roman period, whereas its carved niches on the 

interior were more in line with the formal design of Roman fountains. The south church 

at Bawit is another example, in a monastic setting. Its exterior, also reminiscent of the 

enclosure walls of pharaonic temples, incorporated reused and purpose-carved sculptural 

elements with Greco-Roman features.32 The sanctuary façade of the Bawit church 

																																																								
30 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 129. 
 
31 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 129. See also: Castel et al., Les fontaines de la porte nord 
(Cairo: IFAO, 1984). 
 
32 Hjalmar Torp called “the exterior aspect” of the South church at Bawit “box-like” and “an expression of 
Egyptian architectural tradition of Dynastic pedigree. In contrast, the structural type of the building – a 
basilica with two rows of columns surmounted by entablatures – and the articulation of the interior walls 
with friezes, pilasters and archivolts, are of Greco-Roman origin.” Hjalmar Torp, “The Carved Decorations 
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resembled Roman arches, for example one in the Bahariyya Oasis.33 In general, the 

“design and plastic articulation of” late antique church interiors in Egypt quote “the 

vocabulary of classical architecture.”34 

Egyptianizing and classical architectural styles were present in the cities and 

countryside of Egypt in the fifth century, when the White and Red Monastery churches 

were constructed. Their builders thus drew on the architectural models and styles 

available in Egypt and in the larger eastern Mediterranean region. They combined those 

architectural types and stylistic traditions to create high-profile places of communal 

worship. 

The classical style triconch was a system of representation whose deployment in 

the Red Monastery church was a matter of choice with multiple motivations. In the case 

of this monastic community, it becomes possible to address those decisions with an 

unusual degree of specificity, thanks to the building’s remarkable state of preservation. 

Additionally, although writing about the slightly earlier White Monastery church, 

Shenoute explained many aspects of its significance and use for the federation. His 

comments are therefore taken as relevant for the Red Monastery church triconch, built in 

the same monastic association, with a similar although not an identical design.35 

																																																								
of the North and South Churches at Bawit,” in Kolloquium über Spätantike und Frühmittelalterliche 
Skulptur, ed. V. Milojcic (Mainz am Rhein: Philipp von Zabern, 1971), 39. 
 
33 Likewise, the sanctuary façade of the Red Monastery recalls the Roman arch at Antinoopolis. Torp, “The 
Carved Decorations,” 39. 
 
34 Hjalmar Torp concluded that “the alleged contrast between Mediterranean art forms and the anti-Roman 
and anti-Byzantine sentiments of the Copts, cannot be but the fruit of modern art-historical speculation.” 
Torp, “The Carved Decorations,” 39-40. 
 
35 The elevation of the Red Monastery triconch “is notably different: more crowded, muscular and three-
dimensional, and closer in form and effect to the Roman tabernacle facade than its presumptive model. … it 
seems that the architect of the Red Monastery triconch saw through the imperfections of the White one to 
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Systems of Representation 

Given the enormous significance of the White and Red Monastery church 

buildings for their religious communities, I understand the broad cultural implications of 

the fusion of an Egyptianizing exterior and a classical (or Roman) interior in terms of 

“systems of representation.”36 I have borrowed this phrase from Christina Riggs, who has 

examined the “phenomenon of combining Greek and Egyptian elements in a single work” 

with respect to the funerary arts of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt.37 She concluded that the 

selection of Egyptian and post-Archaic Greek elements, both stylistic and iconographic, 

was a matter of choice in the multicultural milieu of Egypt. Riggs defined “systems of 

representation” as “certain assumptions or rules about pictorial representation, rules 

which transcended the individual artist, work, or time period.”38 In brief, systems of 

representation “had something to say, singly and jointly.”39 

I find Riggs’s conclusions about the conjoining of distinctive systems of 

representation in the funerary arts of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt to be relevant to the 

																																																								
the forms behind it: the three contiguous lobes of a trefoil and the grandiose tabernacle facade. The monks 
of the ‘little congregation to the north’ were privileged to enjoy the more satisfying realization of the type.” 
Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 47. 
 
36 Christina Riggs, The Beautiful Burial in Roman Egypt: Art, Identity, and Funerary Religion (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2005), 6-14. 
 
37 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial, 2. 
 
38 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial, 9. “Egyptian art was inextricably yoked to Egyptian religion and writing, to 
the country’s long history, and to the sphere of the priesthoods and temples, which had given art its fullest 
expression and served as repositories and training grounds. Art in the Greek vein conjured up the 
contemporary world of the national and urban elites, the reigning emperors, and the new vocabulary of 
divine images introduced in Ptolemaic times. In this world, which was not dissimilar to other Roman-
controlled parts of the Eastern Mediterranean, visual phenomena like realism and portraiture evoked Greek 
ideals of physical appearance, education, and demeanour.” Riggs, The Beautiful Burial, 14. 
 
39 Riggs, The Beautiful Burial, 14. 
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combination of an Egyptianizing exterior and a classical interior in the White and Red 

Monastery churches in late antique Egypt. Not unlike a mummy inscribed with Egyptian 

iconography, but featuring a painted mask in Hellenic style, the formal appearance of the 

White and Red Monastery churches was a matter of choice. The monks of the federation 

formed their identity in the multicultural landscape of fifth-century Egypt. The decision 

to combine an Egyptianizing exterior and a classical interior in the construction of these 

communities’ central places of worship drew on multiple options. Each system of 

representation, the Egyptianizing exterior and the classical interior, encoded a visual 

mode of communication that the monks could decode by comparing it with similar 

buildings in the cities and in the countryside.40 

The question arises, is it possible to identify some of the associations that patrons 

ascribed to different systems of representation in the monastic churches they 

commissioned?41 The Egyptianizing exterior of the White and Red Monastery church 

buildings seems a daring design choice if contrasted to the literary portrayal of monks 

actively destroying pharaonic temples, which religious authorities described as seats of 

demons.42 For example, sources that portray Shenoute as a champion of Christianity, 

emphasize this energetic leader’s active participation in the destruction of pagan 

																																																								
40 “The associations of any building are coded in its plan, elevation, materials, decoration, and furnishing; 
they are decoded by memory, experience, and the expectations created by context.” Kinney, “The Type of 
the Triconch Basilica,” 47. 
 
41 “For late antiquity most of these factors are unrecoverable, and retrospective interpretations of 
associative meaning tend to be partial and reductive.” Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 47. 
 
42 Johannes Hahn et al., From Temple to Church: Destruction and Renewal of Local Cultic Topography in 
Late Antiquity (Leiden: Brill, 2008). 
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shrines.43 Not all temples suffered erasure at the hands of monks, however. In fact, some 

served as a convenient monumental space in which to build a Christian church, as in the 

case of Medinet Habu.44 Likewise, female monastics belonging to the White Monastery 

federation inhabited a Ptolemaic temple in the village of Atripe (Athribis).45 In the 

context of the Christianization of Greco-Roman Egypt, the Egyptianizing exteriors of the 

White and Red Monastery churches may have announced the triumph of Christianity in 

Egypt.46 The incorporation of pharaonic design elements also preserved the cultural 

memory of Egypt’s sacred landscape.47 The Egyptianizing exterior “remained in cultural 

memory as a visual trope for a holy place and represented the transformation from temple 

																																																								
43 “Shenoute’s tirades against a local notable, Gesios, enumerate his (private) protective efforts towards the 
remains of the local temple cult.” The cult of Agathos Daimon (Egyptian: Shai) north of Panopolis is still 
attested in the fifth century. Shenoute “complains about householders who light lamps in their homes to 
proclaim the festival of the regional god Shai.” Shenoute also claimed to have demolished a temple near the 
White Monastery federation. David Frankfurter, “Religious Practice and Piety,” in The Oxford Handbook 
of Roman Egypt, ed. Christina Riggs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 321-322, 331. “The debates 
over proper interpretation of Shenoute’s remarks on his several sorties against paganism (setting fire to a 
village temple, breaking into Gesios’s house with fellow monks expose secret “idols”) are complex and 
contentious, even as far as whether the “pagans” in question were worshippers of the traditional gods, or 
merely elite Christians with hellenic sensibilities.” Andrew Crislip, “The Red Monastery in Early 
Byzantine Egypt,” in The Red Monastery Church: Beauty and Asceticism in Upper Egypt, ed. Elizabeth S. 
Bolman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 9. “And it happened on another day that our father 
(Shenute) went into Panopolis in order to bring the idols out of the house of Gesios at night in secret.” 
Stephen Emmel, “From the Other Side of the Nile: Shenute and Panopolis,” in Perspectives on Panopolis: 
An Egyptian Town from Alexander the Great to the Arab Conquest, ed. A. Egberts et al. (Leiden: Brill, 
2002), 103. 
 
44 At Medinet Habu, a Christian church was built in the second courtyard of the ancient Egyptian temple 
there. Jennifer Westerfeld, Landscapes of Memory: Pharaonic Sacred Space in the Coptic Imagination 
(PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2010). 
 
45 “Its location can now be confidently placed … thanks to the discovery on-site of an early Byzantine, low-
relief, painted sculpture showing eight men and one woman, most in the dress of the White Monastery 
Federation.” Bolman, “Introduction,” xxiv. See also: Bolman, “‘The Possessions of Our Poverty,’” 24-25. 
 
46 László Török suggested that they are about the triumph of Christianity over the earlier pagan traditions 
through the process of appropriation. László Török, Transfigurations of Hellenism: Aspects of Late Antique 
Art in Egypt AD 250-700 (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 180. 
 
47 For cultural memory see: Martin Bommas et al., eds., Cultural Memory and Identity in Ancient Societies 
(London: Continuum, 2011). 
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to church.”48 As storehouses of cultural memory, the boxlike exteriors of the White and 

Red Monastery churches may have also supported the monks’ project to fashion 

themselves as powerful religious authorities whose ritual expertise was likened to that of 

temple priests.49 

 

“Coptic Art” 

The survival of the White and Red Monastery churches, whose sanctuaries were 

built in a classical style, defies expectations set by decades of scholarship on “Coptic art.” 

The historiography of “Coptic art” is vast, and I will illustrate some of its main trends 

with one example. In Coptic Sculpture, published in 1963, John Beckwith stated that “the 

geographical position” of Alexandria “precluded any rapid Hellenisation of Egypt and 

isolated the city as an essentially foreign entity.”50 In the last century of Ptolemaic rule, 

Beckwith continued, Alexandria began to lose its status as “the greatest city of the 

Hellenistic world” as “the Greeks began to lose their sense of nationality.”51 Symptoms 

of that decline included intermarrying with Egyptians and giving their offspring Egyptian 

names. With the lost sense of nationality came the loss of artistic originality, and so 

Alexandria of the late Hellenistic and Roman period produced “nothing to base a theory 

of Alexandrian originality of style.”52 The rise of “formidable communities of Coptic 

																																																								
48 Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 51. 
 
49 David Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt: Assimilation and Resistance (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1998), 187-193, 215-217, 257-264, 270-272, 274. 
 
50 John Beckwith, Coptic Sculpture 300-1300 (London: Alex Tiranti, 1963), 1. 
 
51 Beckwith, Coptic Sculpture, 1. 
 
52 Beckwith, Coptic Sculpture, 6. 
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monks” contributed to the decline of Alexandrian Hellenism, according to Beckwith.53 

Coptic monks “occasionally made raids on civilisation,” “had some knowledge of 

theology, and were prepared to decorate their monasteries in a rather haphazard fashion 

but they were opposed to Hellenistic culture in the highest sense.”54 As a result, “by the 

late fifth and sixth centuries the only metropolis worthy of the name was Constantinople. 

In spite of the bitterness aroused in Egypt by Byzantine tyranny, Constantinople, not 

Alexandria, was responsible for the new injections of stylistic force in Coptic art.”55 

Several scholars have successfully dispelled the myth of “Coptic art” during the last two 

decades or so: Thelma K. Thomas, Bolman, and László Török.56 The word Coptic, 

derived from a later, Arabic word, is an incorrect and misleading term for the Christian 

culture of late antique Egypt.57 Appropriate terms include “late Roman, late antique, late 

ancient, and early Byzantine.”58 The argument for “Coptic art” as inferior rested on 

viewing both Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, apart from Alexandria, as anti-Hellenistic. 

																																																								
 
53 Beckwith, Coptic Sculpture, 7. 
 
54 Beckwith, Coptic Sculpture, 7. 
 
55 Beckwith, Coptic Sculpture, 15. 
 
56 Thelma K. Thomas, Late Antique Egyptian Funerary Sculpture: Images for This World and the Next 
(Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2000); Elizabeth S. Bolman, Shaping Monasticism in Early 
Byzantine Egypt: Selected Studies in Visual and Material Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
forthcoming); Török, Transfigurations of Hellenism. 
 
57 “The name Copt derives from the Greek Aigyptios (Egyptian) by way of the Arabic version of the word, 
Qibt. Although Copt literally means simply an Egyptian, in fact it signifies a Christian Egyptian.” The 
name Copt is correct to use with respect to the Christians of Egypt from the late ninth or tenth century 
onward, “when the Arabization of the Christian population began in earnest.” Bolman, “Introduction,” xxv-
xxvi. 
 
58 Bolman, “Introduction,” xxv. 
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Traditionally, in scholarship, the Hellenistic city and the Christian monastery 

were viewed as entirely separate, but recent work has advanced substantial evidence to 

the contrary. The biased perception that Greco-Roman art and architecture was of the 

cities, whereas “Coptic art” was provincial and based in rural areas, deepened the fissure 

between ideas about the Hellenistic city and the Christian monastery. The traditional 

view of Christian monasticism in late antique Egypt located the category of monasticism 

in the countryside, thereby creating a dichotomous map of Egypt with Hellenistic cities in 

the Nile Valley and monasteries in the desert. Thomas has aptly summarized this point: 

In this very selectively mapped territory, cities are presented as wholly Greek – 
that is to say, Hellenistic and secular if not strictly pagan, declining in step with 
the devolution of a Hellenistic or Hellenizing style. Coptic terrain, on the other 
hand, consists of Christian Egyptian monasteries (as well as smaller towns and 
villages that are nameless in Greek and Coptic) whose indigenous populations 
produced, for Christians only, a more rustic, autochthonous, increasingly non-, 
even anti-Hellenistic, Christian art that was bound up with the inexorable rise of 
monasticism.59 

 
The Hellenistic city and the Christian monastery have thus not only been treated 

as separate entities, but they have also been pitted against each other, as if the boundaries 

of one completely excluded the other.60 Recent scholarship has revealed that such a 

dichotomous view of Egypt obfuscates the facts that much of the archaeological remains 

of monasteries are not far from cities, and textual evidence demonstrates that there were 

numerous monasteries within cities. Many of the same literary accounts that champion 

																																																								
59 Thomas, Late Antique Egyptian Funerary Sculpture, 34. 
 
60 Thomas, Late Antique Egyptian Funerary Sculpture, 35. 
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withdrawal and renunciation as the foundational tenets of monasticism also give clues 

that suggest varying degrees of proximity between cities and monastic communities.61 

 

The Red Monastery Church: An Historiographic Overview 

The patrons of the White and Red Monastery churches engaged with longstanding 

notions of religious authority and social prominence crafted and amplified by means of 

monumental architecture. These artistic and cultural processes are difficult to pin down 

precisely for late antique Egypt, partly because of the fragmentary state of the surviving 

evidence, and partly because literary and documentary sources err on the side of silence 

with respect to motivations behind stylistic configurations assigned to buildings. 

Nevertheless, Egypt’s arid climate has preserved more documentary sources than other 

parts of the eastern Mediterranean region. Moreover, the Red Monastery belonged to a 

monastic federation for which there are both substantial physical remains and copious 

textual sources. Therefore, it is possible to probe the meanings of the remarkably well-

preserved late antique interiors of the White and Red Monastery churches. 

 Recently, Bolman and Dale Kinney have substantially advanced the state of 

knowledge about monastic visual culture in late antique Egypt by focusing on the Red 

Monastery church. Bolman has noted that “monumental buildings were not habitual, 

unquestioned components of fifth-century monasticism.”62 Nevertheless, as Bolman has 

concluded based on the presence of enormous fifth-century church buildings at the White 

																																																								
61 James E. Goehring, Ascetics, Society, and the Desert: Studies in Early Egyptian Monasticism 
(Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1999). 
 
62 Bolman, “Introduction,” xxxv. 
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and Red Monasteries, wealthy monastic communities deployed large-scale monuments 

that “were more typically commissioned by elite members of early Byzantine society and 

not, at least first, by those who had turned their backs on it.”63 

Moreover, as Kinney has demonstrated, the interior elevation of the White and 

Red Monastery church sanctuaries are examples of an architectural type known as 

tabernacle façades that “were made for the display of luxurious materials and honorific 

statues and are an anomaly in Christian architecture.”64 Kinney has noted that the 

“monumentality, ornateness, [and] Romanness” associated with the tabernacle façades 

installed in the triconch sanctuaries of the White and Red Monastery church buildings 

conveyed notions of “blessings, prosperity, [and] euergetism.”65 By deploying this kind 

of monumental architecture, the monks of the White and Red Monasteries raised their 

sociopolitical profile during a formative phase of late antique monasticisim. 

 

The Scope of This Dissertation Project 

 This dissertation builds on Bolman’s and Kinney’s conclusions about the Red 

Monastery triconch. I have identified a different perspective from which to understand 

the Red Monastery church. The category of sacred spectating is the interpretive lens 

through which I view the Red Monastery triconch sanctuary. The phrase “sacred 

spectating” comes from Andrea Wilson Nightingale’s 2004 book Spectacles of Truth in 

																																																								
63 Bolman, “Introduction,” xxxv-xxxvi. See also: Bolman, “‘The Possessions of Our Poverty.’” 
 
64 Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 46. 
 
65 Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 47. 
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Classical Greek Philosophy: Theoria in Its Classical Context. Nightingale followed 

“those scholars who identify theoria as both a spectacular and a sacred event – ‘sacred 

spectating’ captures this dual signification.”66 

In this dissertation, I focus on the Red Monastery church sanctuary, especially the 

interior elevation of its triconch (Illustration 9), which constitutes what architectural 

historians call tabernacle façades, or Roman aedicular façades. Chapter one situates the 

monument in its context, by drawing on the current state of knowledge about the White 

Monastery federation, to which the Red Monastery belonged, and about the city of 

Panopolis (modern Akhmim), located across the Nile River from the White Monastery 

federation. In my view, the interior elevation of the Red Monastery triconch functioned in  

many ways, but the one I probe points to its role in framing and enhancing crucial aspects 

of ascetic prayer. I unpack those spiritual elements of ascetic practice in chapter two, in 

which I also apply the concept of sacred spectating, mentioned above, to the ascetic 

practice of divine contemplation. Chapter two traces the historical trajectory of this idea 

from the practice of ancient Greek pilgrimage to the ascetic tenet of divine 

contemplation. Chapter three connects the activity of sacred spectating to its built 

environments, namely theaters, preceded by a brief consideration of painted monastic 

oratories. Chapter four returns to the Red Monastery triconch and discusses some 

elements in its visual environment that come to the fore when this space is considered 

through the lens of sacred spectating and its Greco-Roman antecedents. 

																																																								
66 Andrea Wilson Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth in Classical Greek Philosophy: Theoria in Its Cultural 
Context (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 45. 
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Illustration 9. Red Monastery triconch sanctuary, south lobe. Photo: Arnaldo Vescovo 
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My goal is not to assert that the classical style of the Red Monastery triconch 

sanctuary encoded a single, specific meaning. On the contrary, its models, and therefore 

also its interpretive systems, were widespread in the eastern Mediterranean region. 

Rather, the purpose of this project is to explore the kinds of experiences the triconch 

generated based on a wide range of beliefs ascribed to monastic spirituality and practice, 

and also to examine this kind of architectural environment as a backdrop for those ascetic 

practices. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SETTING THE STAGE: THE RED MONASTERY TRICONCH IN CONTEXT 

 

This chapter reconstructs the physical landscape and historical context around the 

Red Monastery. My discussion draws on the current state of knowledge about the Red 

Monastery, a task made possible by substantial recent discoveries and scholarship. 

Although the focus of my dissertation is on the Red Monastery church, it cannot be 

discussed without consideration of the White Monastery church. The Red Monastery 

church is a smaller copy of the White Monastery church.67 By modeling their place of 

worship after the White Monastery church, the monks of the Red Monastery expressed 

their membership in a monastic federation under the leadership of the White Monastery. 

The local context of the Red Monastery triconch includes two main entities, the 

White Monastery federation and the city of Panopolis.68 These two contexts informed the 

circumstances of building the Red Monastery triconch, generally modeled after its 

neighbor at the White Monastery. Despite the literary portrayal of monasticism as 

antithetical to the inhabited Nile Valley, the Red Monastery and its church should be 

viewed as a product of the intersection between Panopolis and the White Monastery 

federation. I discuss each context separately, but with attention to interactions between 

the two, following which I present a discussion of the interior elevation of the Red 

Monastery triconch and its architectural parallels. 

																																																								
67 The two buildings are located within a walking distance from each other. 
 
68 Panopolis “was located on the east bank of the Nile, in close proximity to the ridge that separates the Nile 
Valley from the eastern desert. Across the Nile is more fertile land, and most major villages were located 
on the west bank.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 54. 
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Panopolis 

The monks of the Red Monastery built their monumental church outside – but not 

far from – the city of Panopolis.69 Panopolis (Egyptian Chemmis, Coptic Shmin, Arabic 

Akhmim) was the administrative center of the Panopolite nome.70 The ruins of the 

ancient city of Panopolis are now buried under the modern town of Akhmim.71 Limited 

archaeological excavations have uncovered foundations of some of the numerous 

buildings of the ancient city of Panopolis.72 The full scope of the cityscape of Panopolis 

is impossible to reconstruct from these scant physical remains. The textual record, 

including relatively modest documentary sources, however, helps us imagine what late 

antique Panopolis may have looked like.73 

																																																								
69 It would have taken about three hours on foot to travel from the White Monastery to Panopolis, including 
taking a ferry across the Nile. 
 
70 From Greek νοµὀς (district). On Panopolis in the Greco-Roman period (to 600), see Karolien Geens, 
Panopolis, a Nome Capital in Egypt in the Roman and Byzantine Period (ca. AD 200-600) (PhD diss., 
Leuven University, 2007). 
 
71 The modern town of Akhmim is located “about 250 miles (467 km) south of Cairo.” “Akhmim,” René-
Georges Coquin, “Akhmim,” CE 1:78a-80a. The city of Sohag on the west bank of the Nile complements 
Akhmim’s urban fabric on the east bank. Bolman, “Introduction,” xxviii. 
 
72 Sheila McNally, Excavations in Akhmīm, Egypt: Continuity and Change in City Life from Late Antiquity 
to the Present; First Report (Oxford: Tempus Reparatum, 1993). “The absence of excavations of the town 
site at Akhmim is presumably responsible” for the dearth of documentary sources from Panopolis. Roger S. 
Bagnall, “Public Administration and the Documentation of Roman Panopolis,” in Perspectives on 
Panopolis: An Egyptian Town from Alexander the Great to the Arab Conquest, ed. A. Egberts et al., 1-12 
(Leiden: Brill, 2002), 1. The ancient and modern pillage of stones has destroyed or scattered inscriptions. 
Criscuolo, “A Textual Survey of Greek Inscriptions from Panopolis,” 58. 
 
73 Zbigniew Borkowski, Une description topographique des immeubles à Panopolis (Warszawa: 
Państwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1975). The documentary papyri “for the whole of the Ptolemaic 
period” are scant. Only a few of them have come down to us, and none of them were “demonstrably 
actually found in Panopolis.” “Ptolemaic Panopolis is thus essentially a blank, and the process by which it 
became a Roman city equally absent up to the reign of Commodus [161-192 C.E.].”  Even fewer papyri 
date from “the first two centuries of the Roman domination.” They were “almost certainly found 
elsewhere” than Panopolis. The situation evidently changes in the fourth century. Panopolis “bursts onto 
our horizon with its fourth-century papyri.” This “is not a sign that the city has suddenly become important. 
It has only to do with how these rolls have come down to us.” Bagnall, “Public Administration,” 1, 6. 
Contrary to the archaeological and material evidence for the city of Panopolis, its literary production is well 
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The built cityscape of Panopolis included one or two temples dedicated to Pan 

(Egyptian Min), at least one theater, a praetorium (“where the provincial governors … 

reside[d] during a visit”), a komasterion (festive hall), at least three bathhouses, “a 

philosophical school,” several churches, a “parembole of the Christians” (a Roman army 

camp), and marble columns so magnificent that they are said to have been later reused at 

the Kaʿba in Mecca.74 Textual documentation attests to the fact that city officials held the 

																																																								
attested. The late Roman and early Byzantine phases are represented in “a wealth of literature written by 
Panopolitans in Greek and in Coptic.” Peter van Minnen, “The Letter (and Other Papers) of Ammon: 
Panopolis in the Fourth Century A.D.,” in Perspectives on Panopolis: An Egyptian Town from Alexander 
the Great to the Arab Conquest, ed. A. Egberts et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 178-179. 
 
74 Temple of Pan (Min): “Judging from the descriptions of the Arabic historians, it was comparable to the 
temples of Dendera and Philae. In the fifteenth century the temple was dismantled, but the European 
travellers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries could still admire its ruins. Their descriptions suggest 
that there were two temples in honour of Min, one pharaonic temple and one dating to the Graeco-Roman 
period.” Geens, Panopolis, 133. The stone-cut temple of Min, located in the village of al-Salamuni, which 
lies about six kilometers to the north of the modern town of Akhmim, was built by Pharaoh Ay (1323-
1319). The temple was still in use in the Greco-Roman period. Laura Miguélez Cavero, Poems in Context: 
Greek Poetry in the Egyptian Thebaid 200-600 AD (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2008), 198. The cult of Pan 
is attested also in shrines to the northeast of the city, where hunters from Panopolis inscribed graffiti.    
Colin Adams, “Travel and Perception of Space in the Eastern Desert of Egypt,” in Wahrnehmung und 
Erfassung geographischer Räume in der Antike, ed. Michael Rathmann (Mainz am Rhein: Verlag Philipp 
von Zabern, 2007), 216; Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 178-179. Theater: Sear, Roman Theatres, 
301; Theodore C. Skeat, Papyri from Panopolis in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin (Dublin, Hodges, 
Figgis, 1964), 44-45, 50-51. Praetorium: Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 179. Praetoria “combined 
a wealthy dwelling, with offices, a courtyard, a shrine, and an open audience hall.” Geens, Panopolis, 140. 
Komasteria were “procession houses in which processional participants were organized and perhaps 
robed.” Richard Alston, The City in Roman and Byzantine Egypt (London: Routledge, 2002), 214-215. The 
komasterion of the ancient Hermopolis Magna, which was excavated in the modern city of El-Ashmunein, 
may serve as a comparison of this type of this building kind. “Remains of the procession house (the 
Komasterion) include the foundations, red granite columns, and limestone ‘Normal’ Corinthian capitals.” 
McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 159; see also: Donald M. Bailey, “The Procession-house of the 
Great Hermaion at Hermopolis Magna,” in Pagan Gods and Shrines of the Roman Empire, ed. Martin 
Henig and Anthony King (Oxford: Oxford University Committee for Archaeology, Institute of 
Archaeology, 1986). Bathhouses: “Apart from the baths attached to the gymnasium and the praetorium, 
Panopolis possessed a separate bathhouse that was situated close to the komasterion.” Geens, Panopolis, 
140. The philosophical school (diatribe), which was likely reminiscent of the auditoria of Kom el-Dikka in 
Alexandria, included a shrine of Persephone. Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 58. For the auditoria of 
Kom el-Dikka in Alexandria see: Derda et al., eds., Alexandria: Auditoria of Kom el-Dikka and Late 
Antique Education (Warsaw: Warsaw University, 2007). “Parembole of the Christians” was “a Roman 
army camp where martyrs had been taken during the Great Persecution (P.Dublin 31 of 355).” Van 
Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 62; Geens, Panopolis, 390-391. Churches: An early fourth-century register 
of buildings (P.Berl.Borkowski) lists one house church. Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 62. See also: 
Geens, Panopolis, 141; Klaus P. Kuhlmann, Materialen zur Archäologie und Geschichte des Raumes von 
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Paneia, games inaugurated in 264.75 The greater Panopolitan area also had architectural 

monuments associated with urban elites. The temple of Triphis on the other side of the 

Nile River boasted an imperial palation (a residence for high authorities).76 

Fragmentary physical evidence from other late antique cities in Egypt, for 

example Oxyrhynchos or Hermopolis Magna, complement the picture of Panopolis 

gained from textual sources.77 The ongoing excavations at Kom el-Dikka in Alexandria 

have unearthed a section of the late antique city with a small theater, school auditoria, a 

very large bathhouse, and houses with floor mosaics.78 As discussed in Chapter 1, in the 

																																																								
Achmim (Mainz am Rhein, P. von Zabern, 1983), 33. Marble columns: Geens, Panopolis, 141; Kuhlmann, 
Materialen, 32. 
 
75 Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 178-179. 
 
76 Van Minnen. “The Letter of Ammon,” 179. “The Ptolemaic Triphieion outside Panopolis, on the west 
bank of the Nile, is not far from Shenoute’s monastery, which is sometimes identified in papyri as being in 
the desert of the Triphieion. Note that already in 298, the Triphieion was secularized and reinstalled as a 
palatium for Diocletian’s visit (P.Panop.Beatty 1.259-261; a similar reuse is on record for the temple at 
Luxor). The new Palladas codex (page 12, lines 33-34) includes a veiled reference to the secularization, 
which it presents as a warning issued by Triphis to Lycopolis, downriver from Panopolis. Apparently, the 
secularization of the Triphieion was viewed at least by Palladas as a punishment for the Upper Egyptian 
revolt against Diocletian. Finds have shown that, even if the temple was not destroyed by Shenoute, as has 
often been thought, it was nevertheless used for spolia for the White Monastery. Shenoute claims to have 
burned the (no doubt deserted) Triphieion, presumably to ‘smoke out’ the demons.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ 
Panopolis,” 57. “Instead of erecting a new building for the visit of Diocletian to Panopolis in AD 298, (part 
of?) the Tripheion was turned into a palation.” Geens, Panopolis, 140. 
 
77 Oxyrhynchos: Alan K. Bowman et al., eds., Oxyrhynchus: A City and Its Texts (London: Published for 
the Arts and Humanities Research Council by the Egypt Exploration Society, 2007), 3-138. Hermopolis 
Magna: Donald M. Bailey, Excavations at El-Ashmunein IV: Hermopolis Magna: Buildings of the Roman 
Period (London: Published for the Trustees of the British Museum by British Museum Publications, 1991). 
 
78 Small theater: First- and second-century C.E. houses in the excavated city block at Kom el-Dikka in 
Alexandria were destroyed in the third century C.E. “After the area was left deserted for a period the 
houses were filled with earth and the whole city block was completely reorganized with the construction of 
public buildings in the first half of the fourth century.” In ca. 500 C.E., the small theater was remodeled. It 
may have functioned as a lecture hall or for “poetry recitals and pantomime.” The small theater “went out 
of use by sometime in the second half of the seventh century.” McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria, 
210-212. School auditoria: “The time horizon suggested by the meagre dated finds points to the late 
fifth/early sixth century as the most likely date for the building of the halls.” Grzegorz Majcherek, “The 
Late Roman Auditoria of Alexandria: An Archaeological Overview,” in Alexandria: Auditoria of Kom el-
Dikka and Late Antique Education, ed. Tomasz Derda et al. (Warsaw: Warsaw University, 2007), 31. 
Bathhouse: “The imperial baths-building was constructed in the fourth century as part of the same major 
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cities of Upper Egypt that had been founded before the arrival of the Ptolemies, such as 

Panopolis, one should imagine pharaonic and Egyptianizing architecture existing side by 

side with new Greco-Roman constructions. 

The urban infrastructure of late antique Panopolis, which included elite public 

buildings in Egyptianizing and classical styles, supported a vibrant civic life similar to 

that led in Greek cities elsewhere in the Roman Near East. At the same time, the local 

context of ancient Egyptian religion, albeit transformed under Ptolemaic and Roman rule, 

endowed this and other Egyptian metropoleis with a distinctive character. A visitor from 

Roman Asia Minor would have recognized familiar buildings such as theaters or 

gymnasia, and distinctly different Egyptian temples in the city and in the area around it.79 

The cemeteries near ancient Panopolis offer tantalizing glimpses of the city and 

its population.80 Explorations of the Greco-Roman tombs have revealed stelae, paintings, 

mummy tags, and textiles of high quality.81 Panopolis was a major manufacturer of 

textiles.82 Indeed, among the material remains associated with the city of Panopolis, 

textiles take precedence over other objects. Many unprovenanced textile fragments have 

been by default attributed to the Panopolite nome. Most of them are assumed to have 

																																																								
redevelopment as the ‘small theatre.’ … It continued in use until the early seventh century.” McKenzie, The 
Architecture of Alexandria, 212; see also: Wojciech Kołątaj, Imperial Baths at Kom el-Dikka (Varsovie: 
Centre d’Archéologie Méditerranéenne de l’Académie Polonaise des Sciences, 1992). Houses: Grzegorz 
Majcherek, “Archaeological Research Work,” in Villa of the Birds: The Excavation and Preservation of the 
Kom al-Dikka Mosaics, ed. Wojciech Kołątaj et al. (Cairo: American University in Cairo Press), 7-9. 
 
79 For the gymnasium in Panopolis see: Geens, Panopolis, 139. 
 
80 The necropoleis of the Panopolitan nome have yielded papyri, as well. Bagnall, “Public Administration,” 
1. 
 
81 Miguélez Cavero, Poems in Context, 198-199. 
 
82 Miguélez Cavero, Poems in Context, 199. 
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come from gave sites. Some textiles can in fact be securely connected to this city, for 

example the fourth-century Dionysiac hanging, showing Dionysos and his followers, and 

the so-called Mary Silk with “scenes from the life of the Virgin Mary.”83 The Dionysiac 

hanging and the Mary Silk came from the same burial, but their functions in a funerary 

context likely differed.84 The silk probably retained its original purpose as fine clothing, 

whereas the hanging was reused as a shroud.85 Whether the production of these two 

pieces was related or not, they were both available in Panopolis at the turn of the fifth 

century; burying them together was not conceived as problematic in spite of significant 

differences in iconography. In general, the material record of textiles does not draw clear 

boundaries along religious lines, and other evidence likewise points to a cross-

fertilization of pagan and Christian traditions in late antique Panopolis.86 

																																																								
83 Sheila McNally, “Syncretism in Panopolis? The Evidence of the ‘Mary Silk’ in the Abegg Stiftung,” in 
Perspectives on Panopolis: An Egyptian Town from Alexander the Great to the Arab Conquest, ed. A. 
Egberts et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 145-146. 
 
84 “The discovery that the two pieces had been in one grave … provided a new impetus for studies of the 
relationship between beliefs in Late Antiquity, studies that often invoked the concept of ‘syncretism,’ and 
made reference to Nonnos of Panopolis,” who composed a Dionysiac epic and a paraphrase of the gospel of 
John. McNally, “Syncretism in Panopolis?,” 147. Syncretism is also evident in the painted tombs around 
Panopolis. Kuhlmann, Materialen, 50-86, especially Tafel 36 a and b with a togate figure integrated with 
paintings in the Egyptian style. 
 
85 McNally, “Synretism in Panopolis?,” 147. 
 
86 Thomas, “Greeks or Copts?;” Thomas, Late Antique Egyptian Funerary Sculpture. Pagans and Christians 
acquired sculptures from the same workshops. It appears that the two communities were buried in common 
cemeteries rather than having two separate places of burial for the deceased of different religions. When 
some tombs became dilapidated, their carved elements may have been reused regardless of the new 
owner’s religion. In some cases, the reliefs showed neutral or ambivalent motifs, such as vine scrolls and 
animals, so there was no reason to alter or conceal them. In other cases, when mythological themes were 
explicit, the sculpted blocks were plastered over or turned around so that the image of a pagan deity, for 
example, was not visible. For these reasons the iconography or style alone provide no sound basis for 
drawing a distinction between religions. What further complicates the situation is that the exact find spots 
and associations between pieces were rarely recorded by archaeologists. Textiles: “Textiles, weaving, and 
clothing have a special place in Shenoute’s rhetoric.” “In And it happened one day Shenoute draws 
Christological implications from a textile image of the Virgin Mary.” David Brakke and Andrew Crislip, 
Selected Discourses of Shenoute the Great: Community, Theology, and Social Conflict in Late Antique 
Egypt (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 19. “And in his eighth Canon Shenoute reveals a 
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The archive of Aurelius Ammon Scholastikos, who was born in Panopolis in the 

early fourth century to a family of local priests, exhibits a well-educated lawyer’s interest 

in philosophy and rhetoric.87 Ammon was the last attested Egyptian priest from 

Panopolis.88 In a letter written from Alexandria to his mother in Panopolis, of which 

multiple drafts have survived, Aurelius displays rhetorical and literary training he had 

gained in Panopolis.89 In the letter, Aurelius mentioned “‘cycles (or revolutions)’ that 

‘seem to refer to the zodiac,’ which determines the ups and downs of human life.”90 

Aurelius may have even seen representations of the zodiac on Panopolitan monuments.91 

One was painted on a stone block from the portico of Trajan at the temple of Pan (Min) in 

Panopolis.92 The Greek inscription on the same block identified Tiberius Claudius 

																																																								
strikingly comprehensive knowledge of and interest in textiles and the manifold types of clothing that his 
monks would be familiar with, surveying at length virtually the whole of biblical references to clothing as 
part of an elaborate critique of the sinful behavior he loathed in his community.” Crislip, “The Red 
Monastery,” 9. See also: Thelma K. Thomas, Designing Identity: The Power of Textiles in Late Antiquity 
(New York, NY: Institute for the Study of the Ancient World, New York University; Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2016), esp. 48. 
 
87 Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 179. “The documentary texts come in archives, such as that of 
Ammon, or in dossiers.” “Some earlier documentary and literary papyrus rolls were later reused to make 
codices.” Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 178. See also: William Willis and Klaus Maresch, The 
Archive of Ammon Scholasticus of Panopolis: (P.Ammon) (Opladen: Westdeutscher, 1997). A scholastikos 
was “an educated man who could draw up legal documents.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 62. 
 
88 A contemporary priestess was “involved in organizing transportation for a festival in 332 (P.Panop. 29 
and 30).” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 62 (n. 33). 
 
89 P.Ammon I 3 is “the longest private letter from antiquity to survive.” Van Minnen, “The Letter of 
Ammon,” 182-183. “In the petitions from 348 Ammon presents himself as educated in philosophy and 
λόγοι (prose). His nephew Apollon was a poet.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 62. 
 
90 Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 189. 
 
91 Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 189. 
 
92 Criscuolo, “A Textual Survey of Greek Inscriptions from Panopolis,” 60; André Bernand, Pan du désert 
(Leiden: Brill, 1977), nr. 79. The stone block has been lost, but it may have been a ceiling block from the 
column-supported portico of Trajan. Kuhlmann, Materialen, 43. 
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Apollinaris as the portico’s patron. The commission was done in honor of the god Pan 

and the emperor Trajan.93 This is an example of Roman euergetism in Panopolis, one of 

the rare instances of insight into the Roman phase of the city. 

Based on the literary production attributed to the famous poets of Panopolis, the 

city offered opportunities for “advanced education” from which people like Aurelius 

Ammon and Shenoute most likely benefited.94 The schools of Panopolis “educated 

Christian and non-Christian students in the same sort of mixed curriculum of Christian 

and classical paideia, the educational confluence of poetry, rhetoric, philosophy, 

medicine, and moralism that molded and sustained elite culture.”95 The literary elites who 

resided at one point in their career in the city of Panopolis emerged as figures steeped in 

classical tradition as well as in Christian instruction. 

																																																								
93 “Many modern travellers noted with particular interest the architrave (now lost) recording the completion 
in AD 109 of a building to the temple of Min. This stone is carved with a Greek dedication to Pan in favour 
of the emperor Trajan and the imperial house on one side, and a zodiac on the other. … The dedication is 
made by Tiberius Claudius Apollinaris, former military tribune and temple prostates of Pan and Triphis.” 
Geens, Panopolis, 93. 
 
94 “The Panopolitan poets had received at least their primary education in Panopolis.” Brakke and Crislip, 
Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 20. The Bodmer codices, which may originate from Panopolis, “stem 
from an educational context and would provide … the kind of education that could have provided a 
breeding ground for its famous poets.” “Some earlier documentary and literary papyrus rolls were later 
reused to make codices.” “The very first Bodmer text published, a text of the Iliad, was written on the back 
of a land register from Panopolis of 208/9.” Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 178-179. Peter van 
Minnen was less certain about the quality of education offered in Panopolis. “We have to assume that the 
basic education was provided in Panopolis, possibly also the intermediate education, but that the finishing 
touches were applied in Alexandria.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 57-58. 
 
95 That is assuming that the schools of Panopolis “resembled Egyptian schools more generally and those of 
Alexandria in particular.” Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 3. See also: Edward J. 
Watts, Riot in Alexandria: Tradition and Group Dynamics in Late Antique Pagan and Christian 
Communities (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006); Derda et al., Alexandria. “Ancient education 
is usually divided into three successive parts, depending on the teacher: first comes the didaskalos (reading 
and writing), then the grammatikos (reading and writing poetry), and finally the rhetor (writing prose), but 
the second and especially the third parts were optional. The second and third parts could be drawn out and 
perfected in a major city such as Alexandria.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 58. 
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The renowned poets who hailed from Panopolis and the surrounding region 

included Nonnos of Panopolis (born ca. 400 C.E.), Kyros (Cyrus) of Panopolis (died 

457C.E.), Pamprepios of Panopolis (440-484 C.E.), Zosimos of Panopolis (fl. ca. 300 

C.E.), and Olympiodoros of Thebes (fl. fifth century C.E.).96 The Greek poet Nonnos of 

Panopolis is one example of a fruitful exchange between Christianity and Hellenism.97 In 

the fifth century, Nonnos composed the Dionysiaka about the exploits of Dionysos in 

India, as well as a hexametric paraphrase of the gospel of John.98 The work of Zosimos, 

																																																								
96 Crislip, “The Red Monastery,” 9. Nonnos was “the most important epic poet not only of the fifth century 
but of the imperial period. He influenced a series of poets, not all of whom were born in his native town of 
Panopolis. Among his followers were Pamprepius of Panopolis, Triphiodoros of Panopolis (probably from 
the second half of the fifth century), Colluthus of Lycopolis (in the time of Emperor Anastasius I [491-
518]), and Christodoros of Coptos.” Martin Krause, “Nonnos of Panopolis,” CE 6:1799b-1800a. See also: 
Konstantinos Spanoudakis, ed., Nonnus of Panopolis in Context: Poetry and Cultural Milieu in Late 
Antiquity with a Section on Nonnus and the Modern World (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2014). Kyros 
(Cyrus) of Panopolis “enjoyed great success at court in Constantinople, but was disgraced and sent to be a 
bishop at Cotyaeum in Phrygia.” “As late as the tenth century, he was still remembered as ‘the great poet.’ 
But virtually none of the abundant Greek contemporary poetry of the fourth to sixth centuries has survived, 
and Cyrus was only marginally luckier than the rest.” Alan Cameron, Wandering Poets and Other Essays 
on Late Greek Literature and Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 37, 39. See also: 
Timothy E. Gregory, “Kyros,” ODB. Pamprepios of Panopolis was a poet who “studied philosophy in 
Alexandria and Athens with the avowedly pagan philosophers of the day. After a stay in Byzantium, where 
he perhaps rose as high as consul, he went in 483-484 to Egypt.” Martin Krause, “Pamprepios of 
Panopolis,” CE 6:1879b-1880a. In Athens, Pamprepios studied with Proklos. Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ 
Panopolis,” 68. Zosimos of Panopolis “is recognized as one of the most important representatives of Greek 
alchemy.” Michèle Mertens, “Alchemy, Hermetism and Gnosticism at Panopolis, c. 300 A.D.: The 
Evidence of Zosimus,” in Perspectives on Panopolis: An Egyptian Town from Alexander the Great to the 
Arab Conquest, ed. A. Egberts et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 165. Zosimos “received his basic and 
intermediate education in Panopolis. He mentions Hesiod and Plato, and these would have been on the 
program there.” His “main gnostic sources would have been Christian.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ 
Panopolis,” 61. See also: David Pingree and Anthony Cutler, “Alchemy,” ODB. Olympiodoros of Thebes 
was a “historian who wrote a work comprising twenty-two books that was dedicated to Emperor 
Theodosius II. It deals with the years 407-435 and is based on his own experiences (e.g., with the 
Blemmyes in Nubia).” Martin Krause, “Olympiodorus of Thebes,” CE 6:1840a-1840b. For a 
comprehensive list of cultural figures from Panopolis, see Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 74. 
 
97 Panopolis remained a “stronghold of pagan culture” in the fifth century. As the archive of Dioscoros of 
Aphrodito exemplifies, it was possible to be Christian without ridding oneself of the classical Greek culture 
even in the sixth century. Heinz Heinen, “Egypt, Roman and Byzantine Rule in,” CE 2:942a-948a. “At 
least in the case of the Panopolitan poets, it is clear that most were Christian elites embracing classical 
mythology and literary forms without embarrassment.” Crislip, “The Red Monastery,” 9. 
 
98 The Dionysiaka, comprised of forty-eight books, bears the title of “the longest surviving epic from 
antiquity.” Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 20. 
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Nonnos, and other famous Panopolitans suggests “the multiplicity of the scientific, 

philosophical, and religious currents” of Panopolis.99 Nonnos and other literati from the 

Panopolite nome and the larger region of the Thebaid skillfully navigated the 

multicultural landscape of Byzantine Egypt.100 Conversely, the rich educational training 

acquired in Panopolis had an impact on the literary output of those “wandering poets,” 

who were “products of a late Roman culture that had surprisingly integrated a deep 

appreciation and knowledge of classical mythology into an elite Christian identity.”101 

Panopolis was also “the home of people who became famous and powerful in the capital 

and far beyond it.”102 

Shenoute, the abbot of the White Monastery and the leader of the monastic 

federation to which the Red Monastery belonged, had ties to those local elites.103 

Shenoute’s writings and monumental building program expressed an elite Christian 

																																																								
99 Although the Gnostic tradition has been traditionally treated separately from asceticism, recent 
scholarship brings the two together. The monastic authors’ official position on this subject was strict, but 
clear-cut differences were hard to maintain in practice. For example, although Shenoute stated 
unequivocally that only the four gospels are legitimate, and that apocryphal sources should be forbidden 
and should have no place among Christians, he also incorporated Gnostic ideas in his theology. Hugo 
Lundhaug, “Shenoute of Atripe and Nag Hammadi Codex II,” in Zugänge zur Gnosis: Akten zur Tagung 
der Patristischen Arbeitsgemeinschaft vom 02.-05.01.2011 in Berlin-Spandau, ed. Christoph Markschies 
and Johannes van Oort (Leuven: Peeters, 2013). “The wealth of this diversity bears witness to the 
intellectual expansion which characterized Panopolis at the turn of the third and fourth centuries CE.” 
Mertens, “Alchemy,” 175. 
 
100 Scholars have debated whether Nonnos was a Christian or a pagan. The unsettled debate suggests the 
possibility of fluid identities in late antique Panopolis, but more importantly, it reminds us that one identity 
did not necessarily exclude the other, at least not in all aspects of human life and creativity. Nonnos of 
Panopolis: Spanoudakis, Nonnus of Panopolis. 
 
101 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 21; Cameron, Wandering Poets. 
 
102 Bolman, “Introduction,” xxx. See also: Peter Sarris, Economy and Society in the Age of Justinian 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
 
103 Heike Behlmer, “Visitors to Shenoute’s Monastery,” in Pilgrimage and Holy Space in Late Antique 
Egypt, ed. David Frankfurter (Leiden: Brill, 1998). 
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identity that integrated elements of the classical tradition. Although the Life of Shenoute 

portrays him as “unlettered” and of humble origins, the abbot’s own writings “show the 

marks of a formal education” that he likely received in Panopolis.104 Shenoute’s 

“evidently high level of education indicates that he came from the higher strata of 

Panopolitan society,” despite what his posthumous vita claims.105 Shenoute must have 

benefitted from a classical education, as he referred to Aristophanes in his writings.106 He 

could read and write in Greek and Coptic, and “the learned character and rhetorical 

brilliance of his writings suggest that he received the education in grammar and rhetoric 

that any young man from a prominent family in Panopolis would have enjoyed.”107 

Shenoute’s literary corpus in Coptic preserves a large body of texts related to the life of 

the White Monastery federation as well as to the abbot’s identity as prophet, preacher, 

and an influential religious authority in the region.108 

																																																								
104 Crislip, “The Red Monastery,” 9; Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 10. The same 
discrepancy is revealed when the Life of Antony penned by Athanasios is compared with Antony’s self-
authored letters. The vita portrays Antony diminishes the saint’s intellectual accomplishments and 
highlights instead his spiritual feats. This is a characteristic feature of the genre, but it also aligns with the 
patriarch’s own agenda. Goehring, Ascetics; Samuel Rubenson, The Letters of St. Antony: Origenist 
Theology, Monastic Tradition and the Making of a Saint (Lund: Lund University Press, 1990). 
 
105 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 10. 
 
106 Shenoute cited Aristophanes’s Birds and Frogs. “Both plays were part of the curriculum of the 
grammatikos in Late Antiquity. Shenoute also mastered a number of Greek prose compositional forms 
(from a rhetor?), which he was the first to successfully adopt in Egyptian (Sahidic Coptic). He must have 
been educated, at the elementary, intermediate, and advanced level in the monastery, not in Panopolis, and 
not much at any rate in his home village.” He “became a monk when he was still very young, if we believe 
his own chronological statements and the indications in the so-called Life (a mere lad of nine).” Van 
Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 66. “Monastic education in this early period has been underestimated.” Van 
Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 67. 
 
107 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 3. Most likely, Shenoute “received this education 
not in his monastery, but in Panopolis. If so, then we may rightly imagine him as a ‘Panopolitan.’” Emmel, 
“From the Other Side of the Nile,” 99. 
 
108 Crislip, “The Red Monastery,” 9; Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 1, 3. 
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The White Monastery Federation 

The earliest history of the White Monastery federation dates to the fourth century 

C.E., when a monk named Pcol founded a monastic community across the Nile River 

from Panopolis. The writings of Shenoute, who was the third leader of the community,	

attest to contacts between the monastic community and Panopolis.109 Shenoute, whose 

educational formation most likely took place in Panopolis, became a powerful religious 

figure in the Panopolitan nome, and after his death his cult spread to other parts of 

Egypt.110 Under Shenoute’s leadership, the size of the White Monastery federation grew 

significantly, and pilgrims to this day flock to the White Monastery in July to celebrate 

Shenoute’s feast day.111 At one point, the White Monastery federation is said to have 

included more than one thousand members.112 The third-phase painted program of the 

Red Monastery triconch, completed about a century after Shenoute’s death, includes the 

abbot’s portrait (Illustration 10) next to those of three other monks crucial to the history 

of this monastic community and important patriarchs. These depictions (Illustration 11) 

provide a point of access into the history and power relationships of the White Monastery 

federation. 

																																																								
109 For the transition of power from Ebonh, who was Pcol’s successor, to Shenoute see: Bentley Layton, 
The Canons of Our Fathers: Monastic Rules of Shenoute (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 23-24. 
 
110 For the popularity of Shenoute in Sketis: see Stephen J. Davis, “Shenoute in Scetis: New Archaeological 
Evidence for the Cult of a Monastic Saint in Early Medieval Wādī al-Naṭrūn,” Coptica 14 (2005): 1-19. For 
Shenoute in Thebes see: Esther Garel, “Lire Chénouté dans la region thébaine aux VIIe-VIIIe siècles,” in 
Études coptes XIV: seizième journée d’études (Génève, 19-21 juin 2013), ed. Anne Boud’hors and 
Catherine Louis (Paris: Éditions De Boccard, 2016). See also: Arietta Papaconstantinou, Le culte des saints 
en Egypte des Byzantins aux Abbassides: l’apport des inscriptions et des papyrus grecs et coptes (Paris: 
CNRS Editions, 2001), 185-186. 
 
111 For pilgrimage see: Schroeder, Monastic Bodies, 94. 
 
112 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 5. 
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Illustration 10. Shenoute, secco painting, sixth century C.E., north lobe, level II, Red 
Monastery triconch. Photo: Arnaldo Vescovo 

 

 
 

Illustration 11. From left to right: Besa, Shenoute, Pcol, Pshoi, secco paintings, sixth 
century C.E., north lobe, level II, Red Monastery triconch. Photo: Arnaldo Vescovo 
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The painted portraits of local monastic saints occupy the niches of the middle 

level in the north apse of the Red Monastery triconch. The first one on the right, in a 

privileged position close to the eastern apse, is a monk named Pshoi, who lived in the 

fourth century C.E. and who was the first leader of a semi-anchoritic community that 

came to be known as the Red Monastery. As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, the Red 

Monastery joined a monastic federation led by the abbot of the nearby White Monastery. 

The portrait of the founder of the White Monastery, whose name was Pcol, resides in the 

niche next to Pshoi. Pcol modeled his community on “the basic contours” of the 

Pachomian koinonia.113 The term koinonia (i.e. fellowship) derives from the New 

Testament. Pachomios (ca. 292-346 C.E.), known as the “founder of cenobitic 

monasticism,” and his successors “saw themselves not simply as pioneers of 

monasticism, but as pioneers in the art of Christian living, called to resurrect the New 

Testament’s most radical vision of human community.”114 Depicted in the niche next to 

Pcol, Shenoute, Pcol’s nephew, succeeded his uncle in circa 386 and became the most 

famous abbot of the White Monastery federation.115 As the “father” of the White 

																																																								
113 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 14. The Pachomian koinonia was “system of 
affiliated monasteries” that spread between Panopolis and Latopolis, a distance of 175 kilometers.” 
Goehring, Ascetics, 95. See also: Philip Rousseau, Pachomius: The Making of a Community in Fourth-
century Egypt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999). “At least through the fifth century the two 
autonomous systems continued to interact and even share key developments, such as the construction circa 
450 of magnificent basilicas in the main communities of both federations, of which the Pachomian church 
at Pbow remains only as a ruin.” Crislip, “The Red Monastery,” 4-5. 
 
114 The rules of Pachomios “provided a model for later monastic legislators, notably Basil of Caesarea in 
the Greek East and Benedict of Nursia in the Latin West.” William Harmless, Desert Christians: An 
Introduction to the Literature of Early Monasticism (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 
115-116. 
 
115 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 1, 3. This gallery of monastic fathers in the most 
sacred and the most restricted part of the church excludes Antony and Pachomios, for example, who are 
credited with the development of eremitic and coenobitic forms of monasticism, respectively, in late 
antique Egypt. 
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Monastery federation, Shenoute oversaw the Red Monastery, a monastery for women in 

Atripe, and hermitages in the region, along with the largest community, at the White 

Monastery.116 Although predominantly a coenobitic community, the White Monastery 

federation also permitted anchoritic and semi-eremitical lifestyles.117 Shenoute himself 

spent much of his life in a cave, descending from it on special occasions to give sermons 

in the monumental White Monastery church. His limited appearances must have been an 

extraordinary attraction that occurred only a few times a year. Otherwise, he 

communicated via letters. 

Another group of prominent individuals depicted in the third-phase paintings in 

the Red Monastery church sanctuary includes patriarchs of Alexandria. Athanasios (295-

373 C.E.), Theophilos (345-412 C.E.), and Cyril (375-444 C.E.), who not only had high 

profiles throughout the empire, but “exerted a powerful influence on the religious life of 

the region of Panopolis during their own lifetime and beyond.”118 They are shown in the 

north apse. The south lobe features the portraits of Theonas (bishop, 282-300 C.E.) and 

																																																								
 
116 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 4. 
 
117 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 14. In general, the theoretical model of eremitic 
and coenobitic forms of monasticism does not agree with the material remains. For one, Christian monastic 
practice had a spectrum of various forms of asceticism, for example semi-anchotitic, a cross between 
eremitic and coenobitic represented in the early monasteries of Egypt’s Western Desert. Also, some 
monastic authors considered eremitic life a phase with a possibility of rejoining the community. Darlene L. 
Brooks Hedstrom, “Divine Architects: Designing the Monastic Dwelling Place,” in Egypt in the Byzantine 
World, 300-700, ed. Roger S. Bagnall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
 
118 “The Alexandrian bishops maintained a presence in far-flung communities through epistles and 
sometimes visits (and in Athanasios’s important case, exile), facilitated by the Nile, which lent an ease and 
efficiency to trade and travel unmatched in antiquity.” “… Egypt lacked metropolitan bishops, that is, 
bishops of the cities, themselves responsible for appointing lesser bishops (chorepiskopoi, periodeutai). 
The third-century Alexandrian episcopate, therefore, established and maintained unusually immediate 
authority over the full extent of the Nile Valley and Delta.” Crislip, “The Red Monastery,” 3. 
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Dioskoros (444-451 C.E.), two more patriarchs of Alexandria.119 Shenoute had creative 

relationships with the church hierarchy. He “appears to have exercised his authority 

without reference to other Christian leaders in the area: a bishop of Panopolis appears 

nowhere in Shenoute’s writings. Rather, he communicated directly with the powerful 

bishop of Alexandria.”120 Shenoute is said to have accompanied Cyril of Alexandria to 

the Council of Ephesos in 431. In the aftermath of the council of Chalcedon in 451, 

Shenoute endorsed the deposed patriarch Dioskoros and the Alexandrian doctrine of 

miaphysitism.121 In a letter from Dioskoros to Shenoute, the patriarch instructs the abbot 

to safeguard the official position of the Alexandrian patriarchate. The reshuffling of 

alliances along doctrinal lines affected the fate of monastic communities in the sixth-

century. The Pachomian koinonia “fell under Chalcedonian control,” whereas the 

Shenoutean federation sided with the patriarch Dioskoros. The White Monastery 

federation continued to thrive under Islamic rule for several centuries, whereas the 

Pachomian koinonia, which lacked the patriarch’s support, disappears in the surviving 

record for later periods.122 

																																																								
119 The only non-Alexandrian bishop is Basil of Caesarea whose writings circulated in Egypt. C. Detlef, 
“Basil the Great,” CE 2:351b-352b. 
 
120 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 8. 
 
121 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 12. 
 
122 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 17. The connection between the two developments 
is conjectural, but seems likely. It may also explain the repainting of the Red Monastery triconch whose 
final depiction included the champions of miaphysitism and the patriarch Dioskoros himself in the southern 
semidome, in the company of the four gospel writers and the enthroned Christ. Stephen J. Davis, The 
Early Coptic Papacy: The Egyptian Church and Its Leadership in Late Antiquity (Cairo: American 
University in Cairo Press, 2004); Stephen J. Davis, Coptic Christology in Practice: Incarnation and Divine 
Participation in Late Antique and Medieval Egypt (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
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Restricted to the monks who had access to this space, the third-phase paintings in 

the triconch contain a kind of pantheon of men who were deemed most important to the 

Red Monastery community in the sixth century. The selection includes bishops of 

Alexandria and the founding fathers of the White Monastery federation. The monks and 

bishops reside together in the most sacred part of the church. In addition to being 

depicted in the backs of the niches, two bishops and one monk appear among biblical 

figures represented in the north and south semidomes. The painted program of the Red 

Monastery triconch sanctuary blurs the lines between the biblical figures and their earthly 

representatives.123 

The White Monastery federation became an important player in the economy of 

the Panopolite nome. Economic interactions with the outside world were an important 

point of contact for the White Monastery.124 Among other methods, such as farming, the 

federation increased its revenue through inheritance. Documentary sources confirm the 

White Monastery federation’s participation in Egypt’s landholding system.125 The sixth-

																																																								
123 The nave’s paintings that would have been contemporaneous with the murals of the triconch sanctuary is 
unknown, because the walls of the nave were rebuilt in the medieval period, sometime after the ninth 
century. 
 
124 Ariel G. López, Shenoute of Atripe and the Uses of Poverty: Rural Patronage, Religious Conflict and 
Monasticism in Late Antique Egypt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013). As a member of the 
federation, the Red Monastery benefited from the White Monastery’s favorable economic position. Bolman 
“‘The Possessions of Our Poverty.’” The portrait of the patron of the sixth-century (second phase) painted 
program in the Red Monastery triconch is depicted on the façade wall. Elizabeth S. Bolman, “A Donor 
Portrait and a Painted Gift at the Red Monastery, Sohag, Upper Egypt,” in Egypt 1350 BC - AD 1800: Art 
Historical and Archaeological Studies for Gawdat Gabra, ed. Marianne Eaton-Krauss et al. (Wiesbaden: 
Reichert, 2011). 
 
125 The arable land of Panopolis has been estimated at 200,000 arouras. Bagnall, “Public Administration,” 
11. To put this in a perspective, “a holding of 5 or 6 arourai of land might be a reasonable estimate of what 
an average family would need for bare subsistence.” Alan K. Bowman, “Egypt,” in The Cambridge Ancient 
History, ed. Alan K. Bowman et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 694. “By the sixth 
century, the properties of the White Monastery and other religious institutions in Egypt had become 
substantial.” It “owned land in the arable area of the village of Phthla (‘the Cultivation’) near Aphrodito in 
the Antaiopolite nome. Through a lay steward, it leased this land out to a local entrepreneur named 
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century will of Theodore, who was “a civilian official on the duke’s staff,” stipulated that 

“the monastery of Apa Shenoute in the Panopolite nome” was to inherit a major portion 

of Theodore’s rural and urban property.126 The annual income from renting and selling 

that property was “to be expended on ‘pious distributions’” such as “the ransoming of 

prisoners.”127 Another stipulation was that “property that had come to Theodore by 

inheritance from his deceased wife is to be sold off to finance good works in her 

name.”128 This was likely the responsibility of the monks of the White Monastery 

federation.129 

The White Monastery federation had extraordinary resources. Shenoute 

welcomed thousands of refugees into the monastery, during a regional crisis.130 As the 

economic prosperity of the White Monastery federation increased, its leaders presented a 

challenge to the traditional distribution of wealth among the urban elites. “As gifts of the 

faithful, monetary and otherwise, flowed into the monastery, and as benefits both 

material and spiritual flowed from the monastery to its devotees, Shenoute emerged as a 

																																																								
Aurelius Phoibammon. He in turn, as middleman, guaranteed the land’s farming through a series of sub-
leases and work contracts.” James G. Keenan, “Egypt,” in vol. 14 of The Cambridge Ancient History 
(London: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 620. In general, monastic institutions became “landholding 
entities” and a new force in “the changing agricultural and spiritual economies” of Egypt in the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth centuries. Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 15. 
 
126 The rural property was in the Hermopolite, Antinoopolite, Panopolite nomes, and elsewhere. The urban 
property was in Antinoopolis and Hermopolis. Keenan, “Egypt,” 618. 
 
127 Keenan, “Egypt,” 618. 
 
128 Keenan, “Egypt,” 618. 
 
129 Keenan, “Egypt,” 618. 
 
130 This prosperity was not always the case. “Before it became an economic force,” the White Monastery 
“counted on bequests of necessities to help feed and clothe its monks and nuns in a cenobitic community 
reported to number some 4,000 souls.” Keenan, “Egypt,” 620. 
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civic leader and patron whose power and wealth troubled traditional lay elites in 

Panopolis.”131 

Both material and spiritual forms of economy have been the subject of scholarly 

study in recent years. A network of reciprocal relations was established between the 

monasteries and the laity. Affluent visitors gave monetary donations, whereas the poor 

could increase the popularity of a monastery by coming in great numbers and performing 

various services. In general, monasteries emerged as “centers of popular piety, 

pilgrimage, and instruction.”132 Documentary evidence provides an abundance of 

examples of trading between monasteries and cities. In addition to a core identity as a 

monk, each abbot took on the roles of “prophet, priest, patron, and preacher.”133 The 

economic background of the White Monastery federation helps explain its monumental 

building projects. At the time of construction, the White Monastery church was larger 

than most monastery churches, and it even matched episcopal basilicas in scale.134 

The White Monastery also became a pilgrimage site, centered around the cult of 

Shenoute, both while he was alive, and after his death. By all accounts, he was a powerful 

speaker who drew people from outside of the federation to the White Monastery to hear 

him.135 The church building accommodated a sizeable congregation of Shenoute’s 

																																																								
131 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 8. 
 
132 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 15. 
 
133 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 15. 
 
134 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 8. “The imposing size and scale of the structure 
speaks to the intersection of monastic power and elite patronage in Shenoute’s time.” Brakke and Crislip 
Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 16. See also: Bolman, “‘Possessions of our Poverty.’” 
 
135 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 17. 
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diverse audiences, as well as providing a platform for the abbot’s communication with 

members of those audiences. Inside the church, monks mingled with “outsiders from the 

area of Atripe and Panopolis, as well as others from farther afield,” while they were 

hearing Shenoute’s sermons.136 Shenoute’s writings, which monks continued to read in 

the church several times a year, long after the abbot’s death, indicate that his audiences 

consisted of Christians, heretics, pagans, philosophers, and nomads, in other words, 

people from various socioeconomic backgrounds.137 The study of Shenoute’s literary 

corpus has identified two main categories of his writings that confirm the early monastic 

leader’s role as a negotiator between the monastery and the outside world. The Canons 

“address the monks and concern the monastery’s internal affairs,” whereas the 

Discourses respond to “queries and concerns” of monastic and non-monastic audiences, 

“even non-Christians.”138 

In addition to his identities as monk and preacher, Shenoute played a role in local 

politics. He accused Gesios, “a former governor of Thebais” and “a wealthy landlord,” of 

exploiting farmers and of being a crypto-pagan.139 Shenoute used this feud to construct 

himself as a champion of the poor and an enemy of pagans. Although the abbot framed 

his rivalry with Gesios as a conflict between pagans and Christians, class also seems to 

have played a role. The precise motivations behind Shenoute’s attacks on Gesios are still 

																																																								
136 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 16. 
 
137 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 8. 
 
138 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses of Shenoute, 15, 23-24. 
 
139 Emmel, “From the Other Side of the Nile,” 99, 102-103. Van Minnen, “The Letter of Ammon,” 181. 
Gesios “owned vineyards and a commercial bath house in Panopolis.” Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ Panopolis,” 
65. 
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being debated, but the conflicts between these two men “indicate how closely 

interconnected the monasteries of Atripe were with the productive, intellectually active 

city of Panopolis across the Nile.”140 

As discussed earlier, the city of Panopolis was an anchor in the Panopolitan nome. 

One can ascribe a similarly powerful role for the White Monastery federation, anchoring 

the countryside. The areas of influence of the two entities overlapped, and there were 

countless interactions between the two. The monks conducted business in the city, and 

Shenoute himself ventured into Panopolis to ransack the house of Gesios. Conversely, 

residents of Panopolis and the surrounding countryside, as well as pilgrims from further 

away, visited the monastery. Although the traditional narrative of monasticism 

emphasizes a separation between monasteries and cities, boundaries between the two 

entities were very permeable.141 

 

Shifting Landscapes: Monastic Cities in the Desert 

Some literary accounts idealized the monastic life by overemphasizing its 

preoccupation with withdrawal from and renunciation of the traditional world of the 

living. As I will discuss below, however, monasteries existed within cities, although 

material evidence for these communities has not survived. 

Documentary sources, which offer abundant evidence for close economic 

relations between monks, villagers and city dwellers, largely contradict the literary 

idealizations of monasticism. Monks produced and traded goods such as baskets that they 

																																																								
140 Crislip, “The Red Monastery,” 9. 
 
141 Goehring, Ascetics, 39-52. 
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sold to lay people. They also owned and leased land, and became major centers of book 

production. Each community handled its revenue differently, depending on the wishes of 

its leaders. For example, a novice entering the White Monastery had to donate his wealth 

to the monastery. Shenoute required “a written agreement from prospective monks that 

confirmed the donation of their property to the monastery.”142  

The ideal life of withdrawal exemplified by Antony is skewed by Athanasios’s 

own agenda.143 Athanasios of Alexandria portrayed Antony (ca. 254-356 C.E.) as a 

hermit whose holiness grew exponentially as he gradually withdrew from the traditional 

world of the living into the desert, at one point inhabiting a cemetery, that is the world of 

the dead.144 Early monks, although they held Antony’s anachoresis in high esteem, 

understood that only the most advanced practitioners could replicate it, and even then, 

they oftentimes failed. At the same time, some episcopal authorities were threatened by 

the rising monastic movement, and bishop-writers wanted to reduce its threat by 

emphasizing withdrawal to the desert, as far away from the city as possible. One of the 

themes which emerges from monastic literature is the desertification of monasticism.145 

Yet, even idealized literary depictions of early monks contain vignettes of cities 

inhabited by monks. The anonymous author of the fourth-century C.E. Historia 

monachorum in Aegypto wrote that the city of Oxyrhynchos “is so full of monasteries 

																																																								
142 Goehring, Ascetics, 51. 
 
143 Athanasios wrote a biography of Antony that became very popular in the east and west. Harmless, 
Desert Christians, 85-113. 
 
144 Harmless, Desert Christians, 33-36, 57-84. 
 
145 Goehring, Ascetics, 73-88. 
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that the walls resound with the voices of monks.”146 The author added that “the monks 

were almost in a majority over the secular inhabitants as they lodge at the entrances of the 

city and even in the gate towers.”147 The authors gave a vivid image of the monks’ 

hospitality: “They possessed such hospitality and love that I am not able to describe it, for 

each of us had our garments torn apart by them pulling us to stay with them.”148 The 

monastic presence is not limited to the city proper, for “other monasteries encircle its 

exterior, so that the outer city forms another town alongside the inner.”149 

The dichotomy of Hellenistic cities in Egypt and Christian monasteries in the 

countryside is therefore not only reductive but incorrect. The earliest monumental 

monastic buildings that still survive were built not far from urban centers. Neither the 

archaeological remains nor the textual accounts of late antique monasticism can be 

mapped on this bipolar diagram of Egypt. In fact, the origins of monasticism appear to 

have taken root in urban centers. The earliest documentary record of the Greek word for 

monk in an Egyptian context places a monk in a town, where he negotiated a secular 

affair. The literary portrayal of monasticism as a lifestyle characterized by withdrawal, 

renunciation, and self-denial do not align with documentary sources and material 

remains.150 

																																																								
146 Lincoln H. Blumell and Thomas A. Wayment, eds., Christian Oxyrhynchus: Texts, Documents, and 
Sources (Waco, Texas: Baylor University Press, 2015), 635. 
 
147 “Ten thousand monks and twenty thousand nuns.” Blumell and Wayment, eds., Christian Oxyrhynchus, 
635, 637. 
 
148 Blumell and Wayment, eds., Christian Oxyrhynchus, 637. 
 
149 Blumell and Wayment, eds., Christian Oxyrhynchus, 635. “There is no town or village in Egypt and the 
Thebaid which is not surrounded by hermitages as if by walls. And the people depend on the prayers of 
these monks as if on God himself.” Historia monachorum in Aegypto, Prologue 10. 
 
150 Goehring, Ascetics, 89-109. 
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When it was constructed, the White Monastery was positioned between the high 

escarpment to the west and the arable flood plain to the east. A picture taken several 

years before the construction of the Aswan High Dam shows the proximity of the White 

Monastery church building and the flood waters (Illustration 12).151 The Nile River has 

changed its course since antiquity, but even so the picture offers a striking visualization 

of the closeness between the cultivated land and the monastic community. Even a couple 

of decades ago, the Red Monastery church dominated the desert landscape around it. 

Now, the surroundings of the Red Monastery are “lush with fields and palm trees owing 

to year-round irrigation.”152 Despite their relative proximity to the Nile Valley, the White 

and Red Monasteries were “nevertheless removed from the traditional world of the 

living.”153 

Monasticism became an urbanizing force in the desert, and this dynamic played 

out in the White Monastery federation. The well-known metaphor of monks making the 

desert a city evoked large numbers of monastic practitioners. The city the monks were 

actively recreating was the earthly counterpart of the heavenly Jerusalem.154 The 

metaphor was already used by Athanasios in the Life of Antony. Count Chossoroas 

repeated it to Shenoute: “You have made the desert a city.”155 He and his contemporaries  

																																																								
151 Klaus Wessel, ed., Christentum am Nil (Recklinghausen: Aurel Bongers Verlag, 1964), fig. 75. 
 
152 Bolman, “Introduction,” xxviii. 
 
153 Bolman, “Introduction,” xxviii. 
 
154 Kirsti B. Copeland, “The Earthly Monastery and the Transformation of the Heavenly City in Late 
Antique Egypt,” in Heavenly Realms and Earthly Realities in Late Antique Religions, ed. Ra‘anan S. 
Boustan and Annette Yoshiko Reed (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 144, 152. 
 
155 Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses, 11, 13 (n. 33). “If Athanasius’ proclamation of the desert 
transformed into city was wishful thinking at the time he composed the Life of Antony shortly after 356, by 
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Illustration 12. White Monastery church. Source: Wessel, Christentum, fig. 75 

 

redefined the concept of a city. In Shenoute’s writings, the theme of the city as “a thing 

of beauty” casts the abbot’s earthly surroundings “as a mirror of a sacred landscape, the 

cities of ancient Palestine and the Mediterranean as they appear mediated by the 

Scriptures.”156 The city was a place of urban and architectural splendor. Shenoute found 

“the orderly, regulated, manmade structures of stone, brick and wood which adorn both 

the earthly city and its counterpart, the Heavenly Jerusalem” beautiful.157 

																																																								
Shenoute’s lifetime it had become cliché, and like all clichés indicative of reality as collectively perceived, 
if not of reality itself.” Brakke and Crislip, Selected Discourses, 13. 
 
156 Heike Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor in the Works of Two Panopolitans: Shenoute and Besa,” in 
Perspectives on Panopolis: An Egyptian Town from Alexander the Great to the Arab Conquest, ed. A. 
Egberts (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 13. 
 
157 Behlmer, “The City,” 15. 
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Shenoute’s references to urban centers include general, unspecified cities, as well 

as the city of Panopolis and the heavenly Jerusalem. In some cases, the distinction 

Shenoute drew between city and village served as “a principle of geographical 

classification.”158 Shenoute used the Greek word polis (πόλις, i.e. city) in opposition to 

the Greek word kōmē (κώµη, i.e. village).159 In Shenoute’s time, “the growing 

urbanization” of Egypt “resulted in numerous cities surrounded by a relatively prosperous 

countryside.”160 Nome capitals were especially important, and Shenoute sometimes 

referred explicitly to Panopolis. Heike Behlmer has noted that Shenoute’s references to 

city as opposed to the countryside were “inspired by a crucial aspect of urban life, namely 

building activities, both private and public, ecclesiastical and non.”161  

As “a thing of beauty,” a city could also be dangerous, especially because it was 

inhabited by urban elites. Urban space, with its beautiful buildings, “had long been the 

necessary stage for the public display of wealth and munificence necessary for the special 

positioning of the Late Antique urban elite.”162 Shenoute “compete[d] for this public 

space.”163 The city was a stage for the rivalry between Shenoute and Gesios. Shenoute 

																																																								
158 Behlmer, “The City,” 14. “In general, the Greco-Roman city was distinguished from the village not only 
through its buildings serving urban administrative and social life, but also with the almost complete 
absence of agricultural installations, traditionally reserved for villages and small towns.” Helen G. Saradi, 
The Byzantine City in the Sixth Century: Literary Images and Historical Reality (Athens: Distributed 
by the Society of Messenian Archaeological Studies, 2006), 449. 
 
159 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 14. 
 
160 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 14-15. 
 
161 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 15. 
 
162 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 17. 
 
163 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 17. See also: Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt, 277-283. 
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criticized “the impious rich man” for bedecking himself in ostentatious garments and 

parading in the city.164 Shenoute complained about the city’s population for participating 

in the governor’s pomp. While the governor, seated “on a cart,” was “carried through the 

streets,” “a multitude of miserable beings [ran] before him, shouting and acclaiming 

him.”165 They also sang songs and played flutes to cheer him on. This kind of attention 

given to Gesios fueled Shenoute’s outrage at his rival. Shenoute and other early Christian 

leaders harshly criticized these kinds of urban spectacles for their ostentatious display. 

The city was “the place where all kinds of distractions and amusements can be found,” 

including theatrical performances: “from morning to evening you stay in the places which 

are filled with all kinds of vanities and you do not get enough of hearing and seeing what 

is harmful for you, including the farces and the plays.”166 

Shenoute’s “rhetoric combines the ambiguity of the beauty of the city and its 

buildings with the criticism of wealth used unwisely.”167 As mentioned above, the White 

Monastery federation was deeply involved in economic activities. The abbot presented 

himself as a person worthy of receiving donations. He claimed that he knew how to spend 

them well, and if he did not, then at least he took away the burden of worrying about it 

from the sponsor who donated the money. The champion of the poor needed resources, as 

																																																								
164 Shenoute alluded here to “the ceremonial entry of the governor” which was “one of the most important 
events in a city and occasion for the display of government power and wealth and civic virtues.” “This 
passage requires an entirely new significance in the light of Stephen Emmel’s discovery that the impious 
rich man – Gesios once more – was in fact an ex-governor of the Thebais who lived in retirement in or near 
Panopolis as a crypto-pagan. In this case the taunt would have been felt all the more acutely.” Behlmer, 
“The City as Metaphor,” 17, 18 (n. 26). 
 
165 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 18. 
 
166 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 18. 
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well. Shenoute accused the wealthy elites, who resided in cities, of putting their riches to 

wrong use.168 The city was where wealth accumulated, and Shenoute warned against the 

corrupting effects of that accumulation of wealth that people like Gesios spent on pomp 

and their own interests.169 Shenoute’s critique of Gesios was “a conscious bid to supplant 

local landowners as patron of the poor,” but also potentially to redistribute wealth to the 

countryside, specifically to the White Monastery federation.170 The Red Monastery 

triconch stood at the intersection of three entities, the city (Panopolis), the earthly 

monastery, set within the White Monastery federation, and the desert, in both its literal 

and figurative senses. 

 

The Interior Elevation of the Red Monastery Triconch and Its Parallels 

Nicholas Warner has recently studied the building closely and described it in 

detail. “The three lobes are of equal size, but the north and south lobes have doorways: 

two from the raised platform to the west, and two others leading into the north and south 

side chambers.”171 “The original altar must have been located at, or very close to, the 

center of the space.”172 “Today, the crossing of the sanctuary is roofed with a 

																																																								
168 Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 13. See also: “Πόλις, πολίτης und πολιτεία im Koptischen. Zu 
einigen Fragen des einschlägigen koptischen Lehnwortschatzes,” in Soziale Typenbegriffe im alten 
Griechenland, Bd. 7: Das Fortleben altgriechischer sozialer Typenbegriffe in den Sprachen der Welt, 2. 
Teil, ed. E. Ch. Welskopf (Berlin, 1982). 
 
169 “In the Vita tradition, an episode shows itself conscious that these riches can be and are accumulated in 
the city. It tells the attempt to buy grain in a city (Panopolis in the Arabic text) during a famine.” Emile 
Amélineau, Monuments pour servir à l’histoire de l’Égypte chretienne (Paris: E. Leroux, 1888-1895), 458. 
See also: Behlmer, “The City as Metaphor,” 17-18. 
 
170 Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt, 77-82. 
 
171 Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 70. 
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hemispherical, fired-brick dome supported internally by steel angles over a reinforced 

concrete ring beam resting on the four walls of the clerestory. In 1909 this dome replaced 

an earlier fired-brick dome with squinches that most probably was medieval in date.”173 

Whereas the exterior of the Red Monastery church incorporates pharaonic design 

elements, the building’s interior, especially its trefoil sanctuary (Illustration 13), draws on 

the architectural vocabulary of Roman multistory aedicular façades, such as those 

adorning theaters, fountains, gates, libraries, and colonnaded streets in the late antique 

cities of the eastern Mediterranean region. The adjective aedicular derives from the noun 

aedicule, an architectural frame around a niche, consisting of two columns or pilasters, or 

a combination of the two, with a pediment above. An aedicular façade is a multistory 

elevation of a building that features such architectural frames around niches. At the Red 

Monastery, a monumental arch within a richly articulated façade wall permits entry to the 

triconch (Illustration 14).174 The interior elevation of the triconch rises in three major 

zones or registers (Illustration 15).175 The lowest tier contains four doorways, seven 

niches, and fourteen reused columns (twelve Aswan granite and two marble).176 The 

fourteen columns support the lower entablature. The second register features eleven 

																																																								
 
173 Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 70. 
 
174 For a description of the sanctuary façade see: Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 63-66. 
 
175 Warner, “Architectural Survey;” Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica;” Kinney, “Architectural 
Sculpture.” 
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niches, punctuated by nineteen limestone columns. An upper entablature separates the 

second zone from the semidomes, spandrels, and the clerestory above. The sweeping  

curves of monumental arches delineate the semidomes. The late antique painted surfaces, 

including four phases of painting irregularly distributed, stretch from the floor to the 

clerestory. My principal focus in this dissertation is the third phase, dating to the sixth 

century. Only the floor and the dome are entirely modern. The harmoniously unified 

formal design of the triconch balances regularity with variety.177 The juxtapositions of 

vertical and horizontal lines, and of rectilinear and curving shapes, enliven the space. The 

sculptural articulation of the northern and southern lobes is identical, with two doors and 

four niches on the first two levels. The eastern lobe lacks doorways and distributes three 

niches on the first and second levels. 

		
	

Illustration 13. An isometric drawing showing the current condition of the Red 
Monastery triconch. Drawing: Nicholas Warner 

																																																								
177 Nicholas Warner, “The Architecture of the Red Monastery Church (Dayr Anbā Bišūy) in Egypt: An 
Evolving Anatomy,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 70 (2016). 
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Illustration 14. View of the early Byzantine façade separating the nave from the triconch 
sanctuary, Red Monastery church. Laser scan: Pietro Gasparri 
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Illustration 15. Red Monastery triconch, north lobe. Photo: Arnaldo Vescovo 
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Apart from the spandrels and the clerestory, it is virtually impossible to find a 

large area of flat wall inside the Red Monastery triconch. The space is highly three-

dimensional. The wall articulation juxtaposes deeply recessed niches with freestanding 

colonnades.178 The niche frames comprise pairs of engaged half-columns or pilasters, and 

composite pediments. The play of light and shadow, created by sunlight entering the 

sanctuary through the clerestory windows, and making its way across the space, 

illuminates different areas at different times of day and amplifies the three-dimensionality 

of the space. It also highlights iconographic details, for example the crowning of saints 

depicted on the back walls of some of the niches, an important subject to which I will 

return in chapter four. Second-phase painters, working at the end of the fifth or beginning 

of the sixth centuries, enhanced the carved elements by outlining them with red bands 

and decorating them with numerous ornamental motifs and painted imitations of various 

materials.179 

The sculptors also accounted for the viewer’s perspective. In the niches of the 

middle tier, they left a gap between the composite pediments and the column supports 

flanking the niches. The purpose of this gap is not entirely clear.180 It may have 

accommodated a fixture for lighting. It is likely that it had an aesthetic purpose, as well. 

But for the gap, the niches would have looked compressed from the point of view of the 

																																																								
178 A significant distance separates the backs of the niches and the freestanding colonnades. The west doors 
lead to the bema in front of the façade. The east doors lead to the side rooms behind the triconch. 
 
179 The half-columns are painted green, and the pilasters are painted pink. There is one exception, where the 
painters seem to have made a mistake, but decided not to correct it. William Lyster, “Artistic Working 
Practice and the Second-Phase Ornamental Program,” in The Red Monastery Church: Beauty and 
Asceticism in Upper Egypt, ed. Elizabeth S. Bolman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 103. 
 
180 Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 72. 
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person standing on the ground. This interpretation becomes more plausible when coupled 

with the fact that the surface of the composite pediments is beveled so that it faces down, 

in the direction of the viewers standing on the ground, instead of straight ahead. 

To throw in relief the overall visual impact of the triconch, it is worthwhile 

comparing it with a somewhat later church at the Syrian Monastery (Illustration 16), 

located in ancient Sketis.181 The Syrian Monastery church was a triconch, although the 

eastern lobe no longer survives. There are many differences between the two buildings, 

especially in the proportions between the zones of their interior elevations. At the Syrian 

Monastery church, there are no architecturally defined zones below the semidomes. One 

of the early phases includes trompe l’oeil marble panels set between pilasters, but this is 

painted and not plastic. The proportional relationships between the walls and the 

semidomes are also very different from those of the Red Monastery triconch. The 

clerestory area of the Syrian Monastery church is much more expansive, and the 

emphasis is thus on the substantial stretches of flat wall whose smooth surface is 

conducive for narrative representations.182 The striking contrast between the Red 

																																																								
181 The painted churches in Egypt do not survive from the same period as the Red Monastery, but the 
church of al-Adra at the Syrian Monastery is a good point of reference, because its original design was also 
a triconch. From the architectural point of view, closer to the Red Monastery triconch are the churches of 
Dayr Anba Bakhoum north of Akhmim and the church of Dendera. The late antique painted decoration of 
these two monuments does not survive, but the scale of the triconchs are similar, although the 
configurations of adjoining spaces differs from building to building. Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch 
Basilica,” 42-45. For the church of al-Adra at the Syrian Monastery see: Karel C. Innemée, “Dayr al-
Suryan: New Discoveries,” CE (29 January 2016), 
http://ccdl.libraries.claremont.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/cce/id/2137/rec/1. 
 
182 The figural depictions of the Syrian Monastery church are later than those of the Red Monastery 
triconch. Karel C. Innemée, “Deir al-Sourian – the Annunciation as part of a cycle?,” Cahiers 
archéologiques 43 (1995): 129-132; Karel C. Innemée, “New Discoveries in the al-‘Adra’ Church of Dayr 
as-Suryân in the Wâdî al-Natrûn,” Mitteilungen zur christlichen Archäologie 4 (1998): 79-103. 
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Monastery and the Syrian Monastery church sanctuaries highlights the plasticity of the 

former building. 

 
 

Illustration 16. Church of al-Adra at the Syrian Monastery. Photo: Elizabeth S. Bolman 
 
 

Much closer in design to the interior elevation of the Red Monastery triconch is 

the second-century nymphaion of Gerasa (Illustration 17). In fact, the Gerasa nymphaion 

offers the best surviving parallel for the interior elevation of the Red Monastery triconch, 

as has long been observed.183 The nymphaion comprises a semicircular recess flanked by 

sections of straight wall. The sculpted decoration effects a visual continuity between the 

																																																								
183 Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 45-46; Ugo Monneret de Villard, Les couvents près de 
Sohag (Milan: Private Printing, 1925). 
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flanking stretches of straight walls and the central semicircular recess. In the two side 

sections, single niches adorn each of the two lower zones. The two tiers each include 

seven more niches, with alternating square and round backs.184 The entablatures and the 

niche pediments are ornately carved. Corinthian columns of yellow limestone punctuate  

the niches.185 In its original state, a semidome capped the multistory curving façade of the 

nymphaion.186 The building’s currently colorless appearance is misleading.187 The 

excavators noted that the lower tier of niches featured marble revetment, and the upper 

tier still has traces of paint in one of the niches.188 

																																																								
184 “Jerash” in Late Antiquity: A Guide to the Postclassical World, ed. G. W. Bowersock et al. (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, and London, England: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999); Carl H. 
Kraeling, Gerasa. City of the Decapolis (New Haven, CT: American Schools of Oriental Research, 1938). 
 
185 Mostly stumps of those columns are in place today. 
 
186 The semidome was made of brick, and a small portion of it has survived. 
 
187 The Red Monastery triconch helps us imagine what the nymphaion looked like when it still had its 
polychromatic surface. 
 
188 Kraeling, Gerasa, 21-22. 
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Illustration 17. Nymphaion (monumental fountain) of Gerasa, Jordan, ca. 190 C.E. 
Photo: Manuel Cohen/Art Archive at Art Resource, New York. 
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The interior elevation of the Red Monastery triconch and the Gerasa nymphaion 

share numerous features, although of course the church has three lobes and a façade wall 

rather than framing panels. The two buildings both have two lower tiers of framed niches, 

alternating between square-backed and half-round.189 The lobes of both buildings were 

topped with semidomes. Among the differences between the two monuments is the fact 

that the Red Monastery triconch is entirely painted, and the paint imitates other, more 

durable and more plastic media. For example, the niches of the nymphaion contained 

statues. Instead of housing three-dimensional statues, the backs of the niches in the Red 

Monastery triconch feature painted portraits. The marble revetment of the nymphaion’s 

lower tier was made of cipollino marble.190 Some of the freestanding columns supporting 

the upper entablature of the Red Monastery triconch are painted to look like cipollino 

marble. In the triconch, an explosion of colorfully painted ornamental motifs dominates 

in lieu of the nymphaion’s intricate carving. 

The two buildings look remarkably similar despite the collapse of the 

nymphaion’s semidome, and despite the presence of only one apse at the nymphaion 

instead of three at the Red Monastery triconch. In fact, the view of the nymphaion from 

the street level, which includes the panels of walls with niches on either side of the 

central semicircular recess, resembles the view of the elevation of the Red Monastery 

church sanctuary seen from the bema in front of the triumphal arch. The late antique 

façade of the triconch church and the internal configuration of the space based on a 

																																																								
189 Those are typical features of elite Roman architecture. 
 
190 Kraeling, Gerasa, 21. 
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square with projecting apses on three sides, crop the view of the elevation in such a way 

as to include the easternmost niches of the north and south apses. Moreover, the 

reconstruction of the portico of the nymphaion is not unlike Warner’s reconstruction of 

the transition between the triconch and the nave in the late antique phase of the Red 

Monastery church.191 

Whereas the Red Monastery triconch is an enclosed space, the Gerasa nymphaion 

is and was originally an open-air building facing people walking up and down the 

colonnaded street in front of it (Illustration 18). The nymphaion was one of the many 

monuments that lined the colonnaded streets of Gerasa (Illustration 19). The entrance to 

the main ecclesiastical complex of Gerasa, which lies just a few meters to the south of the 

nymphaion, is marked with an aedicular frame (Illustration 20), a characteristic feature of 

Roman multistory tabernacle façades. The architects of early Christian basilicas in urban 

contexts integrated church buildings with the cityscapes around them. The insertion of 

church architecture sometimes involved modifications to a preexisting urban fabric, as in 

the case of the Propylaeum church of Gerasa, with its distinctive frame. The apse of the 

																																																								
191 For the reconstruction of the Gerasa nymphaion see: Iain Browning, Jerash and the Decapolis (London: 
Chatto & Windus, 1982), 146, fig. 81. At the Red Monastery, “the raised platform at the east end of the 
nave, the columns that stand on it, and the elevation of the sanctuary facade present a number of problems 
requiring architectural resolution. These elements need to be understood together, as together they provide 
the three-dimensional frame for the sanctuary.” Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 66. As Warner has noted, 
“various reconstructions of the churches at both the White and the Red Monasteries insert a second 
triumphal arch in front of their sanctuary facades.” Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 66. Warner’s 
alternative reconstruction proposes that the two large columns at the east end of the nave “supported the 
two halves of a broken pediment.” Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 67, 69, fig. 6.25. This alternative 
reconstruction “explains the existing architecture of the facade, provides it with a greater degree of 
visibility, and avoids the problem of the disparate heights of the galleries and the top of the column 
capitals.” Warner, “Architectural Survey,” 67. 
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Propylaeum church incorporates a leftover from the processional gateway that the 

builders partly dismantled to install a church building.192 

 
 

Illustration 18. A conjectural reconstruction of the nymphaion of Gerasa. 
Source: Browning, Jerash, fig. 81 

 

																																																								
192 Kraeling, Gerasa, 227-234. 
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Illustration 19. Plan of Gerasa. Source: Browning, Jerash, map 3 
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Illustration 20. Entrance to the ecclesiastical complex of Gerasa. Photo: author 
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Gerasa’s nymphaion and the ecclesiastical complex demonstrate the coexistence 

of Christian churches and pagan public architecture in this late antique city, a situation 

that must have characterized the cityscape of Panopolis, and many other cities, as well. 

The architects of churches were keenly aware of the spatial contexts of the buildings they 

designed for the growing Christian population.193 

In sum, despite the differences between the Gerasa nymphaion and the Red 

Monastery triconch, there is more resemblance between the triconch and the nymphaion 

than between the monastic trefoil and the Syrian Monastery church, which is 

geographically, chronologically, and contextually closer to the Red Monastery church 

than the second-century nymphaion in Jordan. The resemblance between the Gerasa 

nymphaion and the Red Monastery triconch suggests that the formal design of the latter 

was aligned more closely with Roman urban architecture predating it than with Christian 

church architecture postdating it. This continuity with Roman building traditions is not 

surprising in the case of a monastery founded in the fourth century near Panopolis, a 

major Greco-Roman city and also not far another Hellenic city, Ptolemais Hermiou.194 

 

 

 

																																																								
193 The Christianization of late antique cities is a large topic. For example see: Aude Busine, “Introduction: 
Religious Practices and Christianization of the Late Antique City,” in Religious Practices and 
Christianization of the Late Antique City (4th-7th cent.), ed. Aude Busine (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 1-18. 
 
194 Panopolis had become a center of Hellenic culture “long before the Ptolemies founded, not far from 
Panopolis, their southern capital.” Criscuolo, “A Textual Survey of Greek Inscriptions from Panopolis,” 58. 
The other Greek cities in Egypt were Alexandria, Naukratis, and Antinoopolis. Van Minnen, “Nonnus’ 
Panopolis,” 55, n. 4. 
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Roman Aedicular Façades: “They Made the Entire City a Theater”195 

In Gerasa, certain details even hint at the connection between the theater and the 

city. The paving stones of the cardo maximus are set lower in relation to the flanking 

walls that create a platform for the monuments with aedicular façades. The low walls on 

either side of the cardo maximus resemble in some sections the proscenium that in theater 

buildings separate the orchestra from the scene (Illustration 21). Walking up and down 

the stairs from and to the public buildings lined along the city’s main streets would have 

turned the inhabitants into actors of the big spectacle encapsulated by the monumental 

civic architecture. The urban theater in late antique cities was not constricted by the 

physical buildings of the theaters, but rather it permeated the streets. Conversely, the city 

was thus a stage for various spectacles. In late antique cities, the aedicular façades were 

the architecture of the street spectacle.196 The aedicular façades of late antique cities 

provided backdrops for routine or spontaneous activities and for staged performances and 

sacred rituals. 

																																																								
195 Barbara Burrell, “False Fronts: Separating the Aedicular Facade from the Imperial Cult in Roman Asia 
Minor,” American Journal of Archaeology 110 (2006), 462. 
 
196 Blake Leyerle, Theatrical Shows and Ascetic Lives: John Chrysostom’s Attack on Spiritual Marriage 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 68. 
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Illustration 21. Cardo maximus, Gerasa. Photo: author 
 
 

One possible model for aedicular façades was the scaenae frons, that is “the front 

of the stage building.”197 The scaenae frons served as “the background to the playing 

area.”198 Theatrical backdrops were not limited solely to the scaenae frons, then, but 

rather they were part of the urban fabric.199 The cumulative presence of buildings in an 

urban setting would have likely evoked the idea of spectacle. The scaenae frons of the 

																																																								
197 “Theatre,” in The Grove Encyclopedia of Classical Art and Architecture, ed. Gordon Campbell (Oxford 
University Press, 2007). http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezp-
prod1.hul.harvard.edu/view/10.1093/acref/9780195300826.001.0001/acref-9780195300826-e-0994. 
 
198 Ronald W. Vince, “scaenae frons,” in The Oxford Encyclopedia of Theatre and Performance (Oxford 
University Press, 2003). http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezp-
prod1.hul.harvard.edu/view/10.1093/acref/9780198601746.001.0001/acref-9780198601746-e-3518. 
 
199 Burrell, “False Fronts;” Richard, “In the Élites’ Toolkit.” 
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theater at Aspendos (Illustrations 22 and 23) is a straight façade with aedicular niches.200 

No complete scaenae frons with aedicular niches is preserved in Egypt. That said, 

Flinders Petrie, who recorded the ruins of the theater at Oxyrhynkhos, noted certain 

elements that suggest at least the possibility of an aedicular scaenae frons.201 A papyrus 

text mentions a theater building in the city of Panopolis, but we can only speculate 

whether it had an aedicular scaenae frons. 

One important element that is now missing from many of these ruined façades are 

three-dimensional statues inside the niches. One of the main purposes for aediculae, their 

defining feature, was to display and frame statuary. Found mostly in the eastern Roman 

empire, aedicular façades formed a visual backdrop for spontaneous or routine activities, 

staged performances, and sacred rituals. The Yakto mosaic discovered in the city of 

Antioch represents such vignettes of people conducting business with architectural 

monuments behind them. As depicted in the border of this mosaic, the late antique city 

was constituted by the human activity enacted before the architectural monuments.202 

 

 

																																																								
200 Sear, Roman Theatres, 366-367. For Aspendian theōroi see: Ian Rutherford, State Pilgrims and Sacred 
Observers in Ancient Greece: A Study of Theōriā and Theōroi (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2013), 20. 
 
201 Flinders Petrie, Tombs of the Courtiers and Oxyrhynkhos (London: British School of Archaeology 
Egypt: B. Quaritch, 1925); Donald M. Bailey, “The Great Theatre,” in Oxyrhynchus: A City and Its Texts, 
ed. Alan K. Bowman et al. (London: Published for the Arts and Humanities Research Council by the Egypt 
Exploration Society), 2007. 
 
202 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1947), I:336. 
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Illustration 22. Theater at Aspendos, second century C.E. Source: Artstor 
 

 
 

Illustration 23. Theater at Aspendos, reconstruction drawing of the scaenae frons. 
Source: Artstor 
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One important element that is now missing from many of these ruined façades are 

three-dimensional statues inside the niches. One of the main purposes for aediculae, their 

defining feature, was to display and frame statuary. Found mostly in the eastern Roman 

empire, aedicular façades formed a visual backdrop for spontaneous or routine activities, 

staged performances, and sacred rituals. The Yakto mosaic discovered in the city of 

Antioch represents such vignettes of people conducting business with architectural 

monuments behind them. As depicted in the border of this mosaic, the late antique city 

was constituted by the human activity enacted before the architectural monuments.203 

Roman aedicular façades “made the entire city a theater.”204 In all cases, they 

provided visual backdrops for a variety of spectacles. Indeed, this aspect of urban 

architecture would have come to the fore during processions held in conjunction with 

festivals. On special occasions, the colonnaded streets served as processional routes lined 

with the theatrical backdrops of the multistory aedicular façades. 

Because of interactions between monasteries and cities in general, and especially 

between the White Monastery federation and the city of Panopolis, it is interesting to 

situate the Red Monastery triconch, especially its interior elevation, at the intersection of 

elite urban architecture and monastic patronage. The deployment of monumental 

architecture testified to and raised the profile of its monastic patrons and users.205 

																																																								
203 Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1947), 1:336. 
 
204 Burrell, “False Fronts,” 462. 
 
205 Bolman, “‘Possessions of Our Poverty.’” 
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Overall, the adoption of a multistory aedicular elevation at the White and 

subsequently the Red Monasteries conveyed monumentality and prestige associated with 

public architecture in urban settings.206 The triconch sanctuaries also symbolized the 

heavenly Jerusalem on earth. The mosaic in the Rotonda of Thessaloniki depicts the 

celestial city as a series of multistory aedicular façades that frame full-length saints and 

sacred objects.207 These mosaic aedicular façades coexisted with actual aediculae below, 

retained from the Roman phase of the monument.208 The interior elevation of the Red 

Monastery triconch, which quotes the architectural vocabulary of Roman aedicular 

façades, thus functioned as an exteriorization of the notion that the monastery was the 

earthly counterpart of the heavenly Jerusalem. 

 

Conclusion 

As a smaller replica of the White Monastery church sanctuary, the Red Monastery 

triconch was not only a visual reminder of the little congregation’s affiliation with the 

White Monastery federation, but also an index of monumentality that, in accordance with 

rules of architectural decorum, conveyed prestige. Shenoute deployed monumental 

architecture to raise his profile and the status of the White Monastery federation. Some 

																																																								
206 Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 47; Bolman, “‘The Possessions of Our Poverty.’” 
 
207 Thessaloniki was the seat of the tetrarchic emperor Galerius who visited Egypt. The Rotonda in 
Thessaloniki, which was part of the Galerian complex, was either a mausoleum or a temple when it was 
built. When the Roman monument was transformed into a church, a mosaic was added to its dome. Alan K. 
Bowman, “Egypt from Septimius Severus to the Death of Constantine,” in The Cambridge Ancient History, 
ed. A. Bowman et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 316. For the Rotonda of 
Thessaloniki see: Athanasiou et al., Ηαποκατάσταση (Thessaloniki, 2015). 
 
208 The aedicular frames have been stripped, but the supports for the flanking columns and the openings for 
the insertion of the pediments indicate their original locations. 
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viewers may have contemplated more nuanced readings. If they recalled monumental 

façades decorating libraries, for example, they may have thought of the symbolic 

evocation of the monastery as a seat of divine knowledge and about monks as learned 

philosophers. 

Located across the Nile River from Panopolis, a major administrative and cultural 

center, whose cityscape likely included elite public buildings in Egyptianizing and 

classical styles, the Red Monastery triconch quotes, in its interior elevation, formal 

vocabulary of Roman urban monuments, especially multistory aedicular façades. The 

transfer of an architectural type from an urban setting to a monastic church sanctuary 

finds a literary parallel of monks turning the desert into a city. By making the church an 

expansion of the city in architectural terms, the patron used the city as a point of 

reference for monastic pursuits, spiritual and political alike, in the desert. The elite 

building types that featured multistory aedicular façades were monumental, public 

constructions. Monumentality conveyed prestige, authority, and control over substantial 

resources. 

Whereas the building’s Egyptianizing exterior was visible from afar, the classical 

interior elevation was fully accessible only to a handful of monks. The triconch sanctuary 

is the most restricted area of the church building. It is an enclosed space, and only a 

limited view of it would have been possible for those standing in the nave. Given the 

limitations in visibility, the question arises as to why this would have been a choice for a 

monastic church sanctuary. The reduced access raises questions about the audience and 

the purpose of ornate decoration in this partially concealed space. A hierarchy of space 

played a role in establishing the importance of the few who could enter it. Those who had 
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physical access to the sanctuary were visibly privileged and would have been perceived 

as such by those who did not share the same access to the place where the Eucharist was 

celebrated. 

Why, then, is there a multistory aedicular elevation inside a church sanctuary? I 

propose to answer this question by focusing on an ascetic tenet of divine contemplation 

and its built environments. The connection between the two will become apparent, and 

will add another dimension to the function of the late antique triconch at the Red 

Monastery. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SACRED SPECTATING: PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN THEŌRIA 

 

Early Christian authors wrote about experiencing a special type of vision of God 

attained through ascetic practice. Numerous texts lay out a path to divine contemplation 

and denote this ascetic tenet with the Greek word theōria (θεωρία). The term’s core 

meanings, namely seeing, viewing, beholding, and watching, underscore the relevance of 

the sense of sight to the practice of theōria. Monastic practitioners characterized divine 

contemplation (theōria) as a mystical insight that only the most advanced could attain and 

maintain. The term theōria has a related meaning of intellectual comprehension, as well. 

The Christian ascetic concept of theōria has Greco-Roman antecedents, especially 

in the intersected realms of philosophy, pilgrimage, and religious festivals. Theories of 

philosophy formulated in fourth-century B.C.E. Athens modeled the profession of 

intellectual apprehension (theōria) on the longstanding tradition of sending sacred 

delegations (theōriai) to attend festivals at religious centers. The evidence for the Greco-

Roman practice of theōria, broadly defined as sacred travel to and sacred spectating at a 

religious festival, is abundant, albeit fragmentary. Ian Rutherford, Andrea Wilson 

Nightingale, and other experts in ancient Greek culture have reconstructed that evidence, 

and I rely on their work.209 I do not intend, however, merely to synthesize their 

conclusions here. Rather, my objective is to highlight those aspects of theōria that 

informed its later adaptation and transformation by Christian authors. Although the 

subject of theōria in Christian monastic contexts has been noted with respect to individual 

																																																								
209 Rutherford, State Pilgrims; Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth. 
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authors, connections between this ascetic tenet and its Greco-Roman models have not 

been explored. In this chapter, I propose that these Greek contexts of theōria informed its 

Christian ascetic adaptation and transformation. Following this, in Chapter 4, I turn to the 

Roman reshaping of theōria and link it to theater and theatrical performances. 

 

Contemplating Theōria: The Monk as The True Philosopher 

 The practice of theōria was related to the division of the monastic life into two 

main components. One was the practical life (praktikē – πρακτική), “occupied with 

earthly things” and “active works.” The practical life concentrated on brotherly love, 

hospitality, and charity. The second component of monasticism was the theoretical life 

(theōrētikē – θεωρητική), characterized by stillness, prayer, and contemplation. The 

theoretical life, which “consists in the contemplation of divine things” and in the 

understanding of “the mysteries of spiritual and heavenly realities,” was deemed superior: 

“Better and greater than he [the monk engaged in praktikē – πρακτική] is the 

contemplative (theōrētikos – θεωρητικὸς), who has risen from active works 

(ἀπὸ τῶν πρακτικῶν) to the spiritual sphere and has left it to others to be anxious about 
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earthly things.”210 The practical and theoretical lives were interrelated: “the realities of 

this life necessitate oscillation between the two.”211 

The constraints of the flesh and corporal needs and urges stood in the way of a 

monk’s ascension to higher spiritual levels of the theoretical or contemplative life: “It is 

impossible for the soul which is even slightly taken up with worldly distractions to 

deserve the gift of knowledge or to beget spiritual understanding or to remember the 

sacred readings.”212 The theoretical monk, therefore, “not only denied himself,” but he 

even became “forgetful of himself,” because he was “concerned with the things of 

heaven.”213 A virtuous monk, “devoted to stillness (τὴν ἡσυχίαν),” was “spending his 

days … in prayer and hymnody and much contemplation (θεωρίαις πολλαῖς).” In the end, 

he “saw clear visions of a divine nature (ὁράσεις τινὰς θειοτέρας ἐναργεῖς ἐθεώρει).”214 

The practice of theōria (contemplation), combined with ardent prayer and stillness of 

heart, unlocked divine visions for its practitioners. 

																																																								
210 Russell, trans., The Lives of the Desert Fathers, 62. The division of the ascetic life into two main 
components, practical and theoretical, predates the institution of organized monasticism. Greek philosophy, 
which debated these ideas as well, provides “one intellectual horizon for interpreting Christian views. 
Christian thinkers assumed the Greek distinction between praxis – active participation in the public life of 
the polis – and theōria – the philosophical pursuit of truth.” The Latin equivalent are the vita activa and the 
vita contemplativa. Charlotte Radler, “Actio et Contemplatio/Action and Contemplation,” in The 
Cambridge Companion to Christian Mysticism, ed. Amy Hollywood and Patricia Z. Beckman (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2012), 212. “Cassian clearly implies the greater value of this last condition; 
and the distinction appears designed to mark contemplation as an ultimate stage in the religious life, 
separate in time from man’s struggle against sin and habitual imperfection.” Philip Rousseau, “Cassian, 
Contemplation and the Coenobitic Life,” The Journal of Ecclesiastical History 26.2 (1975), 114. 
 
211 Radler, “Actio et Contemplatio,” 212. 
 
212 Russell, trans., The Lives of the Desert Fathers, 62. 
 
213 Russell, trans., The Lives of the Desert Fathers, 62. 
 
214 Russell, trans., The Lives of the Desert Fathers, 62. 
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One of the many works of early Christian literature which address the subject of 

theōria is John Cassian’s Conferences. In circa 385 C.E., John Cassian (ca. 355-440) and 

his companion Germanus departed from Palestine and traveled to ancient Sketis in Egypt. 

Cassian resided among the desert fathers of Egypt for about a decade in the late fourth 

century. During that time, he got to know monks whose ascetic feats had gained 

legendary proportions and attracted pilgrims from far and near. Later, Cassian traveled to 

Gaul, where he founded a monastic community, thus spreading the knowledge of 

Egyptian monasticism in western Europe. In the 420s, he produced the Conferences, a 

written account of monastic spirituality based on the author’s conversations with the 

desert fathers of Sketis. This collection of twenty-four conversations between Cassian, 

Germanus, and senior monks treats “the spiritual (and contemplative) ideals” of the 

ascetic life.215 

Cassian, who wrote in Latin, transliterated theōria from θεωρία in Greek to 

theoria in Latin. He defined it as divine contemplation.216 The Latin word for 

contemplation, contemplatio, helped explain, but not replace the specialized meaning of 

the Greek loanword.217 Cassian borrowed the concept of theōria from his teacher 

Evagrios Pontikos, who used it as a technical word denoting the highest goal of the 

																																																								
215 Rousseau, “Cassian,” 126. 
 
216 Conference I.8.2, trans. Ramsey. 
 
217 “Le mot contemplation (contemplatio) revient très souvent sous sa plume, mais il n’a aucun sens 
technique particulier.” Charles Baumgartner, “Contemplation,” in Dictionnaire de spiritualité: ascétique et 
mystique, doctrine et histoire, ed. Marcel Viller et al. (Paris: Beauchesne, 1932-1995), 2:1921. 
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monastic life.218 The concept of theōria gained in importance in ascetic literary circles 

already in a formative period of Christian monasticism. The treatment of theōria in 

Cassian’s Conferences exemplifies the significance of theōria in literary constructions of 

the ideal ascetic life, and fleshes out the Greek meaning of the term. Cassian developed a 

relatively in-depth discussion of theōria in the first and tenth Conferences.219 

Theōria (divine contemplation) plays an important role in Cassian’s discussion of 

asceticism. Cassian wrote that the monastic life consists of a goal (skopos – σκοπός) and 

an end (telos – τέλοϛ).220 Theōria was the goal, and the kingdom of God was the end.221 

The admission to the kingdom of God, that is the end (telos) of the monastic life, could 

be fully realized only after death, although to some extent the kingdom of God was also a 

metaphor for the monk’s inner state, and one which he could achieve in his lifetime.222 

The monk’s virtuous life and the completion of a path to theōria could transform his body 

into a holy place. Through the practice of theōria, monastics thus earned a foretaste of the 

kingdom of God. They are also said to have experienced visions of God, something that 

																																																								
218 In the Evagrian model, theōria referred to the kingdom or place of God, spiritual knowledge, and pure 
prayer. “Quatre expressions d’origine évagrienne lui servent à définir la contemplation surnaturelle: 
“royaume de Dieu,” “science spirituelle,” “prière pure,” “lieu de Dieu.”” Baumgartner, “Contemplation,” 
2:1921. 
 
219 This is noteworthy, because the original makeup of the Conferences likely contained only ten treatises, 
in which case the discussion of theōria would have served as bookends. The first Conference “excelle à 
situer l’effort ascétique dans la perspective d’une union à Dieu qui s’opère par l’intelligence.” 
Baumgartner, “Contemplation,” 2:1923. 
 
220 Rousseau, “Cassian,” 123. 
 
221 The meaning of the kingdom of heaven was not the same among early Christian authors. The kingdom 
of heaven could stand for Christ himself, the Holy Spirit, faithful Christians (like Cassian’s third 
interpretation), contemplation, a life of virtue, and the end of the present age. 
 
222 “Contemplation will acquire full meaning and become more than a possible ideal only after death.” 
“Contemplation … has been forced out of the ascetic’s immediate experience, and has become an image of 
paradise, the rewarding vision of God that follows upon a life of virtue.” Rousseau, “Cassian,” 116. 
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at first may seem contradictory with the unknowingness of God.223 That said, Cassian 

supplemented the prohibition from the book of Exodus with a statement that monks were, 

in a way, already dead, which exempted them from the total proscription of witnessing 

God.224 Theōria, then, had both a mystical and a prophetic function. The mastery of 

theōria depended on its repetition, which means that, like other forms of ascetic practice, 

it was an important part of the monk’s daily life.225 

Cassian introduced theōria as the highest of all virtues: “You see, then, that the 

Lord considered the chief good to reside in theoria alone – that is, in divine 

contemplation. … we take the view that the other virtues … are to be accounted 

secondary because they are all practiced for … obtaining this one thing.”226 This passage 

submits that in a hierarchy of virtues, theōria ranks in the highest place.227 Although they 

were secondary, the lesser virtues did serve a purpose, as well. They were prerequisites of 

theōria, which means that only those who mastered them could undertake the practice of 

divine contemplation. The monk’s virtuous life, then, laid out a path to theōria by 

inducing a state called purity of heart.228 

																																																								
223 Cassian, Conference I.4.3-4, trans. Ramsey. 
 
224 This is reminiscent of a monastic literary trope that characterizes monks as practicing dying daily when 
still alive. 
 
225 Theōria led to the kingdom of God, but its practitioners had to undertake prerequisite steps to achieve 
theōria in the first place. 
 
226 Cassian, Conference I.8.3, trans. Ramsey. 
 
227 Cassian appealed to the authority of God (Lord) to support this claim. 
 
228 Cassian stated that only “the pure of heart shall see God.” Cassian, Conference, I.10.4, trans. Ramsey. 
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Cassian’s discussion of theōria registers a tension between flesh and spirit: “The 

person who is enclosed in perishable flesh” cannot “cling to God unceasingly” and 

“remain inseparably united to him in contemplation.”229 Therefore, the monk first 

“masters all his desires and lusts” and “rejects … the vices of the flesh.”230 Thusly “raised 

up from the earth, he contemplates all present and earthly realities as mere smoke and an 

empty shadow.”231 The ideal monk trained his body to reach “heavenly ecstasies:” “With 

ecstatic mind, he not only ardently desires future realities but even sees them with 

clarity.”232 In his pursuits of theōria, the monks caused the earthly realities to vanish like 

a shadow, and to replace them instead with a new reality, in which divine visions appear 

only to those who perfected stillness of heart and prayed ceaselessly with an ecstatic 

mind. The theoretical monks did not need food, for they were “fed by spiritual theoria 

(spiritalibus pascitur theoriis).”233 The ecstatic state of mind enacted through theōria 

thoroughly changed its practitioners: “inflamed with spiritual ardor,” they traveled to 

“invisible and eternal realities.”234 Their spiritual transformation was so profound that at 

the end of their journey, they could not believe that they were still “in the flesh.”235 

																																																								
229 Cassian, Conference I.12; trans. Ramsey. 
 
230 Cassian, Conference VI.10.2; trans. Ramsey. 
 
231 Cassian, Conference VI.10.2; trans. Ramsey. 
 
232 Cassian, Conference VI.10.2; trans. Ramsey. 
 
233 “My mind was so filled with divine meditation and spiritual theoria (diuinis meditationibus ac 
spiritalibus theoriis) that I often did not know whether I had taken my evening meal, and the next day I 
would have no idea as to whether I had broken my fast they day before.” Cassian, Conference, XIX.4.1, 
trans. Ramsey. 
 
234 Cassian, Conference 6.10.2; trans. Ramsey. 
 
235 “I recall that, as a result of our Lord’s kind gift, I was frequently seized by such an ecstasy that I forgot 
that I was clothed in the burden of bodily frailty, and my mind abruptly rejected all external contacts and 
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Although theōria was an inward state of spiritual perfection, its mastery could announce 

itself outwardly. For example, we are told that it caused Abba Moses to exude a “sweet 

odor.”236 One could identify an advanced practitioner of theōria through external signs, 

because the monk’s inner state manifested itself in his comportment, outward appearance, 

and an enhanced physiology and physiognomy.237 

Although Cassian’s discussion of theōria does not offer many details about the 

vision of God, he nevertheless instructed his readers how to advance spiritually to reach 

that “chief good.”238 One can extrapolate from these passages some of the things that a 

novice had to undertake to prepare himself gradually for divine contemplation. Theōria is 

“first established by reflecting on a few holy persons:” “we consider with most pure 

minds the things that he [Lord] has accomplished with his holy ones over the course of 

generations.”239 The reflection on the holy persons eventually led to the vision and 

knowledge of God, as well as to the contemplation of God’s beauty. By “a few holy 

persons,” Cassian likely referred to not only saints in the heavenly kingdom, but also to 

the living monks in the desert communities of Sketis, Kellia, and Nitria. In those early 

semi-anchoritic communities, novices fortunate enough to be in Egypt could learn from 

the esteemed pioneers of asceticism. Emulation and discipleship formed the basis of early 

																																																								
was completely absent from every material concern, such that neither my eyes nor my ears exercised their 
proper function.” Cassian, Conference, XIX.4.1, trans. Ramsey. 
 
236 Cassian, Conference I.1, trans. Ramsey. 
 
237 Susan Ashbrook Harvey, Scenting Salvation: Ancient Christianity and the Olfactory Imagination 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006); David Brakke, Demons and the Making of the Monk: 
Spiritual Combat in Early Christianity (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2006). 
 
238 Cassian, Conference I.8.2, trans. Ramsey. 
 
239 Cassian, Conference I.8.3, trans. Ramsey. 
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Christian asceticism. By becoming disciples of senior monastics, and by imitating their 

virtues, ascetic novices mastered their own practice to achieve the highest virtue of all, 

theōria. Especially in the early stages of a monk’s spiritual development, fellow brethren 

“mediated” the vision of God.240 

As the goal of the monastic life, theōria served to define the project of asceticism 

in the writings of Cassian and other early monastic authors. Cassian characterized theōria 

as a type of knowledge whose source was the infallible God. Only the most advanced 

monks were privy to that knowledge of divine origins. The practice of theōria was thus an 

elite exercise, both spiritual and intellectual, that implied a hierarchy among early monks. 

Cassian and other monastic authors identified the ascetic life as the main path to supreme 

knowledge. The monks communicated that knowledge to the living, both monastic and 

laypeople, which increased their status as religious authorities. As “a contemplative 

experience of the divine presence,” theōria aligns with the tradition of Christian 

mysticism.241 Cassian described spiritual knowledge as “the contemplation of the ‘secrets 

of invisible mysteries.’”242 

The notion of theōria as supreme knowledge and of monks as its perfect receivers 

and transmitters made them uniquely qualified to act as mediators between the infallible 

God and ordinary human beings whose access to the highest virtue was limited.243 This 

																																																								
240 Rousseau, “Cassian,” 118. 
 
241 Radler, “Actio et Contemplatio,” 212. 
 
242 Cassian, Conference XIV.1.2, trans. Ramsey; Steven D. Driver, John Cassian and the Reading of 
Egyptian Monastic Culture (New York: Routledge, 2002), 110. 
 
243 Samuel Rubenson, “Monasticism and the Philosophical Heritage,” in The Oxford Handbook of Late 
Antiquity, ed. Scott Fitzgerald Johnson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 494. 
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made the monastic project an elite endeavor for uniquely qualified persons. Theōria, 

therefore, played an important role in establishing the monastic life, in its formative 

phase, as an intellectual profession for religious elites. In a monastic milieu, an important 

discussion thus revolved around ways in which to lead the monastic life to attain this 

elusive spiritual and intellectual zenith. Among the results was a spectrum of monastic 

practices that encompassed coenobitic, semi-anchoritic, and eremitic lifestyles. Each 

mode embraced different solutions to balance practical obligations to the self, fellow 

brethren and laypeople with the contemplation of divine things. 

Although in the past scholars sometimes thought that the quintessential monk was 

an uneducated peasant, and many literary sources indeed represent him as such. We now 

know that this was a carefully constructed literary topos that did not always agree with all 

textual accounts, or even with all passages from the same account. Monastic letter 

correspondence makes references to Greco-Roman philosophic heritage. In letters 

attributed to him, Antony incorporated elements of Stoicism, Platonism, and Origenism, 

which suggests contact with “the intellectual environment of Alexandria.”244 

One of the characterizations of the monastic life that emerges from monastic 

literature is a comparison between it and the philosophic life. The monastic life became 

“the natural choice for a Christian philosopher.”245 The phrase Christian philosophy 

combines Christian theology, that is the study of God, with elements of philosophic 
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inquiry.246 This is not a surprising combination, because the source of supreme 

knowledge in the ancient, late antique, and medieval periods was usually placed in the 

realm of the divine. The combination of Christian doctrine and Greco-Roman philosophic 

heritage played another role, as well, namely to depict the Christian sage as the new 

authority that surpassed that of the pagan philosophers in an age, at least at first, where 

both groups practiced their craft. Sometimes this coexistence was peaceful, but at other 

times their rivalry resulted in violent clashes.247 

The Life of Antony written by Athanasios, patriarch of Alexandria, preserves one 

of the most seminal literary depictions of the man labeled the father of all monks. In the 

Life, philosophers are pagans, also called Greeks. In part of the life, several anonymous 

philosophers paid Antony a visit. They wanted to prove Antony wrong, especially given 

the hermit’s lack of education. Philosophers frequently traveled for the sake of theōria, 

that is intellectual apprehension. As depicted in the Life, they traveled to Antony not, in 

this case, because they were hoping to be enlightened, but to reveal Antony’s intellectual 

shortcomings. They walked away defeated, and the Life confers theōria upon Antony. 

In the Life of Antony, theōriai (divine visions) have prophetic and apotropaic 

qualities. These heavenly apparitions induced in Antony an ecstatic state and left him 

dumbstruck. In the Coptic version of the Life, Antony’s theoric visions fortified his mind 

against assailing demons. In the Greek text, Antony is also said to have “rejoiced at the 
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contemplation of divine things (ἔχαιρε µὲν τῇ τῶν θείων θεωρίᾳ).”248 The encounter 

between Antony and the philosophers, coupled with Antony’s theōriai, portray the father 

of the monks as the true philosopher. This set a model for the successive generations of 

monastic elites. The practice of theōria, which opened an exclusive channel of 

communication between monks and the infallible source of supreme wisdom, has Greco-

Roman antecedents, to which I turn next. 

 

The Practice of Theōria in Ancient Greek Culture 

In ancient Greece, theōria was “a venerable cultural practice characterized by a 

journey abroad for the sake of witnessing an event or spectacle.”249 Rutherford has 

defined it more specifically as “participation by the polis in extraterritorial cults, festivals 

and sanctuaries via the sending of sacred delegates (usually called theōroi [θεωροί]) and 

delegations (usually called theōriai).”250 As early as the sixth century B.C.E., the practice 

of theōria included “pilgrimages to religious festivals,” “visits to oracular centers,” and 

“journeys abroad for the sake of learning.”251 In Classical Greece, theōria consisted of 

two main components, namely pilgrimage and religious festival.252 
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The practice of theōria had social, political, and religious dimensions.253 By 

attending the Panhellenic festivals, Greek city-states celebrated their Hellenic culture. At 

common Greek sanctuaries, theōroi participated in joint sacrifices and offered dedications 

on behalf of their cities of origin.254 The religious activities “fostered a degree of 

common identity among the cities involved.”255 In addition to establishing and 

maintaining a connection with representatives from other city states, an enactment of 

pious rituals served to honor the gods. Through that channel of communication, Greek 

city-states communicated with the gods to ask them for advice or protection in earthly 

affairs. The need to visit extraterritorial sanctuaries, and to attend religious festivals held 

there, stemmed from the belief that the gods were not accessible everywhere equally, but 

revealed themselves in certain places more than others.256 The built environments of 

sanctuaries, which consisted of processional streets, temples, oracles, and theaters, 

marked the locations of divine epiphanies. Pilgrimage, sanctuary, and festival were thus 

																																																								
Greece and Rome,” in The Encyclopedia of Ancient History, ed. Roger S. Bagnall et al. (Malden, MA: 
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254 Elsner and Rutherford, “Introduction,” 13. In this way, Greek city-states negotiated their political 
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Rutherford, “Introduction,” 14. 
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festival, sacred delegations mingled with the local authorities and representatives from other city-states. 
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interconnected, and the practice of theōria united these three areas of cultural activity in a 

common celebration of Greek religion and identity. 

There were two main kinds of theōria, civic and private.257 The Greek cities sent 

sacred delegates (theōroi) to “a sanctuary outside its territory” in order “to consult an 

oracle or take part in a festival.”258 Sacred delegations (theōriai) acted as proxies for the 

cities they represented. As “an official representative of his city,” the civic theōros 

traveled to an extraterritorial sanctuary, witnessed religious events, and returned to the 

city of origin, where he gave a report of his journey.259 By contrast, the private theōros 

“venture[d] forth on his own,” and had more flexibility in planning an itinerary.260 He 

could be a wandering philosopher searching to expand his intellectual horizons.261 

The Greek territories encompassed “a vast network of sanctuaries” and 

concomitant festivals.262 One of the most famous of the Panhellenic festivals was the 
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Olympic Games in Olympia.263 Theōroi also traveled to oracles that specialized in 

divination (e.g., Delphi) or healing (e.g., Pergamon).264 The oracle of Delphi issued 

divine pronouncements in response to queries brought by pilgrims about “a variety of 

official business, including politics, warfare, religion, and the foundation of new 

cities.”265 To consult the god Apollo, “those seeking divine knowledge” submitted 

questions to the priestess Pythia. Apollo then conferred “an inner vision upon the 

theōros.”266 At the healing sanctuaries dedicated to Asklepios, pilgrims sought cures for 

their ailments through the ritual of incubation. Other destinations of theōriai included 

mystery sanctuaries. At Eleusis, for example, the festival of the Greater Mysteries 

“culminated in the unique ritual of initiation (sometimes called teletē),” which offered “a 

vision of a secret and exclusive spectacle” and thus separated “the initiated from the 

uninitiated.”267 At “the climax of the ritual,” the hierophant revealed sacred objects 

(hiera) to the initiated.268 
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In general, festival activities involved processions, cultic offerings, feasts, and 

athletic competitions.269 The athletic competitions “had a religious dimension,” so 

athletes were theōroi, too.270 Sport and religion thus intersected in the practice of theōria. 

Theōroi participated in initiation rituals, consulted oracles, sought divine intervention, 

conferred dedications, made sacrifices, engaged in the ceremonial viewing of gods’ 

sculpted effigies, and watched or participated in the athletic or artistic competitions.271 In 

brief, sacred delegates traveled, worshipped, performed, and spectated.272 The Greek 

festivals combined elements of prophecy, initiation, and divine intervention. The 

emphasis was different at a Panhellenic festival, an oracle, or at a mystery sanctuary, but 

all activities generated some kinds of sacred encounters and “involved proximity or 

contact with the god.”273 Through their participation in religious festivals, theōroi were 

believed to experience deific presence.274 The worshipping, petitioning, and honoring of 
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the gods effected a transfer of divine mysteries and knowledge to the delegations and 

initiates, and finally to their cities of origin.275 

 

Theōria in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt 

Like other parts of the Greco-Roman world, Egypt had a network of venerable 

shrines and festivals. As early as the New Kingdom, pilgrims visited sanctuaries and 

attended festivals. Each temple supported festivals, and calendars inscribed on the temple 

walls helped keep track of them.276 The calendars recorded “the name and date for each 

festival as well as its associated offerings.”277 Like their Greek and Roman counterparts, 

religious festivals in Egypt “created moments of interaction between the human world 

and the divine” through offerings, processions, and other rituals. For example, the Opet 

festival in Thebes celebrated “the relationship between the human king and his divine 

ka.”278 The general function of festivals “was to maintain the essential order of the 

universe.”279 The worshippers provided for the gods who in return “grant[ed] the 

conditions necessary for human prosperity.” 
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The ancient Egyptian festival culture provided a vast network of temples and 

festivals that served as destinations to some Greek visitors who went to view the sights in 

Egypt of the pharaohs. Even before the foundation of Alexandria, the Greeks had traveled 

as private theōroi to Egypt to view the sights.280 Popular destinations included the festival 

of Osiris in Abydos.281 The mortuary temple of the pharaoh Hatshepsut (Dayr el-Bahari) 

on the West bank of the Nile in Thebes also attracted pilgrims. The Greeks knew this site 

as the healing sanctuary of Imhotep (Greek Asklepios).282 Some of the most popular 

pilgrimage destinations lasted for centuries, and in some cases their dedications changed 

with the coming of new rulers. For example, the Memnonion of Sethos I at Abydos was 

erected in Nineteenth Dynasty “as a monument to seven gods,” most importantly Osiris. 

The site was “a goal for pilgrims and a sacred burial ground” for Greeks from before 

Alexander, and it became “a renowned incubation oracle of Osiris-Serapis” when Egypt 

was ruled by the Ptolemies.283 

The Greek practice of theōria in Egypt before the Ptolemies had a private rather 

than a civic character. Although there is evidence for civic theōria in Egypt, private 

theōria, which can be defined as sacred tourism or wondrous sightseeing, became more 

prominent. The private theōroi engaged in many of the same activities as the civic theōroi 
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282 Elsner and Rutherford, “Introduction,” 10. In addition to being a healing sanctuary, Deir el-Bahari may 
have functioned as an oracle, as well. For Deir el-Bahair see: Adam Łajtar, Deir El-Bahari in the 
Hellenistic and Roman Periods: A Study of an Egyptian Temple based on Greek Sources (Warsaw: Institute 
of Archaeology, Warsaw: Fundacja im. Rafała Taubenschlaga, 2006). 
 
283 Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt, 169. 
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did elsewhere. The practice of private theōria conveyed the notion of wonder triggered by 

sacred sightseeing. Although private rather than civic, the practice of theōria provided a 

frame of reference for the Greek travelers’ encounters with Egypt’s venerable history, 

which became effective when interpreting Egyptian monuments and pantheon from the 

point of view of Greek religion.284 Herodotos, who could be considered a private theōros, 

provided the earliest “unequivocal evidence for popular pilgrimage” in Egypt. The Greek 

authors described Egypt as exotic and full of wonders or marvels (thaumata in Greek). 

The focus on marvels in the genre of travelogue continued into the Christian period.285 

Pilgrims to Egypt admired its ancient temples that exuded proximity with the gods. The 

writings of Herodotos expressed the Greek travelers’ imagination sparked by the 

venerable history of this exotic land. Centers of pilgrimage and tourism were subjected to 

the process of Greek reinterpretation of Egypt’s sacred landscape. 

When Alexander the Great conquered Egypt, he visited the oracle of Zeus-

Ammon in the Siwa Oasis.286 This oracle had been an important pilgrimage site in the age 

of the pharaohs. By visiting it, Alexander recognized its significance and set a model for 

Greek pilgrims in Egypt. Ptolemaic Egypt, with its many places of ancient Egyptian cults 

																																																								
284 Miguel John Versluys, “Roman Visual Material Culture as Globalising Koine,” in Globalisation and the 
Roman World: World History, Connectivity and Material Culture, ed. Martin Pitts and Miguel John 
Versluys (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
 
285 Georgia Frank, The Memory of the Eyes: Pilgrims to Living Saints in Christian Late Antiquity 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 35-78. 
 
286 Religious travelers consulted the oracle by having an audience with Ammon in a temple dedicated to 
this god. Alternatively, temple priests communicated Ammon’s pronouncements after interpreting their 
meaning, expressed through the mysterious movements of the god’s cult statue. The medium of opaque 
hexameters supplied another form of delivery of divine messages. Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 3, 103. The 
Mahdia relief may represent “the act of dedication of offerings to Ammon in Libya by Athenian theōroi.” 
Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 8-9, 20, 32, 55, 380-382. 
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and Hellenistic festival foundations, contributed to the vast network of sanctuaries in the 

eastern Mediterranean region. With the Greek and then Roman conquests of Egypt, the 

practice of theōria found a fertile ground in Egypt, a land whose sacred landscape was 

filled with spectacular sights. 

Although Egypt did not have common Greek sanctuaries, there is evidence of the 

practice of traditional theōria in the Ptolemaic period. One of Egypt’s biggest and well-

attended festivals, namely the Ptolemaia, took place in Alexandria. Ptolemy II 

Philadelphos established this quadrennial Isolympic celebration in ca. 280 B.C.E. in 

honor of Ptolemy I Soter, the first Ptolemaic ruler of Egypt, and his wife Berenike.287 

Ptolemy II Philadelphos invited theōroi from “cities under Egyptian influence in the 

Aegean and eastern Mediterranean.”288 The League of the Islanders responded to the 

invitation by issuing a decree to send a theōria to the Ptolemaia.289 The festival 

celebrations consisted of processions, sacrifices, competitions (athletic, musical, and 

equestrian), and banquets. The highlights included a procession of the statues of 

Dionysos, Ptolemy, and Alexander, carried on chariots. Callixenes of Rhodes described 

the procession, which was “intended to impress the spectator with the wealth and power 

of the king,” “the richness of the costumes” (purple, vermillion, and gold), and with “the 

richness of the jewelry and the armor, the gleaming of the colors, the beams of light that 

shone from the gems and the precious metals, and the richness of the gold and silver 

																																																								
287 Callixenes of Rhodes is our main source of information about the Ptolemaia. Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 
8-9, 20, 44, 413. 
 
288 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 8-9, 44. 
 
289 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 20. 
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vessels heaped in profusion on chariots and display racks.”290 The description of the 

Ptolemaia by Callixenes highlighted “the propagandistic character” of the festival that 

celebrated the Ptolemaic rulers.291 

The theōroi who died in Egypt, likely on their way either to or from the Ptolemaia 

festival, were buried in a group of vases, discovered to the east of Alexandria in the late 

nineteenth century.292 The painted inscriptions on these vases identify the deceased as 

theōroi, that is sacred delegates.293 Administrative documents also mention theōroi 

visiting Egypt.294 In a papyrus letter from 254 B.C.E., Apollonios asks Zenon, a resident 

of Philadelphia, “to send chariots, riding vehicles and pack mules” to Ptolemais Hormou, 

located twenty miles south of Philadelphia, to meet the theōroi (θεωροί) from Argos, 

“who are coming to see the sights (kata theān – κατὰ θέαν)” of the Arsinoite Nome.295 

This evidence, although not as plentiful as for other parts of the eastern Mediterranean, 

confirms that the reach of Greek theōria extended to Ptolemaic Egypt. Most sources 

																																																								
290 “Four hundred chariot bore objects of silver, twenty bore objects of gold, etc.” Françoise Dunand and 
Christiane Zivie-Coche, Gods and Men in Egypt: 3000 BCE to 395 CE (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 2004), 287. Wine supply: Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 408-410. 
 
291 Dunand, Gods and Men in Egypt, 287. 
 
292 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 32-33. “Hadra vases take their name from the ancient cemetery east of 
Alexandria where, in 1883-1884, they were first found in great quantity. … Relatively few have been found 
away from Alexandria, and it is evident that the vases are of local Alexandrian manufacture.” They date 
from the fourth to the second centuries B.C.E. Brian F. Cook, Inscribed Hadra Vases in The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1966), 7-8. 
 
293 For example, the inscription on Hadra vase MMA 90.9.5, dated to the third century B.C.E., mentions an 
architheōros, that is “leader of the sacred embassy.” Cook, Inscribed Hadra Vases, 21. For Hadra vases see 
also: Arnold H. Enklaar, The Hadra Vases (Universeteit van Amsterdam, 1992). 
 
294 For example, the archives of the Ptolemaic official Zenon of Kaunos. Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 22-23. 
 
295 Ian Rutherford, “Island of the Extremity: Space, Language and Power in the Pilgrimage Traditions of 
Philae,” in Pilgrimage and Holy Space in Late Antique Egypt, ed. David Frankfurter (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 
n. 34. 
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concentrate on Alexandria and its surroundings, but pilgrims and tourists ventured to 

Middle and Upper Egypt, too. The Nile River facilitated travel south from Alexandria. 

Pilgrimage and tourism in Egypt continued after the conquest of this region by Octavian. 

In Roman Egypt, festival was a “civic ceremony of a multicultural nature” that 

incorporated elements of the traditional Egyptian temple festival into festivals established 

in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. It involved “spectacles, games, and displays of” 

Hellenism.296 

Theōroi traveled to Egypt not only to attend festivals, but also for the sake of 

sightseeing and learning. A papyrus from the second century B.C.E. records preparations 

in advance of the arrival of a Roman senator who was traveling from Alexandria to the 

Fayum to see the sights (epi theōriān).297 The travel agent booked accommodation and 

planned itinerary for the senator. One of the attractions of the Arsinoite nome was to feed 

cookies and bread to the sacred crocodiles. On the senator’s itinerary was the Labyrinth, 

“a vast and ancient mortuary temple which had developed a rich set of cultural and 

historical associations, and was part of the standard route for foreign tourists.”298 The 

Labyrinth was a standard attraction to visit, and there were other, as well, that the 

travelers to Egypt wanted to see. 

The monumental statue of the pharaoh Amenhotep III on the West Bank of the 

Nile in Thebes was one of the main attractions. Known to the Greeks as the Colossus of 

																																																								
296 David Frankfurter, “Religious Practice and Piety,” in Riggs, ed., The Oxford Handbook of Roman Egypt, 
321. 
 
297 Bernard P. Grenfell et al., The Tebtunis Papyri (London: Oxford University Press, 1902), 1:128. 
 
298 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 152. 
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Memnon, the statue emitted “an otherworldly sound at dawn,” for which reason it was 

considered a sacred location.299 It “received a vast increase in foreign visitors in the 

Roman period who regarded it as oracular.”300 “People from all over the Roman Empire” 

traveled all the way to Thebes to view and to hear the statue.301 The Emperor Hadrian 

was no exception, as he was “motivated by a desire to witness what was taken to be a 

divine sound, a sort of oracle.”302 

Numerous graffiti left by travelers to Egypt inform us about their itineraries, 

interactions with, and perceptions of Egypt’s sacred landscape.303 Although the presence 

of graffiti itself reveals the significance of the inscribed sites, the contents of some of 

them elaborate on the motivation for visiting those sites.304 The surfaces of many 

monuments bear graffiti inscribed by pilgrims and private theōroi. In the second century 

C.E., Keler, who was a strategōs (the chief officer of a nome), inscribed this graffito on 

the Colossus of Memnon: “Keler the general was here … a theōros and in order to make 

adoration. … He came and heard the voice of a god.”305 The graffito “combines together 

																																																								
299 Giovanni Ruffini, “Late Roman Thebes: Taxes, Tourists, Temples, and Tombs,” in Jones and 
McFadden, eds., Art of Empire, 20; Glen W. Bowersock, “The Miracle of Memnon,” Bulletin of the Society 
of American Papyrologists 21 (1984). A crack in the statue was likely the cause of the mysterious sound it 
omitted. Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt, 218. 
 
300 Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt, 218. 
 
301 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 154. 
 
302 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 154. 
 
303 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 153. 
 
304 Ann Marie Yasin, “Prayers on Site: The Materiality of Devotional Graffiti and the Production of Early 
Christian Sacred Space,” in Viewing Inscriptions in the Late Antique and Medieval World, ed. Antony 
Eastmond (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
 
305 André Bernand and Étienne Bernand, Les inscriptions grecques et latines du Colosse de Memnon 
(Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1960). 
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the two primary motivations that we find in accounts of visits to sites in Roman Egypt in 

this period: sightseeing and making a proskunēma or formal adoration of the deity.”306 

Graffiti, both scratched and painted, are found inside the royal tombs in the 

Valley of the Kings.307 One of them, a graffito from the tomb of Ramesses IV (KV 2), 

alludes to the intersection of sight and contemplation. It reads: “Those who smile have 

never seen the things here. Blessed are they who contemplate (theōrountes) the things 

here.”308 The literary sources contextualize the graffiti left by theōroi in Egypt. In his 

Geography, Strabo wrote that the Theban tombs of Egyptian kings “are marvelously 

constructed, and are a spectacle worth seeing.”309 The numerous graffiti scratched by 

pilgrims into the walls of the temple of Isis on the island of Philae testify to the 

popularity of this remote Egyptian site.310 A man named Serenos recorded that “making a 

proskunēma at Philae leads to good fortune and long-life; that he was acting on the 

instructions of an oracle of Apollo, and that he has come to make and share in libation 

and sacrifices.”311 

																																																								
306 Ruffini, “Late Roman Thebes,” 20-21. 
 
307 The tomb of Ramesses IX (KV 6) was believed to belong to Memnon. 
 
308 Jules Baillet, Inscriptions grecques et latines des tombeaux des rois ou syringes (Cairo: Institut français 
d’archéologie orientale, 1926). “This seems to echo the long tradition of the makarismos of the religious 
initiate or philosopher in Greek poetry.” Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 154. 
 
309 ὑπὲρ δὲ τοῦ Μεµνονίου θῆκαι βασιλέων ἐν σπηλαίοις λατοµηταὶ περὶ τετταράκοντα, θαυµαστῶς 
κατεσκευασµέναι καὶ θέας ἄξιαι. Strabo, Geography, 17.1.46; trans. LCL 267: 122-123. See also: Ruffini, 
“Late Roman Thebes,” 19-20. 
 
310 The graffiti are written in Greek, Latin, Egyptian hieroglyphs, demotic, and meroitic. Graffiti in Philae 
from the Ptolemaic period display three main variants: 1) names; 2) statement “I, such and such a person, 
have come (ἤκω);” 3) proskynēma. Ian Rutherford has speculated that some of these graffiti’s authors may 
have been theōroi to the Ptolemaia in Alexandria who decided to travel around Egypt to view the sights. 
Rutherford, “Island of the Extremity,” 235, 237. 
 
311 Rutherford, “Island of the Extremity,” 239. 
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In general, the verbs theōreō (θεωρέω) and theaomai (θεάοµαι) in the graffiti 

from Egypt signal the importance of sacred sightseeing triggered by wondrous sights.312 

The use of these verbs is sometimes “combined with the notion of ‘wonder.’”313 For 

example: “Ammon. Having viewed, I wondered.”314 In addition, literary sources describe 

Egypt as exotic and full of marvels; graffiti offer concrete evidence for these theoric 

interactions with the architectural wonders of Egypt.  

The main attractions in Egypt had a venerable history. They drew pilgrims, 

because they were believed to be places of divine revelations. The Colossus of Memnon 

was not a religious center at which festivals were held regularly. This did not diminish its 

importance as a sacred destination at which visitors marveled. With respect to Egypt, I 

therefore see elements of traditional theōria in travels that technically were not examples 

of the civic theōria. This does not disqualify them, especially if we consider the fact that 

witnessing godly sights was one of the principal motivations for all kinds of sacred travel 

the term theōria could designate. 

 

Sights “Worth Seeing:” The Philosophic Theorist 

Greek writers and philosophers took up the theme of theōria.315 In book one of 

Plato’s Republic, a group of men informs Socrates about “a torchlit relay-race on 

																																																								
312 In the corpus of some two thousand graffiti, the verb theōreō occurs fifteen times, and the verb theaomai 
slightly more. Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 153. 
 
313 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 153. 
 
314 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 153. 
 
315 Herodotos included some of the earliest comparisons between a philosopher and a private theōros. Solon 
of Athens, for example, is said to have traveled to Lydia for the sake of theōria. In this anecdote, theōria 
and philosophy “appear side by side.” Solon was a theōros “wandering the world in search of knowledge.” 
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horseback in honor of Bendis” and “an all-night celebration ‘well worth seeing’ (ἄξιον 

θεάσασθαι).”316 The men whom Socrates encountered were referring to a religious 

festival. They encouraged the philosopher to join in the celebrations. The Republic 

concludes with a narrative about a metaphysical theōria.317 Plato thus takes his readers on 

a literary journey that transforms physical travel to a sanctuary into “a metaphysical quest 

for truth.”318 

The cultural practice of pilgrimage and festival theōria played an important role in 

“the debate over the true nature of philosophy.”319 In their bid to define philosophy as a 

distinctive intellectual discipline, Plato and Aristotle put forward a new claim.320 They 

proposed that theōria, redefined as “the rational ‘vision’ of metaphysical truths,” was “the 

supreme form of wisdom”.321 Theōria thus gained the status of “the highest form of 

knowledge” among the philosophers.322 The fourth-century B.C.E. philosophers chose to 

draw a close parallel between philosophy and the traditional practice of pilgrimage to 

																																																								
Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 149, 324; Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 64. See also: Montiglio, 
“Wandering Philosophers.” Later examples include the philosopher Thales who is said to have died at 
Olympia “as he was watching an athletic contest (ἀγῶνα θεώµενος).” Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent 
Philosophers 1.1 Thales; trans. LCL 184:40-41. For other examples of philosophers involved in theōria: 
Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 332-333. 
 
316 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 75 (my emphasis). 
 
317 I return to this narrative in Chapter 5. 
 
318 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 6. 
 
319 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 3. 
 
320 “Before the fourth century B.C.E., the word philosophein (and its cognates) meant ‘intellectual 
cultivation’ in the broad sense; it did not refer to a specialized discipline or mode of wisdom.” “Part and 
parcel of this construction of the specialized discipline of philosophy was the identification of ‘theoria’ as 
the quintessential activity of the true philosopher.” Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 77-78. 
 
321 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 3. 
 
322 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 3. 
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religious festivals, because the act of viewing sacred spectacles offered a powerful 

paradigm for their own “conception of philosophical ‘vision.’”323 In other words, they 

“sought to conceptualize a mode of apprehension that took the form of ‘seeing’ divine … 

truths,” and sacred pilgrimage to religious festivals epitomized that idea. The “sacralized 

mode of spectating” was common to both traditional and philosophic theōria.324 

Plato “introduced a new kind of sage – a philosophic theorist” who “shuttle[d] 

back and forth” between the Forms and their earthly simulacra.325 The philosopher 

became a new theōros, that is “an intellectual ambassador who makes a journey to a 

divine realm to see the spectacle of truth and then brings a report of his findings back 

home.”326 Plato thus modeled the discipline of philosophic inquiry after the civic theōria, 

which encompassed the journey to a festival, the rituals enacted at a sanctuary, and the 

return home to relay the events that had transpired during the pilgrimage. In the 

Symposium, Diotima compares philosophic theōria with the initiation ceremony at 

Eleusis: “just as initiation at Eleusis transformed the individual so that he would achieve 

salvation in the afterworld, the ‘initiation’ of the philosophic” theōros “purifies and 

transforms the soul and guarantees it a blessed destiny.”327 

																																																								
323 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 69. 
 
324 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 4. 
 
325 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 2, 99-100. 
 
326 The civic theōros “journeys forth as an official witness to a spectacle, and then returns as a messenger or 
reporter: at the end of the journey, he gives a verbal account of a visual, spectacular event.” Nightingale, 
Spectacles of Truth, 4-5, 78, 82. 
 
327 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 84. 
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Aristotle also subscribed to the identification of the philosophic theōria with the 

traditional practice of pilgrimage to religious festivals held at extraterritorial sanctuaries. 

In the Protrepticus, he compared “the theōria of the universe” with the Olympian festival 

and the festival of Dionysos in Athens. Aristotle portrayed the philosophic theorist as a 

theōros who “goes to a festival to see dramatic, musical, or athletic competitions.”328 He 

does so “for the sake of seeing the spectacle” only and does not return home with a 

report. Aristotle prioritized “the act of spectating” in his appropriation of the traditional 

theōria.329 Likewise, in the Timaeus, Plato “dispenses with the metaphor of the journey 

and focuses on the activity of ‘sacred spectating’ and the virtuous action that this 

produces.”330 

In sum, Greek philosophers of the fourth century B.C.E. appropriated the model 

of theōria to a religious festival and used it to define philosophic theōria as a distinctive 

branch of knowledge of cultural importance. Plato and Aristotle “reconceived wandering 

as wondering, physical seeing as intellectual [spectating].”331 They claimed that the 

philosophic theorist “gaze[d] with the ‘eye of reason’ upon divine and eternal verities,” 

which recalled pilgrims’ experiences at sacred shrines.332 The objective in both instances 

of theōria was to acquire knowledge – supreme wisdom of divine origins. The “lovers of 

																																																								
328 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 18. 
 
329 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 187-188. The emphasis on spectating enabled Aristotle to link 
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sights and sounds,” which is a phrase used by philosophers to describe traditional theōroi, 

traveled to extraterritorial sanctuaries to spectate sights and spectacles worth seeing. On 

his journey of the mind, the philosophic theorist explored extraterrestrial realms, where 

he witnessed divine truths and beings.333 Both kinds of theōroi, pilgrims and 

philosophers, engaged in the activity of sacred spectating to gain the highest form of 

knowledge.334 

 

Sacred Spectating 

The etymology of the term theōria points to the significance of sacred spectating. 

The term theōria conjoins two words. The first one is either the noun theos or theā for 

god or sight, respectively, and the second one is the verb ōreō for watching. Regardless 

of the exact origins of the first part of the word, the practice of theōria resonated with 

both meanings.335 Theōria was “both a spectacular and a sacred event – ‘sacred 

spectating’ captures this dual signification.”336 Theōroi were watchers of both sights and 

gods.337 Or, better yet, we should consider them viewers of divine spectacles. This 

etymological ambiguity of the term theōria highlights the main point of the practice 

																																																								
333 “In the activity of contemplation, the theorist rises above all earthly affairs … to ‘see’ eternal and divine 
beings.” Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 70. 
 
334 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 78. 
 
335 Ancient lexicographers and modern linguists have debated the origins of the word theōria. Some thought 
it derives from god (theos); others argued for its roots in sight or spectacle (theā). Hannelore Rausch, 
Theoria: Von ihrer sakralen zur philosophischen Bedeutung (Munich: Flink, 1982), 15-18. The second part 
of the word theōria certainly derives from the Greek verb ōreō for looking at or beholding. Another related 
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Pilgrims, 131. The practice of theōria linked “seeing and the sacred.” Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 45. 
 
336 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 45. 
 
337 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 5. 
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designated by the noun, namely an enhanced visual experience that enabled theōroi, both 

sacred pilgrims and philosophic thinkers, to attain to the highest form of knowledge. 

Sacred spectating was a key activity in the practice of theōria in ancient Greek 

culture. There were many spectators and spectacles involved.338 Theōroi participated in 

festivals “both by performing rituals and by watching them being performed.”339 The 

deity presiding over a festival or a shrine was the ultimate spectator of the rituals enacted 

in his or her honor.340 All religious activities were aimed at “delighting the god.”341 The 

activity of sacred spectating defined the identity of theōroi. The sacred delegates acted as 

eyewitnesses and messengers on behalf of the Greek city-states. After they returned 

home, they delivered firsthand accounts of divine pronouncements they had spectated 

abroad. Sometimes, an individual delegation at the festival put on such a big show of 

people, sacrificial animals, and ritual objects that it “amount[ed] to a ‘spectacle.’”342 The 

act of spectating was a key facet of theōria and all religious spectacles it involved. 

Through the act of sacred spectating, theōroi “sacralized” objects and events they 

witnessed as part of the rituals undertaken to honor the gods. Sacred spectators practiced 

																																																								
338 Theōria “implies and incorporates all possible vantage points: viewing the worshippers from the point of 
view of the divinity, viewing the divinity among the worshippers, viewing the worshipping community as 
divine or ‘other’ and recognizing the power of the divine.” Athena Kavoulaki, “Processional Performance 
of Dialogue,” in Goldhill and Osborne, eds., Art and Text in Ancient Greek Culture, 312. 
 
339 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 148. At a festival, “the default form of participation was by watching.” “An 
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Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 5, 143. 
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341 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 53. 
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ritual-centered visuality, in which “secular modes of viewing were screened out by 

religious rites and practices.”343 

The practice of theōria united festival and spectacle. Festivals and their spatial 

contexts were designed with spectacles in mind.344 Theōroi witnessed “sacred spectacles 

… in a space that provided the context for a sacralized mode of viewing and 

apprehension.”345 Conversely, spectating became a unifying theme for the diverse 

activities that took place at Panhellenic and regional sanctuaries. Watching spectacles at 

festivals offered a way to access the divine. Sacred spectacles opened a channel of 

communication between the festival participants and the gods. As in the traditional 

practice of theōria, sacred spectating played a key role in philosophic contemplation. In 

brief, the philosophic theorist spectated divine truths. 

 

The Afterlife of Theōria in the Roman Period 

Although the number of recorded references to the practice of theōria decreases 

after the middle of the second century C.E., its treatment in Greek literature preserved the 

cultural memory of the practice.346 The novel Aithiopika by Heliodoros of Emesa, 

																																																								
343 Nightingale, State Pilgrims, 3-4. 
 
344 “Greek religion, like most other ancient religions and many modern ones, attached immense significance 
to visual experience. The gods themselves, conceived as perfect versions of human beings, were thought of 
as capable of making unexpected epiphanic interventions in the world of men; the major sanctuaries were 
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345 Nightingale, “The Philosopher at the Festival,” 152. 
 
346 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 50, 355. 
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contains a vivid description of a traditional Greek theōria.347 The “sacred mission 

(theōria)” of the Ainianes from Thessaly travels to Delphi once every four years to honor 

Neoptolemos, son of Achilles buried there.348 Their quadrennial visits coincided with the 

Pythian Games. The main protagonists include Kalasiris, Knemon, Theagenes, and 

Charicleia.349 

The description of theōria narrated by Kalasiris is one of the most detailed 

accounts of theōria in the surviving literary sources. First, a procession of animals and 

maidens wound its way to the tomb of Neoptolemos. The maidens “carried baskets full of 

flowers and fresh fruit, while others bore wickerwork trays of sweetmeats and aromatics 

that breathed a sweet fragrance over the whole place.”350 There was flute and pipe music, 

singing, and dancing.351 “So exquisite were the harmonies of the singers, so exactly did 

the rhythms of the sound of their steps keep time with the music, that one’s ears charmed 

one’s eyes to be blind to what they saw; and as the procession of maidens passed, the 

onlookers moved in step with them, as if drawn by the cadences of the song.”352 In the 

																																																								
347 Its adaption in Heliodoros “encapsulates a traditional sense of Hellenicity.” Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 
355. 
 
348 Heliodorus, An Ethiopian Story; trans. Morgan. For the circumstances of the burial of Neoptolemos in 
Delphi: Rutherford, “Theoria as Theatre,” 146-148. 
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nobleman. After enduring further hazards appropriate to this genre – attacks by robbers, attempted murder 
by fire, abductions, etc. – the couple are finally united in marriage and become priest and priestess of the 
Sun.” Elizabeth M Jeffreys and Michael J. Jeffreys, “Heliodoros,” In Kazhdan et al., eds., The Oxford 
Dictionary of Byzantium. 
 
350 Heliodorus, An Ethiopian Story; trans. Morgan, 410. 
 
351 “A flute and pipe began a solemn melody as prelude to the sacred ceremony.” Heliodorus, An Ethiopian 
Story; trans. Morgan, 410. 
 
352 Heliodorus, An Ethiopian Story; trans. Morgan, 410. 
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narrative, time and again Kalasiris emphasizes the procession’s spectacular atmosphere. 

Not only did he enliven the story in this way, but he also conveyed the idea of theōria as a 

spectacle. The vivid description of onlookers joining the processions helped Knemon and 

the novel’s reader imagine the procession in all it splendor. In the footsteps of the 

maidens and the onlookers followed “the troop of young horsemen” whose “captain rode 

up in splendor to prove the vision of beauty more potent than any sound.” “Splendid 

though they [the horsemen] were … the crowd hardly spared them a second glance.” 

Against this spectacular background of the theoric procession, Theagenes was introduced 

to the gaze of the main female character: “Every eye was turned towards their captain – 

my beloved Theagenes; it was as if a flash of lightning had cast all they had seen before 

into darkness, so radiant he was in our eyes.” The procession, accompanied by music, 

song, and dance culminated in the arrival of Theagenes, who stole the show. 

By being so acutely aware of the spectators’ point of view, Kalasiris not only 

described the procession, its members and order, but he also conveyed the impact it had 

on the beholders whose senses were engaged by spectacular sights as well as olfactory 

and auditory stimuli. Not only music, but also fragrance was part of this multisensory 

experience. Upon reaching the tomb of Neoptolemos, the procession honored the hero’s 

burial place by circumambulating it three times. After the women and the men gave out a 

loud cry, the sacrifice of animals ensued. “On an enormous altar they heaped countless 

twigs, and on top they laid all the choicest parts of the sacrifices, as custom demanded. 

Then they asked the priest of Pythian Apollo to commence the libation and light the altar 

fire.” The theoric procession culminated in a joint sacrifice. The priestess of Apollo 

presided over the rites. 
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This literary description of theōria preserves the memory of traditional Greek 

theōria. Equally significant is the way in which Heliodoros wove the description of 

theōria into the narrative. The account of theōria is part of an exchange between two 

characters, Kalasiris and Knemon. At first Kalasiris planned to skip the description of 

theōria altogether, because he found it irrelevant to the main story: “When the procession 

and the rest of the ceremony of propitiation had come to an end –.” Knemon’s insatiate 

curiosity, however, urged Kalasiris to share every detail. 

“Excuse me, Father,” interrupted Knemon, “but they have not come to an end at 
all. You have not yet described them so that I can see them for myself. Your story 
has me in its power, body and soul, and I cannot wait to have the pageant pass 
before my very eyes. Yet you hurry past without a second thought. I feel like the 
proverbial guest who has turned up too late for the feast! You have rung up the 
curtain and brought it down again all in one phrase!” 
“The last thing I want to do, Knemon,” replied Kalasiris, “is to bore you with such 
irrelevancies, so I was confining myself to the central theme of my tale and the 
answers to your original questions. But your interest in incidental spectacle only 
confirms my impression that you are a true Athenian!”353 
 

Knemon wanted to be a spectator (theaten) of the events recounted by Kalasiris, as if he 

was in a theater (theatron): “You have rung up the curtain and brought it down again all 

in one phrase!” This is telling especially in the context of theōria for which spectacle and 

theater were main themes.354 Knemon also emphasized the importance of seeing 

everything with his own eyes. Later Kalasiris also highlighted the importance of sight, 

when he discussed the evil eye: “of all our channels of perception, sight is the least static 

																																																								
353 Heliodorus, An Ethiopian Story; trans. Morgan, 409. The last sentence can also be translated as: “Since 
you want to be an incidental spectator (ἐκ παρόδου θεωρὸς), you are manifestly an Athenian.” Rutherford, 
State Pilgrims, 353. 
 
354 For theatrical imagery in Heliodoros see: John William Henry Walden, “Stage-Terms in Heliodorus’ 
Aethiopica,” Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 5 (1894). I return to the connection between theōria 
and theater in Chapter 4. 
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and contains the most heat.”355 Kalasiris’ story had to be detailed so that Knemon could 

envision himself as a theōros participating in the Thessalian theōria at Delphi. He was not 

physically there, but he wanted to imagine the show, and for that he needed the details. 

Kalasiris conceded and crafted his speech in such a way as to transpose Knemon to the 

side of the road on which the procession was travelling. He introduced the theōria he was 

about to describe as “one of the most remarkable there has ever been.” 

The literary description of theōria in the novel Aithiopika by Heliodoros of Emesa 

amplifies the documentary sources by telling us “not just about the narrow political or 

religious organization of theōriā (as inscriptions do), but about its broader cultural 

associations.”356 The author selected what was worth seeing. Indeed, at first the narrator 

did not deem theōria worthy of his interlocutor’s attention, to Knemon’s dismay. The 

description of a traditional Greek theōria in the Aithiopika signals cultural associations of 

theōria in the fourth century C.E. Kalasiris called Knemon a true Athenian because of this 

interest in the description of theōria. The account of theōria was also informed, I think, by 

Roman festival culture, however, especially by its emphasis on spectacle. The novel’s 

Hellenicity is perhaps mediated through the emphasis on spectating in the Roman period. 

The Roman gaze seems to have affected the depiction of what was presented as a 

traditional Greek theōria to one of the most famous common Greek sanctuaries. In the 

case of Heliodoros, one of the emphases in the depiction of theōria lay in the spectacle 

and the importance of multisensory experiences created by spectacular sights. 

																																																								
355 Heliodorus, An Ethiopian Story; trans. Morgan, 416. For the evil eye see: Eunice Dauterman Maguire et 
al., Art and Holy Powers in the Early Christian House, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989), 4-5, 
19, 27, 216, 217. 
 
356 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 339. 
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The Early Christian Reshaping of Theōria 

The noun theōria appears only once in the New Testament.357 The frequency of 

the noun theōria in the technical sense of divine contemplation increases with Clement of 

Alexandria and Origen. In later periods, it continues to be a popular concept. Maximos 

the Confessor (born 580) mentioned it at least 800 times in his writings.358 In patristic 

literature, theōria refers to spiritual beholding or contemplation. I think that early 

Byzantine authors’ choice of theōria to designate divine contemplation was informed by 

the earlier usage of this term. The use of the term theōria in early Christian literary 

sources does not always appear in positive contexts. Negative statements refer to 

forbidden activities such as participating in theatrical performances.359 

In the early Byzantine period, the term theōria was still applied to the contexts of 

pilgrimage and theatrical spectacles. A homily by John Chrysostom (ca. 354-407) 

includes a passage in which the word theōria refers to “a visit to a martyr’s shrine:” “in 

truth it is that none would ever travel abroad to see the palaces of kings, but many kings 

… have often traveled to see this spectacle [τῆς θεωρίας].”360 In this passage, John 

importantly relocated the site of theōria from a palace to a martyr’s shrine. The point is 

that if in the past people had traveled abroad to see a king’s palace, now the king himself 

																																																								
357 The verb theōrein appears frequently, but not always unambiguously in the technical sense of divine 
contemplation implied by the noun. Typically, it is the presence of the noun theōria that reveals the author’s 
engagement with the concept of divine contemplation; the verb itself conveys the general sense of 
contemplation, without necessarily its theological underpinning. 
 
358 For the quantification of theōria in early Christian literary sources see: Baumgartner, “Contemplation,” 
1761-1762. 
 
359 See Chapter 5. 
 
360 John Chrysostom, Homily XXVI on Second Corinthians, PG 61:583.14; trans. Schaff, 403. 
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travels to watch the spectacle of the martyr’s shrine. Theōria still denoted pilgrimage and 

connoted a spectacle, but in this reversal of pilgrimage destinations, John relocated the 

site of the spectacle. The notion of travel persisted, but destinations became different with 

the development of a new religious topography composed of holy places dedicated to 

early Christian heroes. 

The practice of theōria acquired a new context with its ascetic reshaping into the 

concept of divine contemplation that was believed to lead to the knowledge of God. This 

Christian theōria, I argue, built on its Greco-Roman antecedents, both with respect to 

pagan festival theōria and to the category of philosophic contemplation. In fact, the 

Christian context of theōria can be considered a third stage in the development of this 

concept. I see it closely linked especially to philosophic contemplation and, via the link 

with philosophic contemplation, to the activity of sacred spectating characteristic of 

Greco-Roman pilgrimage and festival culture. In other words, the Christian expression 

and spiritual practice of theōria continued the legacy of pagan festival theōria and the 

Greco-Roman philosophic heritage, but it also reshaped that legacy in significant ways. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the monks presented themselves as the true 

philosophers, and the ascetic transformation of theōria combined sacred spectating and 

philosophic contemplation. 

 

Conclusion 

Key aspects of festival and philosophic theōria are relevant to the adoption of this 

vocabulary and set of practices by the Christian ascetic movement. Many of the things 

that theōria in ancient Greece entailed can also be detected in the development of ascetic 
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goals and methods. The viewing of cult statues was believed to allow the viewer to access 

the god represented. Christian icons had a similar function as conduits of holy 

presence.361 Images in monastic contexts were tools of ascetic perfection and vehicles of 

the contemplative life that led its practitioners to a kind of religious ecstasy whereby they 

were believed to die to the world and unite with the Christian God while still on earth.362 

One of the biggest motivations for theōria was the belief that gods revealed 

themselves more in some places than others. Delphi was one such place in ancient 

Greece. There were many pilgrimage sites in Egypt, as well, for example Abu Mena.363 

Monastic communities also became pilgrims’ destinations, and living monks attracted 

many travelers who believed in their sanctity and healing powers, as the sheer number of 

graffiti attests.364 

The pilgrims who withdrew to pursue the ascetic life became destinations of 

pilgrimage themselves. Their special status attracted many pilgrims.365 Contemplation, 

meditation, or insight in the ascetic practice was comparable to “introverted 

pilgrimage.”366 The practice of traditional theōria involved a physical journey; monastic 

divine contemplation did as well, but the journey in this case was visual, cognitive, and 

																																																								
361 Leslie Brubaker, “The Sacred Image,” in Ousterhout and Brubaker, eds., The Sacred Image East and 
West. 
 
362 Elizabeth S. Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven: Paintings and Monastic Practice in Early 
Byzantine Egypt,” in Bagnall, ed., Egypt in the Byzantine World, 408-433. 
 
363 Peter Grossmann, “The Pilgrimage Center of Abû Mînâ,” In Frankfurter, ed., Pilgrimage and Holy 
Space in Late Antique Egypt. 
 
364 Nathalie Bosson, “Les inscriptions des Kellia,” in Mottier and Bosson, eds., Les Kellia, 81-94. 
 
365 See: Frank, The Memory of the Eyes. 
 
366 David Frankfurter, “Introduction: Approaches to Coptic Pilgrimage,” in Frankfurter, ed., Pilgrimage 
and Holy Space in Late Antique Egypt, 5. 
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spiritual – its end, the vision of God, was made accessible in the built, sculpted, and 

painted environment of the church sanctuary. Athanasios and Gregory Nazianzos stated 

that it was not necessary to travel to Jerusalem, because the church was the heavenly 

city.367 

The historical trajectory from the pagan tradition of theōria, defined as a physical 

journey to a sacred shrine, to the ascetic practice of theōria, or divine contemplation, 

reveals a shift in emphasis from external to internal sight. The main difference between 

Hellenistic and ascetic theōria is that the former was a physical journey, whereas the 

latter was a journey of the mind and spirit. The monastic authors shaped a new context 

for the traditional concept of theōria as philosophic contemplation. Although 

monasticism was formerly viewed as a counterculture against the philosophical tradition, 

Samuel Rubenson has demonstrated that this seeming disjunction between monasticism 

and the philosophic heritage is due to idealizations of the early monks in literature rather 

than the actual social setting and historical circumstances. The philosophical life became 

a paragon for the ideal monk.368 The ideal monk was a philosopher and a teacher whose 

purity and ascetic practice enabled him to gain divine insights. 

Just as Plato cast the philosopher as a new theōros, I think that monastic authors 

intended to present the monk as a new philosopher engaged in theōria, that is spiritual 

beholding and divine contemplation. Monastic authors drew on the Greco-Roman 

philosophic heritage to cast the new monk as the true philosopher with access to divine 

																																																								
367 It is interesting to consider in this context the story about Apa Sarapion. The narrative conceptualizes the 
idea of travel by juxtaposing its physical and spiritual versions. It does so to define the true pilgrim. Frank, 
The Memory of the Eyes, 66. 
 
368 Rubenson, “Monasticism,” 494. 
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knowledge. They valued the concept of theōria for reasons like those put forth by Plato. 

In this model, the monk’s virtuous state enabled him to attain supreme knowledge and to 

see God. The significance of theōria in Christian spiritual practice to visualize the divine 

stems directly from the classical tradition. Cassian’s language abounds in phrases such as 

“before our eyes” that highlight the importance of vision for divine contemplation. 

Cassian drew on the classical notion of philosophical theōria that he equated with divine 

contemplation. He cast the monk as a new kind of theorist whose purity of heart enabled 

him to attain the highest levels of wisdom, namely the ability to see and to know God. 

There are many similarities and differences between Plato’s version of theorists and that 

of Cassian, but both versions are based on the same fundamental idea of spectating divine 

things. Plato’s theōros strove to return to the principal Form, whereas Cassian presented 

the monk as a spiritual philosopher engaged in divine contemplation whose goal was the 

recollection, or reunion, with God. There is good reason to establish a connection 

between a theōros, philosopher, and monk. 

Alexandrian Neoplatonism provides a link between Plato and early monastic 

authors such as Cassian. The teachings of Plotinos resonated closely with the Christian 

ascetic life.369 We do not even have to turn to Alexandria or Constantinople to observe a 

connection between classical education (paideia) and monasticism. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, Panopolis was an important cultural center in the early Byzantine Empire. The 

literary production attributed to Panopolis indicates the existence of learned circles there. 

Shenoute’s writings reveal the importance of the philosophic heritage in the construction 

																																																								
369 Noteworthy Christian Platonists include Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Basil of Caesarea. Pauliina 
Remes and Svetla Slaveva-Griffin, eds., The Routledge Handbook of Neoplatonism (London: Routledge, 
2014). 
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of a learned Christian man. The early monastic movement drew on Alexandrian 

Neoplatonism and Christian doctrine.370 

The historical trajectory of the practice of theōria sketched in this chapter shows a 

difference in emphasis between the Greek and Roman expressions of pilgrimage and 

festival culture. The Greek civic theōria had a deep religious motivation that became a 

platform for expressing a common identity. Their participants engaged in rituals that 

were believed to enable them to commune with gods. The novel Aithiopika serves as 

examples of the Roman afterlife of Greek theōria, and its cultural memory was informed 

by more immediate contexts of theatrical spectacles in the Greek cities under Roman rule, 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. Classical philosophers framed their discipline as 

a sacred festival, and early Byzantine literature presented the ideal monk as a new 

philosopher. Monastic authors emphasized theōria as the goal of ascetic theōroi. The 

early Christians opposed the old gods, but their path to a communion with the Christian 

god drew on earlier ways to communicate with the divine. The object of worship 

changed, and so did rituals associated with it, but certain philosophic ideas about the path 

to the knowledge of divine realities persisted. 

The ascetic reshaping of theōria from external to internal sight draws on Plato’s 

theory of philosophy and continues the legacy of Greco-Roman festival culture. Sacred 

spectating was a vital component of all kinds of theōria, whether festival, philosophic, or 

ascetic. The Christian context for the practice of theōria incorporated the legacy of 

theōria as sacred travel to a religious festival. In turn, it illuminated the ascetic goal of 

																																																								
370 See: Katerina Ierodiakonou and Dominic O’Meara, “Philosophies,” in Jeffreys et al., eds., The Oxford 
Handbook of Byzantine Studies; Andrew Louth, “Byzantine Theology,” in Jeffreys et al., eds. The Oxford 
Handbook of Byzantine Studies. 
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uniting with the Christian God. The intermediate link that connected these two traditions, 

namely pagan festival culture and the goal of the monastic life, involved casting the 

philosopher as a theōros and subsequently the monk as the true philosopher engaged in 

spiritual theōria. These transformations reveal a shared tradition of pagan and Christian 

theōria, but also highlight the particularities of the ascetic reshaping of the pagan tradition 

by shifting the focus from sight to internal seeing, via a recourse of philosophic theōria. 

Theōria was a pinnacle of ascetic immersion, and it enabled practitioners to experience 

divine visions. As I will propose in the next two chapters, this ascetic iteration of 

traditional and philosophic theōria can be tied to the built and painted environments that 

provided a new stage for the perfection of ascetic spirituality, steeped in the classical 

tradition. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FROM THEATER TO CHURCH: 

THE BUILT ENVIRONMENTS OF SACRED SPECTATING 

 

In Chapter 3, I conclude that an ascetic tenet of divine contemplation (theōria) 

had Greek antecedents. In brief, Plato modeled his theory of philosophic apprehension 

(theōria) on the longstanding tradition of cities sending sacred delegations (theōriai) to 

religious centers to attend festivals. The main objective of this chapter is to assert a link 

between theōria and the built environments that supported it. I begin with a discussion of 

monastic prayer spaces. Then, I turn to the relationship between theōria, theater, and 

theatrical spectacles in the Greco-Roman period. 

 

Early Monastic Prayer 

As a universal expression of spiritual devotion, prayer “is at the heart of all 

religious practice and belief.”371 Prayers “exist in a myriad of contexts, forms, and 

practices.”372 Despite the wide array of forms of asceticism, monastic life in Byzantine 

Egypt seems to have typically required ceaseless prayer.373 The praying monk performed 

																																																								
371 Therefore, “any in-depth grasp of the nature of particular spiritual traditions must at some point look at 
how that tradition observes prayer.” Roy Hammerling, “Introduction: Prayer – A Simply Complicated 
Scholarly Problem,” in Hammerling, ed., A History of Prayer, 2. 
 
372 “Whether the context is a cathedral or a cloister, a mountain top or cavern, or an arena filled with deadly 
animals or a closet – the context clearly matters. … whether the form is that of a song or an imageless state 
of mind and heart, in a book or a spontaneous offering of words, petitions which flows out a rich oral 
tradition, or a poem or dramatic recounting of the deeds of God in narrative form – all forms affect the 
interpretation. … whether people pray on their knees, facing east, or with eyes lifted to heaven – the 
practice is of consequence.” Hammerling, “Introduction,” 3-4. 
 
373 Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 415. 
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“standard, ritualized, [and] physical movements.”374 Those movements included standing, 

keeping one’s eyes open, and facing east.375 Textual sources contain information about 

the ritual actions which early monastic prayer entailed. For example, one monk “made a 

covenant before God that he would not sleep the whole night, nor bend his knees.”376 He 

repeated this deed each night for seven years, while living in his cell.377 

As with many other aspects of the monastic life, the ideal of ceaseless prayer took 

various forms in practice. The monastic requirement of ceaseless prayer “would 

eventually require praying in various places, facing all directions, assuming a variety of 

positions, and occasionally closing one’s eyes.”378 In addition to being enacted through 

ritualized gestures, prayer also became a state of mind. Many monastic authors 

considered imageless prayer “the highest and most beneficial way of practicing 

prayer.”379 As its name suggests, imageless prayer was defined as “the human journey 

back to perfect union with God,” for which no images were necessary.380 In fact, as 

Evagrios Pontikos (ca. 345-399) claimed, images stood in the way of that perfect union 

																																																								
374 Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 414. 
 
375 Antoine Guillaumont, “Une inscription copte sur la Prière de Jésus,” Orientalia Christiana Periodica 34 
(1968), 312. “The Apophthegmata and other texts describe east-facing prayer.” Bolman, “Depicting the 
Kingdom of Heaven,” 414. 
 
376 Violet MacDermot, The Cult of the Seer in the Ancient Middle East (Berkeley, University of California 
Press, 1971), 302-303. 
 
377 MacDermot, The Cult of the Seer, 302-303. 
 
378 Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 418. 
 
379 Hammerling, “Introduction,” 10. See also: Columba Stewart, “Imageless Prayer and the Theological 
Vision of Evagrius Ponticus,” in Hammerling, ed., A History of Prayer; David W. Fagerberg, “Prayer as 
Theology,” in Hammerling, ed., A History of Prayer. 
 
380 Stewart, “Imageless Prayer,” 137. 
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with God, and therefore they should be avoided. In his formulation of the concept of 

imageless prayer, Evagrios combined Hellenistic philosophy and Christian thought.381 

John Cassian borrowed the concept of imageless prayer from his teacher Evagrios.382 

 

Jesus Prayer 

Evidence from late antique Egypt of the Jesus prayer demonstrates that an oratory 

could foster the monastic practice of ceaseless prayer whose objective was a union with 

God.383 The Jesus prayer is a short prayer “recited repeatedly” in accordance with Paul’s 

command to “pray without ceasing” (1 Thessalonians 5:17).384 The sayings of a fourth-

century monk named Makarios the Great (also known as the Egyptian) convey the 

“practice of using short phrases … as unceasing prayers of penance.”385 The content of 

																																																								
381 Evagrios drew on the work of Origen. Stewart, “Imageless Prayer,” 137. 
 
382 Mary Carruthers, The Craft of Thought: Meditation, Rhetoric, and the Making of Images, 400-1200 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 69-77. 
 
383 “The first documented use of the Jesus Prayer is in the prayer culture of Egyptian monasticism in the 
fourth century.” Patricia Eshagh, “Jesus Prayer,” in Atiya, ed., Coptic Encyclopedia, 
http://ccdl.libraries.claremont.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/cce/id/2141/rec/1. 
 
384 Hammerling, “Introduction,” 12. The Jesus Prayer “is a supplication of penance, known today by its 
modern prayer formula ‘Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner.’ Both the practice and 
the wording of the Jesus Prayer are deeply rooted in biblical spirituality. … The wording of the modern 
prayer formula comes from the lamentations in Psalms, the prayer of the blind man (Luke 18:38) and the 
prayer of the publican (Luke 18:13). Earlier formulas of the Jesus Prayer may have consisted of as few as 
one or two words (or monologistic phrases) calling the name of God for mercy and forgiveness (John 
16:23).” Eshagh, “Jesus Prayer.” 
 
385 Makarios the Egyptian (or Makarios the Great) was a “fourth-century anchorite in the desert of Scetis 
(feast day: 27 Baramhat).” “A monastery in Scetis is still called by his name, Dayr Anba Maqar.” Antoine 
Guillaumont, “Macarius the Egyptian, Saint,” in Atiya, ed., Coptic Encyclopedia. The Virtues of Saint 
Makarios, “written in Bohairic Coptic, exists in a single tenth-century manuscript.” “No Greek or (more 
likely) Sahidic Coptic exemplar survives. Without the Greek, or a Latin translation, the work was confined 
to Egypt and is unknown in the West.” The Virtues is “a composite work, edited from perhaps the 5th 
through the 7th or 8th centuries. The roots of the Virtues … go much deeper, into the oral and written 
collections of monastic sayings of the fourth and fifth century known as the Apophthegmata Patrum.” Tim 
Vivian, trans., Saint Macarius the Spiritbearer: Coptic Texts Relating to Saint Macarius the Great 
(Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2004), 26-27. 
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those short phrases differed at first, but the main idea was to invoke the name of Jesus 

Christ. For example, Makarios said: “Concentrate on this name of our Lord Jesus Christ 

with a contrite heart, the words welling up from your lips and drawing you to them. And 

do not depict him with an image in your mind but concentrate on calling to him: ‘Our 

Lord Jesus, have mercy on me.’ Do these things in peace and you will see the peace of 

his divinity within you; he will run off the darkness of the passions that dwell within you 

and he will purify the inner person [2 Cor 4:16, Eph 3:16] just as Adam was pure in 

paradise” (Virtues 41).”386 This passage touches on several things related to the practice 

of ceaseless prayer in Byzantine Egypt. A constant repetition of the Jesus prayer 

promised liberation from demonic passions and a return to the state of purity before the 

fall of mankind described in the book of Genesis. Makarios told his disciples to focus on 

the name of Jesus Christ instead of picturing him, which makes a reference to imageless 

prayer. 

An inscription with the Jesus prayer was found written on a wall in a room at 

Kellia.387 The inscription “warns the ascetic reader to disregard demons.”388 Those evil 

forces attempt to corrupt monks by trying to persuade them that a constant repetition of 

the name of Jesus Christ meant that monks excluded God the Father and the Holy Spirit 

from their prayers. The author of the inscription then states that monks know the true 

nature of the Jesus prayer, which is that through it they addressed not only Jesus Christ, 

																																																								
 
386 Vivian, Saint Macarius, 117. 
 
387 Qusur al-Rubaiyat 219, room 12. 
 
388 “The inscription dates between c. 650 and 750 and attests both to the goal of praying perpetually and to 
the use of the Jesus prayer at Kellia.” Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 415. There was a 
constant warfare between monks and demons. Brakke, Demons, 3-22. 
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but also God the Father and the Holy Spirit. The Jesus prayer thus encompassed the entire 

Holy Trinity instead of dividing it and partially excluding some of its members. In other 

words, the inscription states, when monks said the Jesus prayer, they also at the same 

time prayed to all three. Any distinction between them was thus interpreted as a demonic 

insinuation. The eastern niche of the room with this inscription features a painted cross 

with a bust of Christ imposed over the crossing.389 The inscription and the image of the 

cross with the bust of Christ may or may not have been executed contemporaneously, but 

they were present together during the final stage of the use of this room. Certain images 

of Christ were interpreted by the monks of Egypt as visions of God as Christ (or Christ as 

God), for, as the inscription with the Jesus prayer states, praying to Jesus Christ was the 

same as praying to God. Arguably, in the context of the Jesus prayer, any image of the 

adult Christ with the cruciform halo, as is typical of the Christ in Majesty type, not only 

represents Christ and God the Father simultaneously, but also shows the Holy Spirit.390 

Given the power of images in monastic visual culture of Byzantine Egypt, the argument 

in the inscription is relevant to the various functions of paintings.391 

																																																								
389 “The cross image has numerous points of reference, but a specific one for this cross type may have been 
not only the actual cross, but also the three-dimensional gold and gemmed cross sent by Theodosius II to 
Jerusalem in 420, and erected at Golgotha.” Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 415, 417. 
“L’invocation du nom de Jésus se confound avec l’exercice appelé µνήµη τοῦ θεοῦ, c’est-à-dire la prière 
qui consiste dans une attention continuelle et fervente à la présence de Dieu au fond du cœur.” 
Guillaumont, “Une inscription,” 325. 
 
390 This is an idea suggested in an email dated 5 April 2017, by Elizabeth S. Bolman. She noted that more 
evidence would be needed to confirm this interpretation. 
 
391 For the role of images in monastic visual culture of Byzantine Egypt see: Elizabeth S. Bolman, 
“Mimesis, Metamorphosis and Representation in Coptic Monastic Cells,” BASP 35 (1998);” Elizabeth S. 
Bolman, “Joining the Community of the Saints: Monastic Paintings and Ascetic Practice in Early Christian 
Egypt,” in Shaping Community: The Art and Archaeology of Monasticism, ed. Sheila McNally (Oxford: 
Archaeopress, 2001); Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven.” 
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Textual and visual sources thus suggest that “Egyptian monks knew that by 

calling on the name of God for mercy, their unceasing prayers of remorse would result in 

the realization of the promise contained in the sixth beatitude (Matt. 5:8): purity of heart 

and union with God.”392 The Jesus prayer was one vehicle of this union that was 

enhanced by inscriptions and paintings in monastic spaces. John Cassian, writing in the 

fifth century and drawing on his experiences in Egypt at the end of the fourth century, 

also referred to the Jesus prayer.393 Cassian described the desert fathers’ unceasing 

repetition of the Jesus prayer as “a continuous plea for remorse.”394 Writing for a western 

audience, after he traveled from Egypt to Gaul, Cassian prescribed Psalm 70:1 as “the 

perfect formula to replicate” the Egyptian practice of the Jesus prayer.395 

 

Monastic Oratories in Byzantine Egypt 

The arid climate of Egypt created favorable conditions for the preservation of 

monastic material remains.396 It is therefore possible to examine physical locations of 

early monastic prayer in conjunction with textual sources describing them. The primary 

prayer space of a Byzantine monk in Egypt was his cell. Cells could be of varying sizes 

																																																								
392 Eshagh, “Jesus Prayer.” 
 
393 “Visitors to the anchoritic communities of Lower Egypt in the fourth century had the opportunity to 
witness the Egyptian practice of the Jesus Prayer as evidenced by the writings of John Cassian.” Eshagh, 
“Jesus Prayer.” 
 
394 Eshagh, “Jesus Prayer.” 
 
395 Cassian, Conference X.10.2; Eshagh, “Jesus Prayer;” Carruthers, The Craft of Thought, 75. 
 
396 Due to Egypt’s overpopulation and the expansion of farmland there, this country’s environmental 
conditions are rapidly changing, which no longer means that we can rely on arid climate to preserve 
historical and archaeological sites. In fact, there is still much unexcavated material that is going to vanish in 
the next decade, before being properly documented. The need for rescue archaeology in Egypt is pressing. 
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and architectural complexity, and were not necessarily always a single room.397 A 

monastic “community of like-minded individuals” occupied various physical settings, 

sometimes reused tombs, and at other times purpose-built structures.398 Any area 

inhabited by monks became “a holy space filled with sacred dwellings.”399 Monastic 

“settlements were gateways to heaven, to God’s kingdom on earth, bringing all Christians 

into closer proximity with God.”400  

In cases where they survive, many early monastic prayer spaces were richly 

decorated with a combination of figural painting, architectural sculpture, polychromy, 

and inscriptions. The Red Monastery triconch and the recently excavated hermitages at 

Bawit illustrate the richness of color deployed in the construction of prayer spaces in 

Byzantine Egypt. This is remarkable, given the textual trope of austerity associated with 

monasticism.401 The literary portrayal of monasticism reveals anxiety about monks’ 

interactions with beautiful things and monuments.402 Although we cannot know whether 

Pachomios, a fourth-century monk and founder of a coenobitic community in Egypt, was 

																																																								
397 Guillaumont, “Une inscription,” 314-315. “The word cell is very common in monastic texts, but it does 
not always have the sense given it in Western languages. Because monks inhabited various places, such as 
tombs, caves, or constructed hermitages, it is necessary to distinguish between them. We find in Greek the 
words kella (derived from Latin) and its common diminutive kellion. In Coptic it is translated as ⲣⲓ (ri), and 
in Arabic, as qallayah (pl., qalali), by way of Syriac. … The words kellion and ⲣⲓ designate first of all a 
room in a larger whole where monks live.”, René-Georges Coquin, “Cell,” in Atiya, ed., Coptic 
Encyclopedia. 
 
398 Darlene L. Brooks Hedstrom, “Divine Architects: Designing the Monastic Dwelling Place,” in Bagnall, 
ed., Egypt in the Byzantine World. 
 
399 Brooks Hedstrom, “Divine Architects,” 369. 
 
400 Brooks Hedstrom, “Divine Architects,” 369. 
 
401 Bolman, “‘The Possessions of Our Poverty,’” 18-19. 
 
402 Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 408-410. 
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himself troubled by beauty, a later account claims that to be true. An anonymous author 

wrote that Pachomios built an oratory that had porticos and pillars of brick.403 He found 

himself enjoying the building’s beauty: “He was pleased with the work, because he had 

built it well. Then he thought that it was through a diabolical activity that he was 

marveling at the beauty of the house.”404 We are told that Pachomios interpreted the 

pleasure he derived from the prayer room’s beauty as the work of the devil. Therefore, 

“he instructed the brothers to tie ropes to the pillars and pull them out of alignment.”405 

The crooked pillars posed less threat, because they “counter[ed] the temptation” exuded 

by “the structure’s symmetrical beauty.”406 Pachomios then addressed his fellow monks: 

“I pray [that] you, brothers, do not make great efforts to adorn the work of your hands. … 

take great care that your mind may not stumble through the praise given to the art and 

become prey to the devil.”407 In another account, a monk “uprooted his vegetable garden” 

in the courtyard of his dwelling, because he found himself contemplating the beautiful 

colors of the plants.408 

Contrary to this and other similar narratives that reveal the monks’ anxieties about 

decorating their prayer rooms and dwellings, rich material evidence of adorned monastic 

																																																								
403 The account comes from Paralipomena 32; trans. Armand Veilleux, Pachomian Koinonia (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Studies, 1981), 2:55-56. 
 
404 Veilleux, Pachomian Koinonia, 2:55-56. 
 
405 James E. Goehring, “Monasticism in Byzantine Egypt: Continuity and Memory,” in Bagnall, ed., Egypt 
in the Byzantine World, 391. 
 
406 Goehring, “Monasticism,” 391. 
 
407 Veilleux, Pachomian Koinonia, 2:56. 
 
408 Arsenios 22, in: Benedicta Ward, trans., The Sayings of the Desert Fathers: The Alphabetical Collection 
(Kalamazoo: Cistercian, 1984), 12; discussed in: Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 408. 
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structures survives in Egypt. The oratory was a room which seems to have been reserved 

for prayer. As far as we can tell, it functioned as a private or semi-private chapel, but the 

principal evidence is the painted architectural spaces found in excavations in the 

twentieth century.409 The focal point of monastic prayer was most likely a niche in the 

east wall. The sources indicating that the preferred direction for prayer was facing east 

(discussed above), and the intensive decoration in and around centrally-placed eastern 

cells demonstrate this notion. In Kellia, niches and walls around them were painted with 

crosses, floral motifs, ornamental patterns and some animals, but rarely with 

anthropomorphic subjects.410 By contrast, the walls of late antique monastic oratories at 

the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit, the Monastery of Apa Jeremiah at Saqqara, 

hermitages near Esna, and elsewhere feature many figural depictions.  Some prayer 

niches were flanked by engaged half-columns made of plastered mud brick, and many 

niches had stucco frames in various geometric shapes. In addition to paintings and prayer 

niches in the eastern walls, the interior decoration of monastic oratories also comprised 

portable objects such as wooden panels, reliquaries, lamps, and other furnishings.411 In 

these built environments, as well as in tombs reused as cells and a host of other places, 

monks practiced the ideal of ceaseless prayer. My emphasis here is painted oratories. 

																																																								
409 “The oratory is the space in the multi-roomed cell dedicated for prayer and is consistently more 
embellished than any other.” Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 410. 
 
410 Marguerite Rassart-Debergh, “Les peintures,” in Mottier and Bosson, eds., Les Kellia, 57-80. 
 
411 Evidence survives from Byzantine Egypt. See: Dominique Bénazeth, Catalogue général du Musée copte 
du Caire, vol. 1, Objets en métal (Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 2008); Marie-Hélène 
Rutschowscaya, La peinture copte (Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux, 1992). 
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Besides private oratories, another context for monastic prayer in Byzantine Egypt 

was communal church buildings.412 If we consider the prayer niches of private oratories 

the focal points of monastic prayer in an individual monk’s cell, then church sanctuaries 

are their equivalent in the communal church buildings, because that is where the altar was 

located. Church buildings were richly decorated, as well, but not many painted church 

sanctuaries dating to the early Byzantine period have survived in a good condition. The 

churches at Bawit and the Syrian Monastery are much simpler architecturally than those 

in the White Monastery federation. The Red Monastery triconch is a prime example of 

high-end church architecture that includes not only a virtually intact painted program, but 

also a complete ensemble of original architectural sculpture. 

Borrowing a phrase from Jaś Elsner, Bolman has observed that “a ‘ritual-centered 

visuality’ was a motivating factor for the inclusion of the paintings.”413 The paintings and 

their architectural setting were “the visual and material expression of monastic 

practice.”414 A joint consideration of textual and material evidence reveals the 

significance of early monastic prayer spaces, including private oratories and communal 

churches, in fostering the praying monk’s perfect union with God. 

																																																								
412 “Few painted churches from this period in Egypt have survived.” Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of 
Heaven,” 409-410. The Red Monastery is the prime surviving example. 
 
413 “Elsner’s ‘ritual-centred visuality’ is operative in the monastic cells, but with some key differences. 
Mimêsis is a tool for transformation and not, as it is in the Greek and Roman worlds, an illusionistic mode 
of representation.” Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 418, n. 47. See also: Bolman, “Mimesis,” 
65-77. In a ritual-centered viewing, “the viewer enters a sacred space, a special place set apart from 
ordinary life, in which the god dwells. In this liminal site, the viewer enters the god’s world and likewise 
the deity intrudes directly into the viewer’s world in a highly ritualized context.” Jaś Elsner, “Between 
Mimesis and Divine Power: Visuality in the Greco-Roman World,” in Visuality before and beyond the 
Renaissance: Seeing as Others Saw, ed. Robert S. Nelson (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
2000), 61. 
 
414 Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven,” 414. 
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Theōria: Learning to See God 

As I discussed in Chapter 3, theōria (divine contemplation) is a key facet of 

ascetic ceaseless prayer. Its practitioners focused on the activity of sacred spectating that 

culminated in the vision of God. As the praying monk worked towards gaining divine 

insight, he could spectate the image of God depicted inside a prayer niche. The image of 

Christ in Majesty encouraged the cell’s monastic resident to focus on prayer whose goal 

was to unite with God. 

The monastic prayer room became a physical setting for experiencing visions. 

Late antique monks wrote about having visions of God as the result of an ascetic practice 

of divine contemplation. Monastic authors envisioned the practice of theōria as being 

enacted in architectural spaces. The central mystery of the monks’ theoric practices was 

“the experience of the presence of God.”415 The literary sources inform us that by praying 

in their hermitages, monks learned to see God. For example, Paul of Tamma, a mid-

fourth century monk from Middle Egypt, “compare[d] the life of a monk in his cell to 

incense offered to God in the holy Temple in Jerusalem.”416 For Paul, his cell was “the 

																																																								
415 Radler, “Actio et Contemplatio,” 211. 
 
416 Brooks Hedstrom, “Divine Architects,” 369. “A graffito at Kellia, in Qusūr al-Raba‘īyāt 234, included 
the inscription: ✝ CΚΗΝΗ ΝΤΕ✝ΜΕΤ ΜΕΘΡΕ, or ‘the tabernacle of the testimony.’” The graffito, 
included in the back of a prayer niche at a monastic oratory, “may be proof of a seventh-century 
interpretation of the church as the tabernacle.” Elizabeth S. Bolman, “Veiling Sanctity in Christian Egypt: 
Visual and Spatial Solutions,” in Thresholds of the Sacred: Architectural, Art Historical, Liturgical, and 
Theological Perspectives on Religious Screens, East and West, ed. Sharon E. J. Gerstel (Washington, D.C.: 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006), 88, 90. 
In the context of ancient Greek theōria, the term skēnē, with which the Kellia graffito drew a parallel 
between a monastic oratory’s prayer niche and the tabernacle, could denote the front of the theater stage 
building as well as a tent “hosting the theōroi.” Barbara Kowalzig, “Mapping out Communitas: 
Performances of Theōria in their Sacred and Political Context,” in Elsner and Rutherford, eds., Pilgrimage, 
42. It would be interesting to pursue this line of inquiry with respect to the architectural type of tabernacle 
façades and their adoption in early Byzantine church architecture. See also: Georges Descœudres, “Zur 
Entstehung einer Repräsentationshaltung im monastischen Gebet am Beispiel der Kellia,” in Ägypten und 
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tabernacle of God, and by residing in this space the monk learned how to see God.”417 

The Life of Paul of Tamma instructs the monk to go to his cell to see God. “You shall be 

a wise man in your cell … while your soul and your thoughts watch God in astonishment, 

gazing at him all the days of your life.”418 

As Bolman has explored at length, the monk’s painted environment helped him 

visualize the divine. In many of the painted rooms, depictions of the way God appeared 

in visions took a central place in the iconographic program. Numerous prayer niches 

depict a composition commonly known as Christ in Majesty (Illustration 24).419 This 

image depicts the vision of an enthroned Christ with a cruciform halo, and presumably 

represented the Trinity. Having an actual vision of this subject, rather than just looking at 

a painting of it, was the goal of the monk’s meditative practices.420 As a representation of 

God as Christ, the iconographic type of Christ in Majesty epitomizes the significance of 

material images in blurring the lines between notions of interiority and exteriority, 

invisibility and visibility, as I will demonstrate. 

 

 

 

																																																								
Nubien in spätantiker und christlicher Zeit: Akten des 6. Internationalen Koptologenkongresses, Münster, 
20.-26. Juli 1996, ed. Stephen Emmel (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1999). 
 
417 Brooks Hedstrom, “Divine Architects,” 369. 
 
418 On the Cell 77, in: Tim Vivian and Birger Pearson, “Saint Paul of Tamma on the Monastic Cell (de 
Cella),” Hallel 23.2 (1998). 
 
419 Christa Belting-Ihm, Die Programme der christlichen Apsismalerei vom vierten Jahrhundert bis zur 
Mitte des achten Jahrhunderts (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1960), 42-51. 
 
420 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 133-134. 
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Illustration 24. Christ in Majesty, secco painting, ca. eighth century, from the Monastery 
of Apa Apollo at Bawit, now in the Coptic Museum in Cairo. Photo: Elizabeth S. 

Bolman. 
 
 

Concerning the monastic life, Cassian maintained that divine contemplation 

brought about a major transformation of the monk’s inner state that manifested itself in 

an outward manner.421 This relationship between the inner and outer states was 

reciprocal. If the monk’s inner state of theōria could manifest itself through his “exterior 

life,” then one could argue that the exterior life could likewise be shaped to guide the 

monk to that interior journey of theōria. Therefore, I think that even an idea as abstract as 

																																																								
421 “A hidden will to perfection … had to be acted out in the visible life of the monk.” Rousseau 1975, 118. 
“Interior discipline was to be joined with visible self-denial, both mutually dependent means towards one 
end.” Rousseau, “Cassian,” 119. 
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gaining mystical insight through the practice of theōria, that is “a discipline of mind,” can 

be illuminated by identifying physical settings that enhanced it.422 Conversely, those 

physical settings can be understood better through the interpretive lens of theōria. 

Therefore, literary discussions of theōria can give us clues as to physical locations used to 

practice it, even if they do not explicitly name them. Cassian’s discussion of interiority as 

a move from what is visible to what is invisible supports this project. 

On the one hand, Cassian claimed, “interiority requires that we withdraw from 

what is visible and ephemeral.”423 On the other, “anchorites withdraw not so much from 

the visible and ephemeral as to the invisible and the real.”424 To paraphrase, the process 

of spiritual training of interiority involved a motion from external sights to internal 

looking. Through that process, which was commonly exteriorized through images, even 

when a monk was not in his cell praying ceaselessly, the invisible became as real as the 

material images that triggered the contemplation of invisible things in the first place. 

Transformation of the material to the immaterial would have only been possible if 

it was also believed that the material facilitated this turn to the invisible. Contrary to the 

stories about monks pulling columns out of alignment, or uprooting a vegetable garden, 

which I mentioned earlier, in general, from a monastic perspective prevalent in late 

antiquity, the material world, especially the ideal monk’s body, manifested virtue.425 

																																																								
422 Rousseau, “Cassian,” 114. Rousseau was talking about practice and not space or paintings. 
 
423 This includes “the turbulence, desire and distraction that human company presents.” Driver, John 
Cassian, 107. 
 
424 Driver, John Cassian, 108. 
 
425 “Matter is not corrupt, but the one looking at matter has been corrupted and so sees the world corruptly. 
… A true physician knows the world to be a temple. He knows what matter is for, and therefore knows the 
cure for what is the matter with the world.” Fagerberg, “Prayer as Theology,” 129. 
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Architecture and painted oratories were spiritual tools that many monks obviously 

thought acceptable, based on the large number that have survived (or have been 

documented in archaeological excavation, but were not preserved).  The knowledge and 

vision of the invisible God, which was the purview of theōria, could be attained “through 

the cultivation of virtue.”426 

A virtuous life could be accomplished by disciplining the body and by 

“contemplating the divine order of creation.”427 Cassian’s analogy was the act of reading, 

a fundamental ascetic practice that “leads from the visible to the invisible.”428 Cassian 

recommended reading “while alone in one’s cell.”429 The physical book thus became a 

vehicle of theōria, and so did the cell in which the monk read it. Decorated prayer rooms 

fostered and enhanced the monk’s performance of prayer, meditation, and reading, which 

were vehicles of divine contemplation. Those who practiced pure prayer could experience 

a mystical union with God. The built environments of pure prayer were designed as 

settings for those theoric activities. 

How, precisely, did monastic oratories enhance the practice of theōria? Even 

though writers do not explain this directly, one can nevertheless infer the significance of 

physical rooms based on the authors’ advice and architectural metaphors. For example, 

Cassian quoted Matthew 6:6: “But whenever you pray, go into your room and shut the 

door and pray to your Father who is in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will 

																																																								
 
426 Driver, John Cassian, 108. 
 
427 Driver, John Cassian, 108. 
 
428 Driver, John Cassian, 109. 
 
429 Driver, John Cassian, 109. 
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reward you.”430 Cassian went on to say that “this hidden prayer is perfected … when the 

monk rids his heart of distraction; when he allows his prayer to move him deeply; and 

when the content of his prayer is known to himself alone.”431 Monastic practice in Egypt 

often incorporated this biblical command and enacted it by creating a room within a 

monk’s house that was largely inaccessible to anyone but the residents. In an early stage 

of development at Kellia, about which a considerable amount is known, this would be a 

senior monk and an apprentice. At Bawit and Saqqara, varying architectural types were 

built, and we do not know very much about their development or the reasons for the 

variations. In a typical early hermitage at Kellia, however, the oratory was in the back of 

the house.432 To rid himself of the distraction of the outside world, to conceal his prayer 

from view, and to focus on the inner state of prayer, the monk had to remove himself 

physically to the deepest parts of his house. Pilgrims’ graffiti, by contrast, are usually 

concentrated in the vestibule, which suggests that they could not penetrate the rest of the 

house.433 

The literary sources thus situate the monastic practice of theōria in built 

environments. Spatial metaphors are also used to explain theōria or to refer to it. For 

example, Abba Moses, who had the virtue of contemplation, avoided disclosing it. In 

Cassian’s words, he did not “consent to open the portal of perfection except to those who 

																																																								
430 Cassian, Conference IX.35.1; trans. Ramsey. 
 
431 Rousseau, “Cassian,” 125. 
 
432 Georges Descœudres, “L’architecture des ermitages et des sanctuaires,” in Mottier and Bosson, eds., Les 
Kellia, 33-55. 
 
433 Bosson, “Les inscriptions.” 
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faithfully desired it and who sought it in utter contrition of heart.”434 The portal of 

perfection stands between the contemplative virtue of Abba Moses and the rest of the 

world. These spatial comparisons thus emphasize the issue of access to theōria. 

The blurring of lines between architecture and praying monks to attain visions of 

God is present in other sources, for example the widely-circulated life of Antony. In it, 

we learn that he took up residence in a cemetery for a time. Antony’s practice of 

contemplation inside the tombs granted him a divine vision (optasia – ὀπτασία). This 

narrative situates Antony’s holiness at the intersection of reused architecture and spiritual 

visions. 

Basil the Great, bishop of Caesarea, who is depicted in the painted program of the 

Red Monastery church sanctuary, considered divine contemplation in terms of sacred 

places.435 He wrote that “prayer … engenders in the soul a distinct conception of God. 

And the indwelling of God is this – to hold God ever in memory, His shrine established 

within us. We thus become temples of God (naos Theou – ναὸς Θεοῦ) whenever earthly 

cares cease to interrupt the continuity of our memory of Him, whenever unforeseen 

passions cease to disturb our minds ….”436 Basil’s comparison of the monks who “hold 

God ever in memory” to “temples of God” draws on the ancient art of memory, 

specifically the mnemonic technique that conceptualized recollection as a visual and 

																																																								
434 Cassian, Conference I.1; trans. Ramsey. 
 
435 Likewise, the semidome paintings include figures standing in front of the columns supporting the double 
arcades. They become one with architecture, which is a likely reference to pillars of faith in the bible, and a 
statement about who the pillars of the Red Monastery community were. 
 
436 Basil of Caesarea, Letter 2, trans. Deferrari, LCL 190:18-19. 
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spatial process.437 This is a subject to which I return briefly in my conclusion to the 

dissertation. 

In another architecturally-driven discussion of prayer, a monk spoke of a 

cubiculum as a place of pure prayer. In his understanding, the cubiculum was both the 

cell and the monk’s heart.438 The monk’s cell became the embodiment of his purity of 

heart, and vice versa, his heart was understood in architectural terms. The monastic 

oratory was thus not only a place for, but also of or like prayer. By fortifying himself 

inside, the monk fortified his heart, the purity of which enabled divine contemplation. 

The practice of theōria, then, was made possible through this symbolic symbiosis 

between the monk’s soul and his physical place for prayer. Monks seem to have 

developed a kind of preference for a physical setting for the most ideal prayer. By 

specifying these conditions for pure prayer, Cassian and other authors tied the practice of 

theōria to a specific physical location. 

 

Theōria, Theater, and Theatrical Spectacles 

Ancient Greek pilgrimage and festival culture involved an intersection between 

sacred spectating (theōria), theater, and theatrical spectacles (things “worth seeing”). The 

practice of theōria, which, as discussed earlier in this dissertation, consisted in sacred 

travel to sanctuaries to participate in religious festivals, had an associated architectural 

tradition. Dramatic contests, which were among the key festival activities, took place in 

																																																								
437 Carruthers, The Craft of Thought, 7-10. 
 
438 Rousseau, “Cassian,” 125. 
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and around theater buildings.439 Other rituals did not have to be located exclusively inside 

theater buildings, but often involved them. Processions, for example, as understood in 

Greek culture, were theatrical performances even if they did not pass through a theater 

building, although some of them did. That said, the origins of Greek drama are attributed 

to Dionysiac processions that culminated in a theater building.440 From the inception of 

Greek drama, then, theatrical performances and processions were interrelated.441 The 

ensuing tradition of Roman agonistic festivals continued and solidified this longstanding 

association between festival culture and dramatic contests.442 The literary, epigraphic, 

and material evidence discussed below supports the links between theōria, theater, and 

theatrical spectacles. Moreover, the selected material brings out various implications of 

these connections that will become especially relevant to my discussion of the Christian 

ascetic transformation of theōria into the monastic practice of divine contemplation. 

 

Ancient Greek Theater 

Together with the agora, theater became an important “architectural expression of 

Greek urban life,” as mentioned above.443 The origins of ancient Greek theater stem from 

																																																								
439 In ancient Greek literature, theōria can refer to “being a spectator at the theatre or games” and “sight, 
spectacle” (“esp. public spectacle at the theatre or games”). Liddel & Scott: Greek-English Lexicon. 
 
440 Eric Csapo and Margaret C. Miller, “General Introduction,” in Csapo and Miller, eds., The Origins of 
Theater in Ancient Greece and Beyond, 5. 
 
441 Michael J. Walton, “A Playing Tradition,” in The Art of Ancient Greek Theater, ed. Mary Louise Hart et 
al. (Los Angeles: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 2010), 10-12. 
 
442 Fritz Graf, Roman Festivals in the Greek East: From the Early Empire to the Middle Byzantine Era 
(Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 15. 
 
443 Fritz Graf, “Religion and Drama,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Greek and Roman Theatre, ed. 
Marianne McDonald and J. Michael Walton (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2007), 55. 
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religious rites and festivals.444 Theaters were built at shared Greek sanctuaries, where 

theōroi gathered to celebrate religious festivals. Some of the religious rituals during a 

theōria to a religious festival at a sacred precinct took place in open-air theater buildings. 

The citizens of Greek city-states assembled in theaters to watch dramatic performances, 

to participate in public life, to honor benefactors, and to engage in the activity of sacred 

spectating.445 

Theatergoing was an important part of urban life in ancient Greece. The Theoric 

Fund provided support “to enable every citizen to attend the theater.”446 An Athenian 

citizen who watched theatrical performances at the Theater of Dionysos in Athens was 

not a theōros in a strict sense, because he did not travel to an extraterritorial sanctuary. 

During the Panathenaic festival, however, the same citizen could mingle with theōroi 

from other cities who traveled to Athens in their capacity of sacred delegates (theōroi). 

Theatergoing and the performance of dramatic plays were some of the key activities of 

Greek festival culture.447 

Greek drama highlights the connection between theater and theōria. A subset of 

plays features theōria as its main theme. In these plays, theōroi became the protagonists 

																																																								
 
444 “Drama is ritual, literally: dramatic performances were part of city festivals.” Graf, “Religion and 
Drama,” 55. 
 
445 Graf, “Religion and Drama,” 55-56. 
 
446 Simon Goldhill, “Programme Notes,” in Goldhill and Osborne, eds., Performance Culture and Athenian 
Democracy, 6-7. The Theoric Fund “was almost certainly instituted in the mid-fourth century, probably in 
the 350s.” Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 50. 
 
447 Angelos Chaniotis, “Theatre Rituals,” in Wilson, ed., The Greek Theatre and Festivals, 54. 
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visiting religious centers.448 The khoros sometimes assumes the role of theōroi, as well.449 

In the Ion of Euripides, for example, members of the khoros who accompany two 

pilgrims at Delphi view “the sculptures on the pediments of the temple.”450 The 

performance of music and song signals a link between theōroi (sacred delegates) and 

actors who were cast as theōroi. The connections between the two groups would have 

resonated with theōroi especially during festivals, when they viewed theatrical 

performances whose protagonists played the role of theōroi.451 The actors themselves 

could be theōroi sent by their city of origin to participate in a dramatic contest.452 

Identifying themselves with the actors on the theater stage would have emphasized the 

performative character of theōria, especially since attending the theater and watching the 

plays was part of the festival. Pilgrimage theōria was thus a subject of Greek drama, and 

open-air theater buildings provided a stage for its performance. 

Conversely, participation in theatrical performances was an important component 

of pilgrimage theōria. The rituals enacted by theōroi during festivals “amount to an 

almost theatrical performance, whose intended audience is on one level the gods of the 

																																																								
448 Rutherford, “Theoria as Theatre,” 138. Rutherford went so far as to call this subset “pilgrimage drama.” 
This subgenre would include those dramas that feature the cultural institution of theōria as its main theme. 
Another example is Sophron’s mime entitled Isthmia Thamenoi (or Thamenai) “describing the sacred 
journey of some Sicilians to the Isthmian Games.” “One of the attractions of such mimes may have been 
that they provided information about panhellenic sanctuaries for people unable to go on pilgrimages there.” 
Rutherford, “Theoria as Theatre,” 135. 
 
449 Rutherford, “Theoria as Theatre,” 138. 
 
450 Which is something actual theōroi are described as doing in Greek pilgrimage drama. 
 
451 At least some of the plays featuring the theme of theōria or theōroi as the main protagonists may have 
been performed during festivals. 
 
452 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 18. 
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sanctuary and on another the broader human community.”453 The two aspects of theōria, 

namely dramatic performances put on as part of a festival and the spectacular quality of 

religious festival, were virtually inseparable. Open-air theaters provided stages for 

theatrical spectacles and theōria. A theatrical performance circumscribed by a physical 

theater building on the one hand, and the processional theōria that passed through or 

culminated in a theater building, on the other, were very closely related. In practice, the 

separation between theōria and theatrical spectacles was not very sharp when people 

gathered in a theater building during a festival at a religious center that some of the 

participants were visiting as civic theōroi. Rather than thinking of theater as one of the 

elements of Greek festival culture, it is perhaps better to regard it as a unifying theme. 

Festivals, which consisted of processions, sacrifices, making dedications, and 

participating in competitions both as contestants and spectators, were one big 

performance. 

The material remains of theater buildings at religious centers confirms the 

importance of Greek drama at festivals. Open-air theaters survive in sanctuaries that we 

know from documentary sources were destinations of theōriai. They provided a stage for 

the pilgrimage drama in which the theme or personification of theōria was played out 

through theatrical performances that actual theōroi could view as part of their 

participation in the festival. 

In some sanctuaries, the function of open-air theater buildings was intertwined 

with religious rites that were enacted in the surrounding buildings. Greek sanctuaries and 

																																																								
453 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 193. 
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the ceremonies performed there had an “inherently theatrical nature.”454 The layout of 

those sanctuaries “implies the expectation of an audience.”455 In Eleusis, the initiation 

hall “contained steps along the four walls where the spectators could sit or stand.”456 In 

Hellenistic Samothrace, “key rituals at a festival may have been performed in front of an 

audience viewing from a theatre.”457 In the context of Greco-Roman pilgrimage sites, 

open-air theaters, along with other buildings in sacred precincts and sanctuaries, were 

examples of “specialized architectural forms” that supported “ritual and drama.”458 Open-

air theater buildings were thus key elements of the built infrastructure of festivals held at 

religious centers, and other important buildings had theatrical components. Their 

deliberate integration into the fabric of religious sanctuaries that were destinations of 

theōroi indicates that the theatricality of sacred spectating played a role in the 

architectural design of theoric places. 

 

Greek Philosophy 

As I discussed in chapter two, Plato and Aristotle appropriated the traditional 

practice of theōria, that is pilgrimage to extraterritorial sanctuaries, to define philosophy 

																																																								
454 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 148. 
 
455 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 148. 
 
456 Graf, “Religion and Drama,” 58. 
 
457 “Allein die unmittelbare topographische Nähe der Theateranlage zum Altarhof macht deutlich, dass im 
oder vielmehr direkt vor dem Altarhof rituelle Dramen aufgeführt wurden, die womöglich Bezug auf die 
mythischen Traditionen des Heiligtums nahmen.” Jannis Mylonopoulos, “Das griechische Heiligtum als 
räumischer Kontext antiker Feste und Agone,” in Thesaurus Cultus et Rituum Antiquorum, vol. 7: Festivals 
and Contests (Malibu Calif: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2007), 52. Kevin Clinton, “Stages of Initiation in the 
Eleusinian and Samothracian Mysteries,” in Greek Mysteries: The Archaeology and Ritual of 
Ancient Greek Secret Cults, ed. Michael B. Cosmopoulos (London: Routledge, 2003), 61-70. 
 
458 Graf, “Religion and Drama,” 59. 
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as an intellectual theōria, in other words a journey of the mind to extraterrestrial realms. 

Both kinds of theōriai resulted in gaining divine insights. Despite this appropriation of 

pilgrimage and festival theōria, Plato and Aristotle were not as keen on making use of 

theater and of dramatic performances, which they viewed as inferior to philosophic 

inquiry.459 Nonetheless, the Greek word for theater, theatron, “points to a close alliance 

between theater and philosophy.”460 The words theatron and theōrein share the same 

root, thea. In philosophic treatises, the word theōrein “denotes theoretical 

contemplation.”461 The noun theatron, due to its association with the verb theōrein, 

identifies theater with “a place of seeing” and of “theoretical contemplation.”462 

Despite their largely negative opinion of theater and dramatic performances, Plato 

and Aristotle nevertheless deployed theater imagery to frame the activity of sacred 

spectating that became germane to philosophic theōria. To explain his theory of forms, 

Plato “imagines an elaborate shadow theater that is also described as the work of a puppet 

master who is creating astonishing spectacles.”463 Plato united the connotations of the 

two words, theorein and theatron, and created the metaphor of the shadow theater to 

conjure up a place that triggered theoretical contemplation. The analogy served Plato to 

																																																								
459 That said, even those philosophers whom later commentators perceived as opponents to theater drama 
were not entirely against it. Although “Plato was extremely critical of the entire theater system,” he “writes 
with the theater in mind.” Martin Puchner, The Drama of Ideas: Platonic Provocations in Theater and 
Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 5. Aristotle and other Greek commentators 
“considered Plato’s Socratic dialogues within the theatrical context of the time.” Puchner, The Drama of 
Ideas, 4. The formal structure of his Socratic dialogues utilizes rhetorical devices borrowed from drama. 
 
460 Puchner, The Drama of Ideas, 6. 
 
461 Puchner, The Drama of Ideas, 6. 
 
462 Puchner, The Drama of Ideas, 6. 
 
463 Puchner, The Drama of Ideas, 5. 
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shape “the drama of sight, thus superimposing seeing and contemplation, theater and 

theory to form a single activity.”464 Plato thus used the metaphor of the shadow theater to 

comment upon the sacred spectating of philosophic ideas. The theater provided a point of 

departure and a model of sacred spectating that reached its climax through philosophic 

theōria in the realm of the Forms. Plato’s analogy takes us from a shadow theater to 

divine spectacles in the extraterrestrial world. 

Plato modeled his concept of philosophic theōria after the festival of the Greater 

Mysteries at Eleusis that culminated with the ritual of initiation.465 Like the Eleusinian 

ritual of initiation, the initiation of the philosophic theōros “purifies and transforms the 

soul.”466 The two initiation procedures enabled the Eleusinian and philosophic theōroi to 

witness “a divine revelation.”467 By modeling the philosophic theōros after a theōros to 

the festival of the Greater Mysteries at Eleusis, Plato highlighted the transformative 

aspect of gaining divine secrets that would grant salvation in the afterlife. He also 

grounded the mostly abstract experience of the philosophic theōros in the built 

environment of Eleusis. The Eleusinian Mysteries were structured around the initiation 

ritual. Physical journey and purification rituals were a prelude to the central mystery 

revealed to the initiated theōroi. The viewing of the sacred objects symbolized the 

																																																								
464 Puchner, The Drama of Ideas, 6. 
 
465 “The initiate took an oath to keep the central revelation a secret.” Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 83. 
 
466 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 86. 
 
467 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 86. 
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uncovering of esoteric truth. Sacred objects were concealed to the uninitiated, and only 

those who underwent the ritual of initiation could view them.468 

In his discussion of philosophic theōria, Plato drew on notions of sacred 

spectating at religious centers by defining philosophy through the lens of traditional 

theoric activities. The philosopher’s project to model philosophic apprehensions after 

festival theōria reveals advanced knowledge of actual built environments of important 

religious centers such as Eleusis. 

The connection between festival and theater had become so widespread by the 

fourth century BCE that arguably the word theōria in the sense of sacred spectating 

associated with the traditional practice of pilgrimage to religious festivals would have 

also evoked the idea of a theater. This is line with the blurring of lines between the 

practice of theōria and the theme of theater fostered in the tradition of Greek drama and 

its performance at religious centers during festivals, as I mentioned in the previous 

section. In cases where theōria, either traditional or philosophic, is discussed in tandem 

with festivals, those references evoke images of theater and theatrical performance. The 

theme of spectating was central to the philosophers’ appropriation of the practice of 

theōria, and that relates to and relays the idea of theater. 

Other philosophers drew on theater imagery explicitly to illustrate their 

propositions. For Aristotle, who developed a theory of ancient Greek drama, wonder 

became key to sacred spectating, and theater could excite that wonder through visual 

means.469 Crantor (ca. 300 B.C.E.) used the image of a theater to “discuss the ranking of 

																																																								
468 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 85. 
 
469 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 253. 
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various good things.”470 “If we were to imagine, he said, a general theatre, common to all 

the Greeks (κοινόν τι τῶν Πανελλήνων θέατρον), and that each of the goods were to 

come and present itself in this and challenge for the first prize, we should be brought at 

once to a realization of the difference between the goods.”471 In Crantor’s metaphor 

Wealth, Pleasure, Health, and Courage, come onto the stage to persuade the audience of 

their superiority over all the other virtues. The competition of the goods (τῶν ἀγαθῶν) is 

set on a theater stage. Although Crantor did not use theater imagery to explain the 

meaning of philosophic theōria, the account nevertheless shows that theater could provide 

some philosophers with a mise-en-scene to support philosophic argumentation. The 

image of theater stage not only enlivens Crantor’s point, but also brings it home by 

appealing to the philosopher’s audience who would have readily related to one of the 

most recognizable practices in Greek culture, theatergoing. Finally, Crantor’s use of the 

image of a contest on a theater stage anticipates the popularity of theatrical festivals 

during the Roman period, especially in the Greek east, where theatrical spectacles 

became the prime context of theōria, as suggested by the epigraphic evidence discussed 

next. 

 

Agōnes in the Eastern Roman Empire 

The activity of sacred spectating in the context of philosophic theōria and its 

traditional models of pilgrimage to religious festivals established an early link between 

																																																								
 
470 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 329. 
 
471 Sextus Empiricus, Against the Ethicists, LCL 311:410-411. 
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theōria and theatron (theater). In other words, open-air theater buildings provided stages 

for dramatic performances and ritual actions that were part of the practice of theōria. 

Despite their criticism of theater and drama, Greek philosophers nevertheless drew on the 

built infrastructure of theōria in their conceptualizations of philosophy as a cultural 

discipline and, in the case of Cantor, in using theater imagery as a rhetorical device. 

Following the pilgrimage and philosophic contexts of theōria, the next transformation in 

this concept’s historical trajectory belongs to Roman agōnes in the Greek east. 

Competitions (agōnes) were a major component of Greek festivals, and they 

became widespread in the eastern Roman empire. They could be “athletic, equestrian, 

dramatic, or musical.”472 Athletic events included running, long jumping, discus 

throwing, wrestling, and boxing. Equestrian events consisted of chariot races.473 

Although agonistic festivals may seem to us at first like mere entertainment, in antiquity 

they included a strong religious component.474 Sacred (hieroi) contests were “held in 

honor of a deity,” for example Zeus at Olympia. Herodotos wrote that theōroi were sent 

to athletic competitions such as the Olympic Games to witness the contests and bring 

back the news to the polis that had sent them.475 This suggests that athletic competitions 

could be destinations of theōroi’s sacred travel. Sacred laws from Olympia also indicate 

that athletes traveled with theōroi to festivals where both represented their cities of 

																																																								
472 Van Nijf, “Agonistic Festivals,” 1:194. 
 
473 Van Nijf, “Agonistic Festivals,” 1:195. 
 
474 “Agonistic festivals were … closely integrated to other features of religious … life.” Van Nijf, 
“Agonistic Festivals,” 1:195. 
 
475 Nagy, “Ancient Greek Poetry,” 62; Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 53. 
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origin.476 The word theōria could refer to a civic delegation’s participation in a festival of 

which athletic and artistic competitions were part, or to an Olympic competition at which 

athletic events were the focus.477 In addition to athletic and equestrian competitions, 

Roman agōnes in the Greek east also involved artistic performances and contests. 

Performers and artists formed “the world-wide travelling organization of worshippers of 

Dionysos.”478 

The expansion of the Roman Empire in the second century CE transformed the 

traditional practice of Greek theōria. The Romans reshaped the preexisting practice of 

Greek pilgrimage.479 In the Roman period, festival culture shifted emphasis from the 

autonomy of Greek cities to Roman imperial power exercised by local elites.480 The 

Romans’ “new Greek-style festivals with athletic and musical competitions” celebrated 

imperial power.481 Inscriptions and honorific statues commemorated local benefactors of 

these new festival foundations.482 This political emphasis significantly transformed the 

earlier focus of theōria on creating a common Panhellenic space. Agonistic competitions 

																																																								
476 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 40, 55. 
 
477 For Olympic competition see: Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 53. 
 
478 Van Nijf, “Agonistic Festival.” See also: Sophia Aneziri, “World Travellers: The Associations of Artists 
of Dionysus,” in Wandering Poets in Ancient Greek Culture: Travel, Locality and Pan-Hellenism, ed. 
Richard Hunter and Ian Rutherford (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
 
479 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 3, 8, 17. 
 
480 Graf, Roman Festivals, 58-60. 
 
481 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 49. “Between the first and third centuries AD, new festivals sprang up all 
over the Empire, particularly in Anatolia. Some of these were marketed as filial versions of the traditional 
Greek festivals, but they often bore the names of emperors, or were stamped with imperial authority in 
some other way.” Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 3, 8, 17, 355. 
 
482 Graf, Roman Festivals, 58-60. 
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organized by the cities of the eastern Roman empire fell into two main categories, sacred 

crown games and local foundations. The former (ieroi kai stephanitai agōnes – ἰεροὶ καὶ 

στεφανῖται ἀγῶνες) were more prestigious.483 Their victors received crowns and were 

honored with triumphal entries into their home cities.484 The latter (themides) were 

usually named after a benefactor who founded them (for example, Demostheneia of 

Oenoanda). Their victors were awarded a monetary prize, but no crowns.485 

Although evidence for the traditional practice of theōria to Panhellenic sanctuaries 

shows a considerable decrease by the middle of the third century CE, festival culture 

continued to thrive in the Greek cities of the eastern Roman empire, where local 

benefactors sponsored many festivals. It is in the context of those local festivals that the 

word theōria reappears. In the epigraphic record related to those festivals, the term 

theōria came to be associated primarily with theatrical spectacles and displays. Through 

their find spots and textual contents, Greek inscriptions situate the practice of theōria in 

and near theater buildings. Two inscriptions, one from Gerasa and another from Roman 

Asia Minor, support and elucidate this emphasis on theater buildings and theatrical 

spectacles as the main context for theōria in the Greek cities of the eastern Roman 

empire. 

 

 

																																																								
483 “Imperial permission had to be obtained for the creation of these festivals, which almost invariably bear 
the titles of emperors.” Stephen Mitchell, “Festivals, Games, and Civic Life in Roman Asia Minor,” The 
Journal of Roman Studies 80 (1990), 189. 
 
484 There was no monetary prize, but victors could claim civic pensions when they returned home. Mitchell, 
“Festivals,” 189. 
 
485 Mitchell, “Festivals,” 189. 
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An Agonistic Inscription from Gerasa 

An agonistic inscription from Gerasa mentions the term theōria in the sense of a 

festival. The inscription, dated 105-114 C.E., is incised on a pedestal that was found in 

the south theater at Gerasa.486 The text preserves a decree issued by “artists in the service 

of Dionysos.” The inscription honors Titus Flavius Gerrenus, the city’s “first agonothete 

of the annual festival.”487 The statue of Titus, which stood on the pedestal, was to be 

hung with wreaths by “both contestants in the games and persons who perform in the 

theater on other occasions.”488 “Whoever fails to do so shall pay as penalty, at the time of 

festivals (theōria), twenty-five denarii to the association, and at other times, the same 

amount to the city.”489 The decree, the statue, and the act of crowning it jointly 

commemorated the agonothete’s “wealth and generosity.”490 The statue, which stood in 

the theater, was to be honored in times of festival (theōria) by people performing in the 

theater. 

																																																								
486 The cylindrical statue base which bears the incised inscription (105-114 C.E.) was found at the west end 
of the theater’s stage. Kraeling, Gerasa, 442-444. 
 
487 Kraeling, Gerasa, 443. “The performers throughout the Roman world, called ‘artists in the service of 
Dionysos,’ were organized in associations and included singers, musicians, and actors, as well as poets and 
playwrights. Dionysos is identified as the patron of the performers, and in the imperial era he was joined by 
the emperor. Gerasa is the only city in the entire region where evidence has been preserved of a local 
society of performers associated with the sacred guild of the ecumenical, victorious, crowned artists in the 
service of Dionysos and Trajan.” Zeev Weiss, Public Spectacles in Roman and Late Antique Palestine 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2014), 187. This “group of local actors … donated a 
statue in honor of Titus Flavius Gerrenus.” That statue stood on top of the pedestal inscribed with the 
honorific decree. Weiss, Pubic Spectacles, 120, 129, 173, 189. “The members of the sacred guild donated 
funds to set up a statue in honor of the aforementioned Titus Flavius Gerrenus and placed it in the city’s 
southern theater.” Weiss, Public Spectacles, 187. 
 
488 Kraeling, Gerasa, 444. 
 
489 Weiss, Public Spectacles, 187-188. ὂς δ᾽ἂν µὴ εἰσενένκῃ ἀποτεινέτω ζηµίας ἐν ἀγῶνι µὲν τῇ συνόδῳ 
δηνάρια εἴκοσι πέντε ἐν θεωρίᾳ δὲ τῇ πόλει ὁµοίως 
 
490 Hugh Kennedy, “Gerasa and Scythopolis: Power and Patronage in the Byzantine Cities of Bilad al-
Sham,” Bulletin d’Études Orientales 52 (2000), 200, n. 5. 
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The Gerasa inscription is noteworthy not only because it mentions theōria, but 

also because it indicates that the theater building in which it was found held festival 

activities, including the act of crowning the statue of an official who founded the festival 

of Gerasa.491 The decree confirms that some of the activities of festival theōria took place 

in theaters. The use of the word theōria suggests continuity between Roman agonistic 

festivals and their Greek antecedents, although the practice itself was significantly 

reshaped. The focus shifted from Panhellenic pilgrimage to local benefactors of urban 

life. The memory of traditional theōria persisted, but it took a different shape in the 

context of Roman euergetism. The Gerasa inscription refers to a festival, and it mentions 

theōria as it describes the responsibilities of festival participants with respect to honoring 

a local benefactor. 

 

The Demostheneia of Oenoanda  

The second-century C.E. inscription from Oenoanda in Roman Asia Minor 

mentions theōria twice, both times referring to theatrical spectacles.492 The long 

inscription helps contextualize these two references to theōriai (theatrical spectacles). The 

text describes the Demostheneia of Oenoanda endowed under Hadrian by C. Iulius 

																																																								
491 Weiss, Public Spectacles. 
 
492 Greek text: Michael Wörrle, Stadt und Fest im kaiserzeitlichen Kleinasien: Studien zu einer 
agonistischen Stiftung aus Oinoanda (München: C.H. Beck, 1988), 4-16. The term theōria appears in lines 
23 and 59. The stone inscription is “the fullest surviving record of the foundation and other arrangements 
for holding a quadrennial…agonistic festival.” “The full details of the new text reveal not only the 
complete timetable of a festival, occupying three weeks in a summer month of intense harvest activity, but 
also the complete formal framework of civic public life with the full list of magistrates and public priests.” 
Mitchell, “Festivals,” 188. 
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Demosthenes. It was founded as a theatrical festival (panēgyris thymelikē – πανήγυρις 

θυµελική), and the inscription contains several mentions of theater.493 

The decree prescribes that the agonothete “should take a front seat at meetings of 

the council and the assembly at shows (theōriais).”494 This privileged seating 

arrangement would have given the officials a good view of theatrical displays 

(theōrias).495 Processions of festival participants and sacrificial animals marched through 

the theater (dia tou theatrou).496 Twenty white-clad men “carrying shields and whips” 

supervised the “good order in the theatre (en tois theatrois – ἐν τοῖς θεάτροις).”497 The 

context of the theatrical festival amplifies the semantic transition of theōria from 

Panhellenic pilgrimage to theatrical spectacle, but it also retains festival as the focus for 

both theoric events. 

As in the decree from the south theater of Gerasa, in the inscription from 

Oenoanda one also finds references to crowns and crowning as an important aspect of 

events staged in the theater during festivals. C. Iulius Demosthenes paid for a golden 

crown (στέφανον χρυσοῦν) with “relief portraits of the emperor Nerva Trajan Hadrian 

Caesar Augustus and our leader the ancestral god Apollo.”498 The agonothete was to wear 

																																																								
493 For change and continuity in the practice of theōria in the Roman period see: Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 
359. 
 
494 ἐν δὲ ταῖς βουλαῖς καὶ ἐκλησί[αις καὶ] θεωρίαις 
 
495 Together with “hired shows (παραµισθώµατα),” “theatrical displays (θεωρίας)” cost 600 denarii, which 
equaled 13.5% of the total fund (4450 denarii). The festival’s program of events includes “displays 
(θεάµατα).” The budget of “the person who provides the scenery (σκηνοπαρόχῳ)” was set at twenty-five 
denarii. Overall, “much expenditure could be expected in preparing the theatre.” Mitchell, “Festivals,” 188. 
 
496 διὰ τοῦ θεάτρου 
 
497 The men keeping order are called mastigophoroi. Mitchell, “Festivals,” 185. 
 
498 Mitchell, “Festivals,” 185. 
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this crown with imperial and divine imagery. The inscribed decree also stipulated that 

“the agonothete should hand over the crown (στέ[φα]νον) with its weight checked … to 

the agonothete who succeeds him, and this should be recorded in the archives.”499 

Crowns and crowning featured prominently in these festival proceedings, many of which 

seem to have taken place in or near theater buildings.  

In the inscriptions from Gerasa and Oenoanda, the term theōria denotes a 

theatrical spectacle, not a sacred delegation as in the inscriptions from Classical 

Greece.500 These references to theōria in a theatrical context inform us about the Roman 

adaptation of Greek festival culture. Theatrical spectacles became the focus of theōria. 

The Gerasa inscription does not specify the nature of the festival, but its instructions were 

addressed to those who performed in the theater at the time of the festival (theōria). The 

inscription from Oenoanda characterizes the Demostheneia as a theatrical festival at 

which watching theatrical spectacles (theōriai) involved other activities, as well, such as 

processions and sacrifices. Classical Panhellenic and Roman agonistic festivals had 

processions, sacrifices, and theatrical spectacles in common, and the change of the 

technical definition of theōria from Greek pilgrimage to Roman spectacle did not deprive 

																																																								
 
499 Mitchell, “Festivals,” 186. 
 
500 Main types of early (Classical and Hellenistic) Greek inscriptions include sacred laws, dedications, and 
honorific decrees. For a selection of documents: Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 361-442. In these inscriptions, 
the noun theōria refers to a sacred delegation. For example: Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 400-401. In some 
cases, it is used as a verb, to indicate that theōria was something that theōroi acted out. In those cases, the 
mention of theōria was juxtaposed with a dedication. For example, the mid-fourth-century B.C.E. list of 
dedications incised on a marble stele from the Athenian Acropolis mentions Athenian theōroi returning 
from Ammon. “Of the surviving parts of the dedication, three mention” theōria. Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 
382-385. In other words, to perform a theōria meant to make a dedication. The journey to a sanctuary to 
make those dedications is implied. By contrast, in Greek inscriptions from the eastern Roman empire, 
theōria is a noun, something that is to be viewed in a theater. 
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theōria of its festival context, although festival organizers superimposed Roman 

euergetism on a venerable Greek tradition of sacred pilgrimage. 

 

Crowns and Spectacles of Crowning 

Greek inscriptions from Gerasa and Oenoanda, which celebrated Roman officials’ 

role in founding festivals, refer to crowns and acts of crowning in the context of theatrical 

spectacles (theōriai). Crowns and crowning are enduring symbols of honoring a person, 

personification, or deity because of high status or spectacular achievements. This was 

already the case in the traditional practice of Greek theōria. A garland (stephanos) was “a 

defining sign” of sacred delegates (theōroi).501 The wearing of crowns, which symbolized 

divine protection, conferred a sacred status on theōroi.502 Crowns could be offerings, too. 

For example, at Delphi, theōroi presented the god Apollo with a golden crown.503 

Crowns were also a sign of distinction for winning athletes and artists.504 The 

winners of sacred crown games, honored with the title hieronikai stephanitai (crowned 

victors), received crowns of precious metal or symbolic wreaths.505 Late antique 

depictions of athletes and musicians depict victors sporting crowns. The figures in the 

mosaics at the Piazza Armerina and Ostia’s Porta Marina are shown receiving wreaths for 

																																																								
501 It is “the only item in their apparel which is regularly mentioned.” Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 174. 
 
502 Rutherford, “Theoria as Theatre,” 133; Elsner and Rutherford, “Introduction,” 13. “As far as theoroi are 
concerned, donning the garland is a sign of assuming a sacred status, a rite of passage, as it were, between 
normal life and the special status which goes with the sacred mission.” Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 175. 
 
503 Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 110. 
 
504 A crown was an aristeion, a “prize in victory.” Rutherford, State Pilgrims, 113. 
 
505 “Symbolic prizes of wreaths were offered at the great games in Olympia (olive), Isthmia (pine), Delphi 
(laurel), and Nemea (wild celery).” Van Nijf, “Agonistic Festivals,” 1:196. 
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their victories, and the awards are distributed from an altar.506 In Greco-Roman culture, 

athletes and artists who performed well in agonistic competitions were rewarded with 

honorific statues. They could also receive a privileged position in a procession or a prime 

seat in a theater. Agonistic festivals thus offered “a route to individual and civic 

prestige.”507 Crowns and crowning spectacles perpetuated this intersection between 

athletic or artistic excellence and social prestige. 

The crowning of honorific statues became a powerful act, honoring and 

commemorating important individuals. In urban contexts of the eastern Roman empire, 

multistory aedicular façades marked places of crowning spectacles, and not only in open-

air theater buildings. For example, the crowning of the statues of Celsus in Ephesos took 

place against the backdrop of the façade of the library there (Illustration 25). The library 

was built in memory of Tiberius Iulius Celsus Ptolemaeanus, consul and proconsul of 

Asia, by his son in the first half of the second century C.E. The library’s façade 

showcased multiple statues of the patron himself as well as of his personified virtues, 

among them wisdom, diligence, understanding, and erudition. An inscription states that 

the likenesses of Celsus were to be “hung with wreaths” three times a year, and the 

																																																								
506 Agonistic (or prize) tables held the crowns and palm branches awarded to winners of contests. “A 
fourth-century mosaic from Piazza Armerina shows such a table in use; in the apse of a room southeast of 
the Great Hunt corridor, girls pick flowers for victors’ crowns, which are then shown again, along with 
moneybags, as prizes on an agonistic table at the entry to the apse. In the center of the room, contestants in 
the mousikoi agones compete for the crowns and palms. A mosaic from Ostia’s Porta Marina Baths even 
shows the prize table in the midst of various competitors, one of whom puts a prize crown on his own head. 
We should not be surprised if such tables are found in or near gymnasia, as these were among the venues 
where contests took place.” Burrell, “False Fronts,” 446. 
 
507 “Demosthenes had earned his city’s gratitude for three things, subsidizing the food supply, constructing 
a new food market, and creating the festival.” Mitchell, “Festivals,” 189. “Libanius corroborates that the 
tradition of philotimia was very much alive in the late fourth century. Civic-minded expenditure had 
adorned the city with temples, baths, racecourses, and elaborate festivals, as well as the theater and its 
shows. He praises the men of Antioch for this constant enrichment of city with baths and “the pleasures of 
spectacles.”” Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 49. 
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remaining statues were also “decorated every year on the [birthday] feast of Celsus.”508 

On the days of the crowning of the statues, the multistory aedicular façade of the library 

of Celsus became the focus of a spectacle whose witnesses included not only the people 

who ornamented the statues with wreaths, but also the statues themselves. 

 
 

Illustration 25. Library of Celsus, Ephesos, completed in ca. 135 C.E. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
508 Volker Michael Strocka, “The Celsus Library in Ephesus,” in Ancient Libraries in Anatolia: Libraries of 
Hattusha, Pergamon, Ephesus, Nysa (Ankara: Middle East Technical University Library, 2003); Lionel 
Casson, Libraries in the Ancient World (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001). 
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The Continuity of Theoric Activities: 

The Case of the Healing Sanctuary of Asklepios at Pergamon 

Altogether, evidence of Greek theater, philosophy, and of Roman epigraphy, 

discussed earlier in this chapter, supports a link between open-air theater buildings and 

Greco-Roman contexts of sacred spectating and theatrical spectacles, both of which I 

term theoric activities. The continuity of theoric activities can be traced also in the history 

of a single site. The healing center dedicated to Asklepios in Pergamon offers a good case 

study, because its material remains can be juxtaposed with a surviving text that relates to 

them. The text in question is the Sacred Tales by Aelios Aristides (born 117 C.E.).509 The 

healing shrine at Pergamon was a destination of theōroi seeking a cure from Asklepios. 

The sanctuary had a longstanding tradition of curing, and numerous Greek pilgrims 

(theōroi) visited it for that reason.510 This religious center also hosted festivals in honor of 

Asklepios.511 

																																																								
509 Aelios Aristides “was born … in the Roman province of Asia. The family had been granted Roman 
citizenship by the emperor Hadrian.” Aristides “was well-educated and studied in Smyrna, Pergamum, and 
Athens with some of the most famous sophists of the era, among them Polemo and Claudius Herodes. … 
First stri[c]ken while on a tour of Egypt in 142, Aristides was to struggle with physical afflictions for the 
rest of his life.” Patricia Cox Miller, Dreams in Late Antiquity: Studies in the Imagination of a Culture 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), 186. The Sacred Tales “evoke a pattern of repeated 
pilgrimage to healing temples (especially those of Asclepius) in Greece and Asia Minor.” Elsner, “Between 
Mimesis and Divine Power,” 57. “This document is a remarkable autobiographical experiment in which 
oratory, Asclepius and dreams, and Aristides’ body are so thoroughly fused that it is difficult to extricate 
one from the others. On the face of it, The Sacred Tales are a record of Aristides’ illnesses and the 
therapeutic dreams that gave him relief; but there is much more as well. From the vantage point of his later 
years, during which time The Sacred Tales were written, Aristides saw that his body and his career were 
both gifts of the healing god, produced through the medium of dreams.” Miller, Dreams, 187. The inscribed 
Sacred Laws are another relevant textual source. Alexia Petsalis-Diomidis, “The Body in Space: Visual 
Dynamics in Graeco-Roman Healing Pilgrimage,” in Elsner and Rutherford, eds., Pilgrimage, 198-206. 
 
510 “A variety of medicinal rituals (bathing, abstinence from bathing, fasting, vomiting, enemas) are 
enjoined upon the devotee by his god, who appears in dreams and who also instructs Aristides to write it all 
down.” Elsner, “Between Mimesis and Divine Power,” 57. 
 
511 Adolf Hoffmann, “The Roman Remodeling of the Asklepieion,” in Koester, ed., Pergamon, 55. 
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Overcome by an illness, Aristides traveled to Pergamon. He spent two years at the 

healing sanctuary of Asklepios.512 Even though Aristides did not use the word theōria to 

describe his pilgrimage, the visit has all the trappings of a traditional private theōria. 

Aristides included brief references to the shrine’s built environment. He described also 

spectacles that took place at the sanctuary. He referred to bullfighting as a spectacle 

(theōria).513 

An open-air theater building plays an important role in the account of Aristides of 

his stay at Pergamon.514 He gave a speech in the theater.515 The god Asklepios instructed 

Aristides, whose illness caused him pain when speaking, to deliver a speech in the “stoa 

of the sanctuary which is by the theater.”516 The god said to Aristides in a dream: 

“Discourse is proper for you, as for Socrates, Demosthenes and Thucydides.”517 

																																																								
512 Christopher Jones, “Aelius Aristides and the Asklepieion,” in Koester, ed., Pergamon, 66. Incubation 
was one way to benefit from divine intervention. Miller, Dreams, 187. “Aristides’ most persistent physical 
afflictions were a constricted throat, blocked breathing, choking, and vomiting, all of which made the 
practice of his profession – public speaking – difficult, and sometimes impossible.” Miller, Dreams, 200. 
 
513 Aristides speaks of a “very brilliant spectacle … or a bull hunt, or something of the kind.” Jones, 
“Aelius Aristides,” 73. 
 
514 “Visiting Egypt, as did other intellectuals of the period, Aristides ascended the Nile up to the First 
Cataract. On his return, he gave his earliest extant speeches, one of them describing his Egyptian 
adventures; shortly thereafter he undertook a journey to Rome.” Jones, “Aelius Aristides,” 65. “Around 
three sides of the sanctuary ran a colonnade or stoa, of which the northern part opened at its west end onto a 
theater of Imperial date. This northern part is clearly what Aristides refers to as the “stoa of the sanctuary 
which is by the theater,” and the passage in which he does so is of especial interest.” Jones, “Aelius 
Aristides,” 72. 
 
515 The theater building was not only for putting on dramatic performances, but also for speeches and other 
spectacles. Aristides “organized performances of boys’ and men’s choirs in Asklepios’s honor, which, like 
his own speeches, may have taken place in the theater and appear to have attracted large audiences.” 
Hoffmann, “The Roman Remodeling of the Asklepieion,” 55. 
 
516 Jones, “Aelius Aristides,” 72. 
 
517 The orator says that his period of “inactivity” ended when the god, in order to build up his self-
confidence, encouraged him to give an improvised speech in this place, saying to him in a dream, 
“Discourse is proper for you, as for Socrates, Demosthenes and Thucydides.” Jones, “Aelius Aristides,” 72. 
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Asklepios thus encouraged Aelios to resume his practice of rhetoric by likening him to 

the famous orators.518 A statue of Demosthenes was found in the spot corresponding to 

Aristides’s description in the text.519 The concentration of statues discovered near the 

theater of Pergamon was probably due to the fact that theater, in addition to being a stage 

for plays, was also used by orators.520 For Aristides, the healing sanctuary of Asklepios at 

Pergamon, with its theater, library, and gymnasium, was “a sacred space or sanctuary 

(ἱερόν),” in which all of the buildings were also sacred (ἱερά), because the god Asklepios 

presided over the precinct.521 

The sanctuary of Asklepios had undergone a major remodeling campaign 

completed by the middle of the second century C.E.522 At that time, the theater building 

acquired a multistory scaenae frons.523 The type of the multistory scaenae frons became a 

																																																								
518 Aristides’s speeches “may have taken place in the theater and appear to have attracted large audiences.” 
Hoffmann, “The Roman Remodeling of the Asklepieion,” 55. 
 
519 It was commissioned by Polemo, Aristides’s teacher. The same area also yielded other statues of men of 
culture as well as one commemorating a woman who commissioned the sanctuary’s library. One is tempted 
to imagine it to look like the library of Celsus in Ephesos. 
 
520 It so happens that the northern colonnade has yielded a statue of Demosthenes that the great Polemo, 
one of Aristides’ own teachers, erected. In the same area are a number of statues honoring men of culture, 
as well as a woman who gave the sanctuary its library. The concentration of these in this area is explained 
by the proximity of the theater, which was doubtless as important for lectures and show speeches as for 
plays.” Jones, “Aelius Aristides,” 72. 
 
521 Jones, “Aelius Aristides and the Asklepieion,” 66. 
 
522 The Roman remodeling of the sanctuary of Asklepios outside the walls of Pergamon took place in the 
reign of Hadrian (117-138 C.E.). “Initial plans for alterations were made perhaps at the end of the first or at 
the beginning of the second century CE, following an upswing in the Asklepieion’s popularity. By this 
time, the expansion of lower Pergamon that took place in Roman times had almost reached the once remote 
sanctuary, and under Trajan an even closer connection to the town was established with the construction of 
a colonnaded and partly vaulted street between the two.” Hoffmann, “The Roman Remodeling of the 
Asklepieion,” 41. 
 
523 “The theater was built into the slope in the northwest corner, opening directly off the north portico.” 
Hoffmann, “The Roman Remodeling of the Asklepieion,” 45. “A special feature of the theater is an 
elaborate scaenae frons, which it has been possible to reconstruct on the basis of former research material. 
The colonnaded facade is lively, despite a rather monotonous basic design, and achieves an impression of 
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widespread architectural feature of Roman theaters and building types in the eastern 

Mediterranean, as I discussed in chapter one. The scaenae frons provided a monumental 

backdrop for theatrical spectacles and oratorical performances that took place in the 

theater building. The fragmentary inscription from the scaenae frons mentions 

Asklepios.524 Because it was part of a healing shrine, everything that took place there was 

overseen by the god Asklepios, so all official activities were meant to be performed in his 

honor.525 The theater building, with its multistory aedicular façade, was thus part of the 

shrine’s sacred topography. The healing sanctuary of Asklepios at Pergamon continued to 

function in the early Byzantine period until it was finally transformed by the addition of 

Christian buildings.526 In Pergamon, there was a period when an open-air theater 

building, with its Roman aedicular façade, stood side by side with early Christian 

architecture. 

The account of Aristides encapsulates the intersection of theōria, theater, and 

theatrical spectacles. The healing sanctuary of Asklepios at Pergamon demonstrates a 

continuity of theoric practices from the Classical Greek to the Early Christian period. 

Altogether, the evidence of Greek drama, philosophy, Roman inscriptions, and the 

healing sanctuary of Asklepios at Pergamon confirms the importance of theatrical 

spectacles and theater buildings in providing a stage for festival activities whose common 

																																																								
depth despite the relatively shallow stage and small dimensions overall.” Hoffmann, “The Roman 
Remodeling of the Asklepieion,” 55. See also: Petsalis-Domidis, “The Body in Space.” 
 
524 Hoffmann, “The Roman Remodeling of the Asklepieion,” 56. 
 
525 Jones, “Aelius Aristides,” 66. 
 
526 Klaus Rheidt, “In the Shadow of Antiquity: Pergamon and the Byzantine Millennium,” in Koester, ed., 
Pergamon, 395-423. 
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goal was to communicate with the gods at sites designed to activate and frame sacred 

spectating. 

 

Conclusion 

Open-air theater buildings provided stages for some of the main rituals and 

events, such as processions, religious offerings, and dramatic contests, which took place 

in conjunction with Panhellenic festivals and Roman agonistic celebrations. Likewise, the 

central assertion of my dissertation is that one of the functions of monastic oratories 

(prayer rooms) and church sanctuaries was to provide a setting for the Christian practice 

of divine contemplation (theōria), which was amplified during the liturgy and meditation. 

Early Byzantine church sanctuaries continued the tradition of associating theoric 

visions with sacred places that were believed to generate divine spectacles. A seventh-

century work describes a visit of Benjamin, patriarch of Alexandria, to Sketis, to 

participate in the consecration of a monastic church sanctuary named after him. The 

monastery at which the consecration ceremony took place was dedicated to a monk 

named Makarios who lived in the region of Sketis in the fourth century. During the 

consecration ceremony of the church sanctuary, Benjamin experienced a vision of 

Makarios.527 After the ceremony was over and Benjamin emerged from the sanctuary, he 

conveyed the news of his vision, like a theōros returning to the city-state to relay the 

message of his pilgrimage to a sacred place. Benjamin stated that he had seen Makrarios, 

																																																								
527 Book of the Consecration of the Sanctuary of Benjamin, fol. 18v.; ed. R.-G. Coquin, Livre, 112 (Coptic 
and Arabic texts) and 113 (French translations). 
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“the father of the patriarchs and the bishops … standing in our midst today.”528 The text 

is written in Coptic, but the term used to denote Benjamin’s visions is the Greek 

loanword theōria. In this narrative, the church sanctuary is a place of theoric visions. 

The church sanctuary described in the narrative about Benjamin no longer 

survives, but the practice of theōria that results in spectating divine visions can be tied to 

the triconch sanctuary of the Red Monastery church. I believe that its architecture would 

have provided an especially suitable setting for the activity of sacred spectating, on which 

the practice of divine contemplation relied. Indeed, it was not only suitable, it enhanced 

the experience and associations. As I discussed in Chapter 3, the Christian ascetic 

practice of divine contemplation (theōria) has Greco-Roman antecedents. The interior 

elevation of the Red Monastery triconch sanctuary draws on the architectural vocabulary 

of Roman aedicular façades whose design was closely related to the scaenae frontes of 

open-air theater buildings (see Chapter 2). The activity of sacred spectating, whose 

models include Greco-Roman festivals that took place in theater buildings, can be tied to 

the architectural environment of the Red Monastery triconch. Its interior forms a 

theatrical backdrop that, I believe, was meant to frame the practice of theōria. How it did 

so will be the focus of Chapter 5. 

  

																																																								
528 Book of the Consecration of the Sanctuary of Benjamin, fol. 26v.; ed. R.-G. Coquin, Livre, 138 (Coptic 
and Arabic texts) and 139 (French translations). 
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CHAPTER 5 

REFRAMING THE SPECTACLES: 

A THEATRICAL BACKDROP FOR ATHLETES OF PIETY 

  

As I discussed in previous chapters, the Red Monastery triconch is an 

exceptionally well-preserved example of an architectural type called the Roman aedicular 

façade. This design is related to the scaenae frontes of open-air theater buildings. The 

nymphaion in Gerasa, the library of Celsus in Ephesos, the scaenae frons of the Roman 

theater at the healing sanctuary of Pergamon, and other multistory aedicular façades 

framed urban spectacles. During festivals and concomitant processions, these kinds of 

buildings functioned as theatrical backdrops for events such as the crowning of statues of 

important individuals. On an average day, Roman aedicular façades framed both 

scheduled daily activities and spontaneous social gatherings. 

The interior elevation of the Red Monastery triconch reframed traditional 

spectacles to support Christian ascetic practices, especially those related to theōria, 

divine contemplation, which I discussed in chapter two. In this chapter, I focus on some 

elements in the third-phase painted program of the Red Monastery church that enhanced 

the sanctuary’s architectural setting of theōria. As mentioned in chapter one, the Red 

Monastery sanctuary has four phases of late antique painting. The best preserved and 

most clearly legible belong to phase three, and date to the sixth century. Phases one and 

two may also, of course, have engaged with the architecture in the manner I am 

discussing, but for the purposes of this dissertation I am only considering phase three. I 
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precede that discussion with remarks about early Christian attitudes towards theatrical 

spectacles (theōriai) and theater (theatron). 

 

Early Christian Attitudes Towards Theater and Theatrical Spectacles 

Multiple early Christian sources mention the term theōria in the sense of a 

theatrical spectacle or performance. For example, canon LIV of the synod of Laodicea 

(343-381 C.E.) stated: “Members of the priesthood and of the clergy must not witness the 

plays (theōrias theōrein – θεωρίας θεωρεῖν) at weddings or banquets; but, before the 

players enter, they must rise and depart.”529 Likewise, canon LI of the Quinisext Council 

(692 C.E.), proclaimed: “This holy and ecumenical synod altogether forbids those who 

are called ‘players,’ and their ‘spectacles (theatra – θέατρα),’ as well as the exhibition of 

hunts (kunēgiōn theōria – κυνηγίων θεώρια), and the theatrical dances (skēnēs orkhēseis 

– σκηνῆς ὀρχήσεις). If any one despises the present canon, and gives himself to any of 

the things which are forbidden, if he be a cleric he shall be deposed, but if a layman let 

him be cut off.”530 In a similar vein, canon xxiv of the Quinisext Council (692 C.E.) 

pronounced: “No one who is on the priestly catalogue nor any monk is allowed to take 

part in horse-races or to assist at theatrical representations (thumelikōn). But if any 

clergyman be called to a marriage, as soon as the games begin let him rise up and go out, 

for so it is ordered by the doctrine of our fathers. And if any one shall be convicted of 

																																																								
529 Περὶ τοῦ µή ἐξεῖναι κληρικῷ θυµελικῶν θεωρίας θεωρεῖν. Greek text: Périclès-Pierre Joannou, 
Discipline générale antique (Grottaferrata (Roma): Tipografia Italo-Orientale “S. Nilo,” 1962-1964), 
1.2:152. Translation: Philip Schaff and Henry Wace, eds., A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene 
Fathers of the Christian Church. Second Series (Grand Rapids, Mich.: W. B. Eerdmans, 1952-1957), 
14:157. For the council of Laodicea see: F. J. E. Boddens Hosang, Establishing Boundaries: Christian-
Jewish Relations in Early Council Texts and the Writings of Church Fathers (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 91-93. 
 
530 Greek text: Joannou, Discipline, 1.1: 188-189. Translation: Schaff and Wace, A Select Library, 388. 
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such an offence let him cease therefrom or be deposed.” (Περὶ τοῦ µή ἀνιέναι ἱερατικὸν ἢ 

µοναχὸν ἐν ἱπποδροµίαις.)531 In these texts, theatrical spectacles denoted with the term 

theōria refer to activities prohibited for priests and monks. 

Despite church councils and sermons by bishops, as I will now discuss, laypeople 

attended theater regularly in the late antique period. Yet, the same bishops also 

acknowledged the theater and other urban projects as potentially valuable examples of 

worldly expenditure. The rhetoric of John Chrysostom (ca. 354-407 C.E.), analyzed in 

detail by Blake Leyerle and Jaclyn Maxwell, illustrates this twofold approach to the 

theater and associated urban spectacles.532 

In principle, Chrysostom was a harsh critic of theater. He accused it of “falsity,” 

of “pretending to be what it is not.”533 Because, as people believed, deception was a 

specialty of the devil, it followed that theater benefitted from the devil’s support. The 

devil “sponsored it with the intention of undermining ‘the soldiers of Christ’ by making 

‘their nerves slack’ and ‘all their training a joke.’”534 For that reason, Chrysostom 

admonished people who went to the theater, especially those who came from the theater 

to church. During his sermons, he accused them of behaving like an unruly crowd in a 

theater instead of like an appropriately solemn congregation in a church. Among 

Chrysostom’s complaints were talking, laughing, whispering, giggling, poking, and 

																																																								
531 Greek text: Joannou, Discipline, 1.1:155. Translation: Schaff and Wace, A Select Library, 376. 
 
532 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows; Maxwell, Christianization. 
 
533 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows and Ascetic Lives, 44. 
 
534 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows and Ascetic Lives, 44. 
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jeering, all of which unnerved him and disturbed the delivery of his sermons.535 At one 

point he asked sarcastically whether the theatergoing members of his congregation 

thought they were watching a theatrical show rather than hearing a church sermon.536 

Chrysostom singled out clapping as an especially aggravating type of behavior. 

When he enjoined his congregation not to applaud his speeches, which was something 

that one did in a theater, he noted that some members responded by clapping to show 

their approval of the no-clapping rule.537 Certain behaviors acquired by attending the 

theatrical spectacles were thus too engrained to eradicate easily: “Simply obeying some 

habit, they applaud what I [John Chrysostom] say and show me that they receive my 

words with pleasure, and after this, they run back to the hippodrome and the applause for 

the charioteers is greater and their frenzy is uncontrollable.”538 These remarks by 

Chrysostom also demonstrate that in late antique cities, theater permeated various aspects 

of Christian ritual life, including churchgoing. In addition to crowd behavior, crowd size 

was also an issue for Chrysostom. When seats were empty, Chrysostom attributed the 

low numbers of people in his church to the concurrent “horse races and satanic 

spectacles” that competed with his sermons.539 

Despite his overall frustration with and condemnation of the theater, Chrysostom 

nevertheless acknowledged its value in some respects. Theater imagery plays an 

																																																								
535 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 66. 
 
536 The preacher answered his own question: “Yes indeed, I think it is the theater that teaches such 
behavior.” Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 66. 
 
537 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 63; Maxwell, Christianization, 52. 
 
538 Maxwell, Christianization, 134. 
 
539 Maxwell, Christianization, 133. 
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important role in distinctions Chrysostom made between worldly and heavenly glory. 

Expenditure on public monuments, festivals, and spectacles expressed their benefactors’ 

worldly glory.540 Because of the expense, however, only urban elites could afford this 

kind of prestige. By contrast, heavenly glory did not require monetary funds, so in theory 

anyone could obtain it. Chrysostom considered heavenly glory superior to its earthly 

counterpart, because it was immortal as opposed to transient. “Its theater,” Chrysostom 

stated, “is more brilliant and its prize greater.”541 Chrysostom’s reference to theater in 

this context suggests that theater buildings stood for “the social reality of power and its 

display,” and that theaters were widely known buildings, and therefore a readily 

recognizable symbol, among members of his congregation.542 

Leyerle has noted that as Chrysostom developed his opinion about the contrast 

between worldly and heavenly glory, “the difference [between the two] seems to 

diminish.”543 Chrysostom concluded that “divine favor is also secured by entirely 

traditional means” and that heavenly glory “also demands regular infusions of 

resources.”544 The distinction lay in investing in the afterlife rather than in this world.545 

In heaven, “no thief, schemer or any destructive thing will be able to pounce on it [the 

deposit],” because Christ himself oversaw its security and even returned it with the 

																																																								
540 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 54-55. 
 
541 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 55. 
 
542 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 4. 
 
543 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 55. 
 
544 “In spiritual matters, as in worldly affairs, ‘no revenue comes without expenditure, nor wealth without 
outlay.’” Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 55. 
 
545 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 55. 
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highest interest, that is salvation.546 Chrysostom identified monks as moral exempla, 

because their ideal life of self-mortification and austerity “reversed the opulent spectacle 

of the theater” and therefore prioritized the “more brilliant theater” of heavenly glory.547 

For Chrysostom, theater thus became a powerful symbol of the display of wealth in the 

name of both worldly and heavenly riches. Chrysostom clearly expressed the power of 

theater as a symbol in another context as well, namely the fragility of “displays of 

magnificence.”548 He wrote that “our circumstances are a theater, our business acting.”549 

Early Christian leaders’ condemnation of the theater as a venue of improper 

behavior did not, by and large, lead to an active destruction of theater buildings. 

Likewise, the rise of liturgical processions and other Christian spectacles in late antique 

cities did not immediately erase either non-Christian festivals or their built 

infrastructure.550 Moreover, early Christian leaders disclosed in their writings the 

knowledge of not only what was happening in theater buildings, but also of what their 

décor looked like, and what kinds of spectacles took place there. For example, 

Chrysostom mentioned “a curtain that could be raised at the beginning of the show and 

																																																								
546 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 55. 
 
547 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 59-60. According to John Chrysostom’s moralizing rhetoric, funds donated 
to monks and bishops were an investment in heavenly glory, which was much safer than a financial deposit 
on earth. With those funds, early Christian communities constructed church buildings. In the case of the 
Red Monastery triconch, the interior elevation of a monastic church sanctuary was even made to look like a 
theatrical backdrop. 
 
548 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 52. 
 
549 Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 52. 
 
550 Maxwell, Christianization, 53-54. See also: John Francis Baldovin, The Urban Character of Christian 
Worship: The Origins, Development, and Meaning of Stational Liturgy (Roma: Pont. Institutum Studiorum 
Orientalium, 1987), 253-65. 
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lowered at the end.”551 Gregory of Nyssa (ca. 330-395 C.E.) referred to 

“‘wonderworkers’ in the theater who could dress a stage with tapestries to [make it] look 

like a town.”552 These observations by Chrysostom and Gregory suggest that some 

bishops may have even attended theatrical spectacles on occasion. 

 

Athletes of Piety 

 As noted above, Chrysostom praised monks for rejecting the opulence of worldly 

spectacles and for embracing the theater of heavenly glory. In Antioch, where 

Chrysostom preached, and other late antique cities of the eastern Roman empire, theater 

buildings were heavily utilized especially during festivals. As I discussed in Chapter 4, 

agonistic inscriptions from Gerasa and Oenoanda situate theatrical spectacles (theōriai) in 

open-air theater buildings. Athletic contests and artistic performances were also part of 

the practice of theōria in ancient Greece, as I demonstrated in chapter two. 

Closely associated with Greco-Roman contexts of theōriai were crowns. Sacred 

delegates (theōroi) in ancient Greece wore crowns to mark their sacred status. The 

winners of athletic and artistic competitions, which were part of festivals attended by 

theōroi, received wreaths as a reward. Wreaths were also important for the crowning of 

statues of officials, which presided over the agonistic festivals, and of other important 

individuals, as I discussed in Chapter 4. 

																																																								
551 Hom. in 1 Tim. 15.3 (PG 62.584); cited after: Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 32. 
 
552 Gregory of Nyssa, Ep. 9.1, Ad Stagirium (SC 363.178). For more examples of descriptions of theatrical 
scenery and spectacles see: Leyerle, Theatrical Shows, 31. See also: Albert Vogt, “Études sur le théâtre 
byzantin,” Byzantion 6 (1931), 640. 
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Instead of three-dimensional statues, painted likenesses of saints, bishops, and 

monastic forefathers belonging to the third phase of painting inhabit the niches of the Red 

Monastery triconch.553 The figures in the round niches receive two circlets which 

represent crowns of martyrdom.554 The biblical underpinning for the association between 

crown and martyrdom is 2 Timothy 4:7-8: “I have fought a good fight, I have finished the 

race, I have kept the faith. Now there is in store for me the crown of righteousness, which 

the Lord, the righteous Judge, will award to me on that day – and not only to me, but also 

to all who have longed for his appearing.”555 Drawing on this passage, early Christian 

authors portrayed the ascetic movement as a form of martyrdom. The painted program of 

the Red Monastery expresses this relationship visually and spatially as well. Stephen, the 

first martyr, and Pshoi, the founder of the Red Monastery, flank the eastern apse. The 

field of vision of the viewer standing in front of the triumphal arch and looking in the 

eastern direction highlights the pairing of Pshoi and Stephen who are depicted in the 

easternmost niches of the north and south lobes, respectively. 556 

																																																								
553 They date to the sixth century C.E. For a more thorough treatment of these portraits see: Elizabeth S. 
Bolman and Agnieszka Szymańska, “Ascetic Ancestors: Identity and Genealogy,” in Bolman, ed., The Red 
Monastery Church. 
 
554 The absence of crowns in the square-backed niches can be attributed to the fact the lack of space for 
depicting them. 
 
555 For the importance of this passage in monastic contexts see: Stephen J. Davis, “Completing the Race 
and Receiving the Crown: 2 Timothy 4:7-8 in Early Christian Monastic Epitaphs at Kellia and Pherme,” in 
Asceticism and Exegesis in Early Christianity: The Reception of New Testament Texts in Ancient Ascetic 
Discourses, ed. Hans-Ulich Weidemann (Göttingen, Germany; Bristol, CT, U.S.A.: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 2013). 
 
556 Bolman and Szymańska, “Ascetic Ancestors,” 172. 
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Metaphors deriving from Greco-Roman agonistic culture permeated the ascetic 

life.557 In addition to drawing on theater imagery, early Christian authors “adopted the 

language and terminology of the games to describe the struggles and achievements of 

their own martyrs and heroes.”558 Basil of Caesarea (ca. 330-379 C.E.), whose likeness is 

also depicted in the Red Monastery triconch, compared fasting to an athletic contest and 

called its ascetic participants athletes of piety. Like traditional athletes who “exert 

themselves so they can win the crown,” monastic athletes of piety “are preparing 

themselves for crowns of righteousness through self-control.”559 Crowns became an 

attribute of athletes of piety who trained their bodies by fasting and other ascetic 

practices. 

In the Red Monastery triconch, the act of crowning the saints is taking place 

perpetually. The ascetic contest’s first prize was the vision of God attained through the 

spiritual practice of theōria. As I will discuss in the remainder of this chapter, the painted, 

three-dimensional theatrical backdrop of the Red Monastery triconch enhanced the 

monastic beholders’ notion of sacred spectating (theōria) by highlighting a visual and 

spiritual path to its central goal, namely the vision of God. Plato’s reconceptualization of 

theōria from extraterritorial to extraterrestrial journeys will be key to this discussion. 

																																																								
557 Charlotte Roueché, Performers and Partisans at Aphrodisias in the Roman and Late Roman Periods 
(London: Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies, 1993); Cavan W. Concannon, “‘Not for an Olive 
Wreath, but Our Lives:’ Gladiators, Athletes, and Early Christian Bodies,” Journal of Biblical Literature 
133.1 (2014). 
 
558 “On the eve of her death in the arena in A.D. 203 Perpetua dreamed that she was a competitor in the 
pankration at Carthage’s Pythian games. The details of her vision are a faithful record of the scene at that 
competition, except that in this case the adversary was the Devil, and the presiding agonothete Christ.” 
Mitchell, “Festivals,” 191. 
 
559 Basil the Great, On Fasting, Sermon 2:1. 
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The Myth of Er 

To illustrate the notion that the philosopher was a new theōros who traveled to 

extraterrestrial regions, Plato told a story about a man named Er.560 When Er died in 

battle, his soul traveled to the land of judgment. In that “sacred spot (topon – τόπον),” Er 

learned the secrets of heaven and hell from other souls. The judges in the land of 

judgment appointed Er to be “the messenger to mankind (angelou anthrōpois – ἄγγελου 

ἀνθρώποις) of what was happening there, and they ordered him to listen to and observe 

(theasthai – θεᾶσθαι) everything in that place.”561 Er then woke up on the funeral pyre 

and related the mysteries of the afterlife to the mourners gathered around him. 

Plato described this otherworldly event as a religious festival and cast Er as a 

theōros.562 For example, Er recounted that souls “arriving in a steady stream seemed to 

have come from a long journey and gladly came into the meadow and settled themselves 

down as if at a public festival (en panēgyrei – ἐν πανηγύρει).”563 Er concluded that this 

extraterrestrial festival was “a sight worth seeing,” thus recalling the opening scene of the 

Republic, in which a group of men informed Socrates of a traditional festival “worth 

seeing (axion theasasthai – ἄξιον θεάσασθαι).”564 

																																																								
560 The myth of Er closes Plato’s Republic. 
 
561 Plato, Republic, LCL 276: 464-465. 
 
562 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 76-77. 
 
563 Plato, Republic, LCL 276: 466-467. The word panēgyris is “the standard term for a panhellenic festival.” 
Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 76. 
 
564 την θέαν ἀξίαν εἶναι ἰδεῖν. Plato, Republic, LCL 276: 482-483; discussed in: Nightingale, Spectacles of 
Truth, 77. 
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In her discussion of the theme of theōria in Plato’s Republic, Andrea Wilson 

Nightingale compared the myth of Er to an “eschatological drama,” in which a traditional 

festival theōria is staged in “an untraditional place” and enacted in “the afterlife.”565 In 

his capacity as a theōros, Er traveled to an extraterrestrial festival, where he spectated 

divine beings and brought back “a report from this distant and sacred place.”566 The myth 

of Er informed early Christian eschatological texts and visionary accounts, for example 

the fourth-century CE Apocalypse of Paul. 

 

The Apocalypse of Paul 

As in Plato’s myth of Er, a journey to an extraterrestrial realm is the theme of a 

text known as the Apocalypse of Paul or Visio Pauli.567 The text dates to the late fourth 

century CE, and it was most likely composed in Egypt.568 It describes Paul’s tour of 

paradise. On his otherworldly journey, Paul saw supernatural sights such as talking 

celestial bodies.569 The apostle met many prophets, including Elijah, Moses, Isaiah, 

																																																								
565 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 76. 
 
566 Nightingale, Spectacles of Truth, 77. 
 
567 James K. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament: A Collection of Apocryphal Christian Literature in an 
English Translation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 616-644. “Tours of Paradise were common in the 
Jewish and Christian literature of antiquity.” Frank, The Memory of the Eyes, 93. See also: Martha 
Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian Apocalypses (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1993). 
 
568 The Apocalypse of Paul “became widely known not only in Greek but also in Latin, Coptic, and Syrian 
translations.” Frank, The Memory of the Eyes, 93, 100-101. See also: Copeland, “The Earthly Monastery,” 
142-143. 
 
569 Frank, The Memory of the Eyes, 94. 
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Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.570 Paul also saw monks “rejoicing and singing psalms.”571 As 

Georgia Frank noted, in this narrative “monks cohabit easily with biblical heroes, and, 

conversely, biblical heroes behave as monks, visiting each other and extending 

hospitality.”572 Both prophets and monks inhabit the city of Christ that the narrator 

mentions on numerous occasions. 

The account of Paul’s tour of paradise is a form of theōria. In the narrative, as in 

Plato’s myth of Er based on the traditional practice of pilgrimage and festival theōria, 

Paul travels to paradise, where he witnesses supernatural sights and holy people. The 

apostle is said to have received this vision before his death, and he was to return to earth 

to relay what he had witnessed in the extraterrestrial domain of Christ. Paul is depicted in 

the northern semidome of the Red Monastery triconch (Illustration 26), and it is 

illuminating to compare his account of paradise with the paintings in that area of the 

church sanctuary. 

																																																								
570 Apocalypse of Paul 25; trans. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, 631. 
 
571 Apocalypse of Paul 27-28; trans. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, 631. 
 
572 Frank, The Memory of the Eyes, 94. 
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Illustration 26. Paul in the northern semidome of the Red Monastery triconch. 
 
 

The Northern Semidome of the Red Monastery Triconch 

The monumental third-phase figural composition in the northern semidome of the 

Red Monastery triconch dates to ca. 550.573 The nursing Virgin Mary, called the 

Galaktotrophousa (she who nourishes with milk), sits within an elaborate arcade that 

“suggest[s] the palatial heavenly Jerusalem and continue[s] the complex architecture of 

the trilobe sanctuary.”574 Paul is shown standing in front of a pilaster supporting the 

																																																								
573 For a comprehensive discussion of its iconography and meaning see: Bolman, “The Iconography of 
Salvation,” 141-146. 
 
574 “The material ambiguity expressed by the second-phase ornamental painters in the lower zones through 
the use of trompe l’oeil elements, arches represented as twisted rope, and walls of braid is continued here 
with a series of ethereal arcades in a bewildering spatial environment.” Bolman, “The Iconography of 

Paul

triconch sanctuary,
north	semidome.
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double arcade, to the viewer’s right. The same Old Testament prophets the apostle meets 

in the text of the Apocalypse of Paul, namely Elijah, Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and 

Ezekiel, are also represented in the northern semidome (Illustration 27). 

 
Illustration 27. Northern semidome of the Red Monastery triconch. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
Salvation,” 141. For the significance of the Galaktotrophousa in monastic visual culture see: Elizabeth S. 
Bolman, “The Coptic Galaktotrophousa Revisited,” in Coptic Studies on the Threshold of a New 
Millennium: Proceedings of the Seventh International Congress of Coptic Studies, Leiden, August 27-
September 2, 2000, ed. Mat Immerzeel and Jacques van der Vliet (Leuven; Dudley, MA: Uitgeverij Peeters 
en Dep. Oosterse Studies, 2004). 
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In addition to being related to the incarnation of Christ, represented by the nursing 

Virgin Mary in the middle, this grouping of biblical figures would have also recalled 

Paul’s tour of paradise, especially from the point of view of monastic beholders who 

were familiar with the narrative of the Apocalypse of Paul. Shenoute, the fifth-century 

abbot all of whose sermons and regulations were read in the Red Monastery church at 

least four times a year, frequently adopted Paul’s voice as his own, and the monks in 

general were called the new apostles.575 Moreover, as Bolman has shown, the sanctuary’s 

“combined effect of the architectural design, polychromy, flowers, garlands and foliage, 

would have clearly evoked paradise to the late antique viewer.”576 A monk from the Red 

Monastery would have been predisposed to identify himself as Paul in the divine region 

of the northern semidome and the paradisiacal triconch. The monastic beholder could 

thus become a theōros as well, by following in the steps of Paul. 

On his tour of paradise, Paul was a spectator, but inside the triconch he became a 

spectacle himself. In Paul’s words: “For I think that God has exhibited us apostles as last 

of all, like men sentenced to death; because we have become a spectacle (theatron – 

θέατρον) to the world, to angels, and to men” (1 Corinthians 4:9). The Greek word for 

spectacle, θέατρον, is synonymous with theater, which is an especially appropriate 

association in an architectural setting that quotes the architectural vocabulary of Roman 

aedicular façades whose design was related to scaenae frons of open-air theater buildings. 

The northern semidome includes other spectators besides Paul. As Bolman has observed, 

Joseph and Salome “stare out from the upper left and right margins of the scene, as if 

																																																								
575 Schroeder, Monastic Bodies, 100-105. 
 
576 Bolman, Shaping Monasticism, forthcoming. 
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from the second story of a scaenae frons, or theatrical backdrop.”577 The northern 

semidome, with its double arcade and a grouping of painted figures whom Paul met on 

his theoric tour of paradise in the textual account discussed above, can be read as an 

illustration of the importance of sacred spectating (theōria) within the heavenly kingdom. 

 

The Twofold Purpose of Scripture 

The writings of Cyril of Alexandria (ca. 376-444 C.E.), whose likeness is depicted 

in the northern lobe of the Red Monastery triconch, reveal another function of theōria 

relevant to the iconographic program of this church sanctuary. Cyril, the patriarch of 

Alexandria and an influential theologian, used the word theōria to explain the twofold 

purpose of Scripture. He distinguished between two purposes, or layers, of Scripture, and 

he used a metaphor of painting to explain their relationship. The prescriptive layer, which 

resides in the Old Testament, provides an outline that is then refined by the word of 

God.578 The complete pictures thus receive the second layer, namely the revelatory 

theōria. The two layers together paint the image of the self-revealed God in Christ.579 

Cyril’s ideas were disseminated in the White Monastery federation through the writings 

of Shenoute.580 

																																																								
577 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 144. 
 
578 The Old Testament constitutes the prescriptive purpose of Scripture to “prescribe a standard of 
behaviour, whether ceremonial, legal, or moral.” Steven A. McKinion, Words, Imagery, and the Mystery of 
Christ: A Reconstruction of Cyril of Alexandria’s Christology (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 24. 
 
579 McKinion, Words, 23-24. 
 
580 Stephen J. Davis, Coptic Christology in Practice: Incarnation and Divine Participation in Late Antique 
and Medieval Egypt (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 59-85. 
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Cyril’s discussion of theōria with respect to the twofold purpose of Scripture 

proves relevant to the painted program of the Red Monastery triconch. The three 

semidomes encapsulate Cyril’s notion of the raison d’être of Scripture. The painting in 

the northern semidome shows the nursing Galaktotrophousa. She is surrounded by Old 

Testament prophets who hold open inscribed scrolls are related to the incarnation of 

Christ. The painting in the southern semidome depicts the enthroned Christ, flanked by 

the four evangelists holding the gospel books. The eastern semidome depicts a 

composition called Christ in Majesty, to which I will return below. 

The compositions of the northern and southern semidomes are structured with the 

prophets as the clear counterparts of the evangelists.  This visual juxtaposition makes a 

statement about the nature of Scripture that resembles Cyril’s teachings. Without the 

word of God, the Old Testament prophets with their scrolls bear only a prescriptive layer 

and are like a picture’s outline. Infused with the word of God of the southern semidome, 

that prescriptive layer gains a second purpose, namely theōria. In Cyril’s definition, 

theōria was the interpretive layer that proclaimed the incarnation of the Son of God, 

which is represented in the northern semidome of the Red Monastery by the 

Galaktotrophousa. The Logos of the southern semidome unites the two layers of 

Scripture and the subjects of the northern and southern semidomes that together paint the 

image of the self-revealed God in Christ in the eastern semidome. 

 

Daniel’s Scroll and Gesture 

A remarkable iconographic detail in the northern semidome illustrates the 

working of theōria as explained by the Cyril of Alexandria with respect to the twofold 
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purpose of Scripture. The Old Testament prophets Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Daniel 

in the northern semidome belong to the composition with the Galaktotrophousa. Their 

scrolls bear biblical passages foreshadowing the incarnation of Christ.581 Three of the 

prophets, namely Exekiel, Jeremiah, and Isaiah, are depicted in a three-quarter view as 

they motion towards the central pair, the Theotokos and the Christ child. By contrast, 

Daniel is shown frontally (Illustration 28), and I think that there is an explanation for that. 

 
 

Illustration 28. Isaiah and Daniel, secco painting, sixth century C.E., northern semidome 
detail) of the Red Monastery triconch. 

 
 

The Sahidic text on Daniel’s scroll reads: “I was watching as a rock was cut from 

a mountain without hands, and it struck the statue on [its] feet.”582 In the Christian 

exegesis, this passage refers to the incarnation of the Son of God, depicted in the northern 

semidome by the central pair of the Galaktotrophousa nursing the incarnated Christ.583 In 

																																																								
581 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 144. 
 
582 Daniel 2:34-35. Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 144. 
 
583 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 144. 
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the context of the northern semidome, Daniel joins Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and Isaiah in 

“proclaim[ing] Mary as the virgin God bearer.”584 By contrast to the other prophets, 

Daniel is depicted in a frontal pose, and his fingers are pointing away from Mary.585 I 

believe that the reason for this deviation is because Daniel, in addition to being related to 

the principal message of the northern semidome, also participates in the visual program 

of the adjoining eastern semidome. 

The meaning of some iconographic details, such as Daniel’s scroll and gesture, 

becomes clear when the beholder moves to another place inside the triconch. To the 

viewer standing a step or two before the triumphal arch leading to the sanctuary, most of 

the northern semidome is concealed. The field of vision encompasses Daniel and Moses 

who from this vantage point become separated from the rest of the northern semidome 

(Illustration 29). Salome is also captured in this view, but she is looking away from the 

eastern semidome, possibly because she did not initially believe in the divinity of Christ. 

From this location, the viewer sees Daniel who is gesturing towards the vision of God as 

Christ in the eastern semidome, rather than away from the Galaktatrophousa in the 

northern semidome. Daniel is pointing to the eastern semidome with his hand while 

looking straight ahead. 

 

 

 

																																																								
 
584 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 144. 
 
585 Daniel also “stands out because of his eastern dress.” Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 143. 
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Illustration 29. Northern (partial view) and eastern semidomes of the Red Monastery 

triconch. 
 
 

In relation to the Galaktrophousa in the northern semidome, the rock mentioned in 

Daniel 2:34 inscribed on Daniel’s scroll refers to the Virgin birth and the incarnation of 

Christ.586 In the context of the eastern semidome, the same verse refers to the 

composition of Christ in Majesty, by announcing the coming of the kingdom of God and 

the Second Coming of Christ. Theodoret of Cyr wrote that “a kingdom that will not be 

destroyed” “teaches about that which will occur at the end, that is, the coming of the 

kingdom of heaven that is without end.”587 

The double role of Daniel and the biblical passage inscribed on his scroll echoes 

Cyril’s notion of the twofold purpose of Scripture. Infused with the Logos of the southern 

																																																								
586 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 144. 
 
587 Theodoret of Cyr, Commentary on Daniel 2:34-35. For this and other examples see: Kenneth Stevenson 
and Michael Glerup, eds., Ezekiel, Daniel (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 2008), 170-171. 
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semidome, Daniel’s message becomes the Scripture’s revelatory theōria that not only 

foreshadows the incarnation but also the Second Coming of Christ. When considered 

through the lens of theōria, the painted program of the Red Monastery triconch thus 

exhibits a dynamic interaction between the three semidomes and the significance of the 

Christ in Majesty as the image of the self-revealed God in Christ. In their architectural 

framework, images reveal their exegetic function. Depending on where the viewer stood, 

different connections would have come to the fore. The paintings thus functioned as 

visual tools of biblical exegesis. 

The dual interpretation of Daniel proves that images tell different stories based on 

the viewer’s location. I tie this quality of visual representations to the theatricality of the 

triconch, because their multilayered interpretations are revealed only if the viewer moves 

through the space while contemplating the images and relationships between the images, 

drawing on his knowledge through the process of recollection. 

 

Christ in Majesty in the Eastern Semidome 

The painting in the eastern semidome shows an image called Christ in Majesty.588 

This iconographic type depicts Christ enthroned “within a divine field supported by the 

																																																								
588 Christ in Majesty was depicted three different times in the eastern semidome of the Red Monastery 
triconch. Most of the plaster supporting the image of Christ in Majesty fell off already in the early 
Byzantine period. The eastern semidome is visually confusing, because it features a palimpsest of four 
phases of painting. The first phase shows the Ascension of Christ and was executed in ca. 500. The second 
phase depicted the first of three images of Christ in Majesty. Not long after the execution of the third-phase 
Christ in Majesty, most of the plaster supporting the second and third layers fell off, which is why the 
underpainting of the first-phase Ascension is partially visible. To fix the problem, a thin layer of whitewash 
was applied to the semidome, and the third image of Christ in Majesty was added. That image, in turn, has 
partially flaked off, showing elements of the earlier versions of the same subject. In the third version of 
Christ in Majesty, Christ is enthroned in a mandorla, there are chariot wheels with flames, the wings 
studded with eyes, and the sun. The angels are also present. Enough survives to conclude that its 
iconography was consistent with the more complete Bawit and Saqqara examples. 
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four incorporeal living creatures and angels.”589 It is a complex image that, in brief, 

shows Christ’s majesty at the end of time.590 It “shows Christ as God” and “seems to 

have resulted from Christians’ desire to visualize the divine.”591 In that sense, it is a 

theophany.592 The iconography of Christ in Majesty draws on multiple biblical passages, 

especially “on Revelation and the vision of the Old Testament prophet Ezekiel.”593 These 

biblical passages not only explain the iconography, but also place the image in a 

visionary context. Key elements include a mandorla, the four incorporeal creatures, wings 

studded with eyes, a fiery chariot, and angels.594 The sun and the moon symbolize God’s 

existence outside of time.595 

Christ in Majesty represents the vision of God as Christ that was the ultimate 

objective of theōria. Cassian described this subject when he spoke about theōria. He 

called it Christ “glorified and coming in the glory of his majesty.”596 Several prayer 

niches recorded at Bawit and Saqqara depict the vision of God as Christ at the end of 

time.597 One example of Christ in Majesty documented at Bawit includes Ezekiel beneath 

																																																								
589 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 131. 
 
590 Annemarie Weyl Carr, “Majestas Domini,” in Kazhdan et al., eds., Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 
2:1269-1270. 
 
591 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 133. 
 
592 Kathleen Corrigan, “Visualizing the Divine: An Early Byzantine Icon of the ‘Ancient of Days’ at Mount 
Sinai,” in Approaching the Holy Mountain: Art and Liturgy at St Catherine’s Monastery in the Sinai, ed. 
Sharon E. J. Gerstel and Robert S. Nelson (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2010). 
 
593 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 133. 
 
594 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 133-134. 
 
595 Bolman, “The Iconography of Salvation,” 134. 
 
596 Cassian, Conference X.6.1-3; trans. Ramsey. 
 
597 Belting-Ihm, Die Programme der christlichen Apsismalerei, 42-51. 
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the feet of the enthroned Christ.598 Below the prophet are the animated apostles who 

gesture towards the vision. In the literary sources, monastics became the new prophets 

and the new apostles, so this theophany was revealed not only to Ezekiel represented in 

the painting, but also to the actual ascetic beholder praying in front of the niche.599 The 

western wall of chapel XXVI makes this point emphatic.600 It is painted with 

representations of monastic fathers. Some of them stand in an orans position as they pray 

without ceasing. They are depicted praying perpetually, whether or not the living monk 

was present. The actual monastic beholder would have joined this retinue of monastic 

saints when he prayed also facing Christ in Majesty represented in the niche on the 

eastern wall. The documented examples of the Maiestas Domini at Bawit and Saqqara 

thus “orient[ed] (literally) the direction of prayer” towards the Second Coming of Christ, 

the one foretold in the Bible and that which took place perpetually in the monastic 

oratories by virtue of being painted in their eastern prayer niches.601 To the pure of heart, 

this was the vision of God, the pinnacle of theōria, or spiritual seeing and divine 

contemplation attained through ceaseless prayer and other tools of ascetic perfection. It 

was a theophanic and a theoric image, and a way to visualize not only the divine 

presence, but also the monk’s spiritual goal. 

																																																								
 
598 Jean Clédat, Le monastère et la nécropole de Baouit, ed. Dominique Bénazeth et Marie-Hélène 
Rutschowscaya, MIFAO 111 (Cairo: IFAO, 1999), 79-86. 
 
599 Derek Krueger, “The Old Testament and Monasticism,” in The Old Testament in Byzantium, ed. Paul 
Magdalino and Robert Nelson (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 
2010). 
 
600 Jean Clédat, Le monastère et la nécropole de Baouit, MIFAO 12 (Cairo: IFAO, 1904), 133-147. 
 
601 Carruthers, The Craft of Thought, 298, n. 40. 
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Visual and Spiritual Ascent 

As Bolman has observed with respect to paintings in Bawit and Saqqara, monks 

used painted subjects as tools for a gradual spiritual ascent.602 This assertion also works 

in the Red Monastery. The eastern semidome with the image of Christ in Majesty in the 

Red Monastery triconch is located about ten meters from the floor, but the monk could 

have begun his visual and spiritual ascent by interacting with the figures depicted in the 

niches on the ground. In the more accessible niches, located close to the ground, are 

depicted saints whose pure prayer had enabled them to see the invisible God, and these 

depictions guided the viewer to the target of his own theoric journey. The easternmost 

niche on the ground level in the south apse shows Basil, bishop of Caesarea, who wrote 

that “Moses, through long perseverance in fasting and prayer, received the law and heard 

the words of God … Elijah was deemed worthy of the vision of God when he also had 

practiced abstinence in like degree. And what of Daniel? How did he attain to the 

contemplation of marvels? Was it not after a twenty-day fast”603 Basil mentioned specific 

biblical exemplars who perfected fasting so well that they were able to see God. 

Basil is depicted in the southern lobe. All three figures mentioned by him in this 

passage are represented in the northern semidome, across the space from and two zones 

above Basil. The deep curvature of the northern semidome allows Elijah to gaze at the 

vision of God in the eastern semidome, towards which Daniel points his fingers, with 

Moses standing next to him. It is difficult to recreate these sightlines with photographs 

precisely because of the architectural complexity of the space. The monks who had 

																																																								
602 Bolman, “Depicting the Kingdom of Heaven.” 
 
603 Basil, The Longer Rules Q16. 
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unrestricted access to the physical space of the triconch could engage fully in their role as 

Christian theōroi embarking on the contemplative quest to absorb the vision of God. The 

triconch, with its architectural vocabulary evoking the tradition of festival theōria and 

dramatic contests, would have provided an appropriate setting to enhance this theoric 

journey. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

The Red Monastery triconch, a remarkably well-preserved painted church 

sanctuary from late antiquity, enables us to examine and experience in situ a visual 

environment which was designed to enhance an ascetic tenet of divine contemplation. 

The goal of this monastic practice was a vision of God as Christ, which is depicted 

painted form in the eastern semidome. Thanks to a herculean project directed by 

Elizabeth Bolman, this monument’s virtually intact ensemble of architecture, 

architectural sculpture, polychromy, and figural painting has come to light after being 

concealed for centuries by layers of grime and soot, and by long decades of scholarship 

that could not conceive of looking for it in a region that had been perceived as primitive, 

and as inferior to the rest of the Byzantine empire. 

As I discussed in the introduction, Bolman’s and Dale Kinney’s recent masterful 

interpretations of the Red Monastery triconch have made a substantial contribution not 

only to an extraordinary recuperation of this fascinating building, but also to the study of 

monastic visual culture during its formative period. This dissertation has been made 

possible thanks to Kinney’s thorough examination of the type of the triconch and its 

tabernacle elevation, which led her to conclude that this monument’s “monumentality, 

ornateness, [and] Romanness” conveyed notions of “blessings, prosperity, [and] 

euergetism.”604 Bolman, building on her groundbreaking work on painted monastic 

oratories in Byzantine Egypt, examined the Red Monastery painted program’s theological 

underpinnings and the aesthetic trends that situate this monument not only in the context 

																																																								
604 Kinney, “The Type of the Triconch Basilica,” 47. 
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of Mediterranean visual culture in late antiquity, but also relates it to key spiritual 

pursuits of the monastic community that used the church building. As Bolman has 

concluded, monastic spirituality was tied to the community’s raising of its sociopolitical 

profile outside the traditional realm of the living, but not far from the city of Panopolis, 

an important locality of vibrant interactions, not always peaceful, between the pagans and 

Christians. 

In this dissertation project, I have identified the activity of sacred spectating 

(theōria) as an interpretive lens through which a new dimension of the Red Monastery 

triconch comes into focus. As I discussed in Chapter 3, the term theōria features 

prominently in monastic literary sources, in which it denotes divine contemplation whose 

ultimate objective was the vision of God. I have explored links between the Christian 

ascetic tenet of divine contemplation (theōria) and its Greco-Roman antecedents. Pre-

Christian models of monastic theōria include the venerable practice of pilgrimage 

undertaken by delegations (theōriai) from Greek city-states to extraterritorial sanctuaries, 

to participate in religious festivals and to commune with the divine realm. In the Roman 

Near East, as agonistic inscriptions from Gerasa and Oenoanda indicate, the term theōria 

underwent a transformation and came to signify theatrical spectacles. In that context, 

theōria also became closely associated with open-air theater buildings, as I discussed in 

Chapter 4. In the early Christian period, church regulations and the writings of late 

antique bishops indicate that the term theōria could signify either pilgrimage or a 

theatrical spectacle, thus retaining both meanings from its earlier models. 

The activity of sacred spectating, which the term theōria implies through both its 

etymology and historical records of its practice over many centuries, is a common thread 
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in the historical trajectory I traced in Chapters 3 and 4. The monastic movement in the 

fourth and fifth centuries in Egypt drew on this notion of sacred spectating while 

transforming it to suit a new context, that of ceaseless prayer in painted oratories and 

richly decorated church sanctuaries. Although the arid climate of Egypt preserved 

numerous painted prayer rooms, standing church sanctuaries are exceedingly rare from 

this early period, which makes the example at the Red Monastery a unique survival of 

what was likely a prominent architectural feature of the religious landscape of late 

antique Egypt, just as it was in the rest of the Mediterranean region. 

The interior elevation of the Red Monastery triconch exemplifies Roman 

aedicular façades associated mostly with late antique urban architecture in the eastern 

Mediterranean region. These kinds of façades adorned elite public buildings that framed 

spectacles in cities, as I have discussed in Chapter 2, while drawing on the work of 

Kinney, Julian Richard, and Barbara Burrell. In Chapter 5, I concluded that the rare and 

significant adaptation of the aedicular façade reframed traditional pagan spectacles to 

provide a theatrical backdrop for Christian athletes of piety, who gained their crowns of 

righteousness through a rigorous set of practices that encompassed both bodily feats and 

spiritual pursuits. Of those spiritual endeavors enhanced by the theatrical backdrop of the 

Red Monastery triconch, divine contemplation (theōria) was highly important, because it 

enabled the monk to gain divine insights, thus transforming him into the true Christian 

philosopher. 
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Further Development of this Dissertation Project 

Through my dissertation research, I have reached another conclusion about the 

Red Monastery triconch. I present this conclusion briefly in this section, and I will 

explore it further in the final publication. To the male monastic beholder, the Red 

Monastery triconch sanctuary functioned as a theater of memory. This phrase aptly 

expresses the monument’s two symbolic dimensions. First, the sanctuary was a memory 

house. That interpretation draws on an ancient Roman mnemonic technique that I 

describe below. The second dimension of the Red Monastery church lies in the building’s 

interior wall articulation and ensemble of architectural sculpture. The sanctuary’s interior 

façade quotes elements of the late antique theater, which I demonstrated in this 

dissertation. 

The phrase memory house refers to a mnemonic technique developed for the 

Roman art of public speaking. The Latin author Quintilian described it in this way: “We 

require … places, real or imaginary, and images or symbols.”605 “Those who use such 

aids place the things which have to be remembered” in “a spacious house divided into a 

sequence of rooms.”606 “They put a table, for instance, in the forecourt, a platform in the 

hall and so on with the rest, and then, when they retrace their steps, they find the objects 

where they had placed them.”607 

In other words, a person using this technique imagined a house and attached 

thoughts to its rooms and furnishings. When he needed to deliver a speech, the orator 

																																																								
605 Quintilian, Institutio oratoria XI.19-25. 
 
606 Quintilian, Institutio oratoria XI.19-25. 
 
607 Quintilian, Institutio oratoria XI.19-25. 
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retraced his steps in the imaginary house and retrieved memory images that he had placed 

there. The classical art of memory emphasized the visual and spatial components of 

recollection. Memory had an architectonic foundation. The link between recollection and 

architecture provides a key that unlocks a network of meanings encoded in the painted 

program of the Red Monastery triconch. Here, I am complicating traditional memory 

practice. The monk first saw the decorated interior, and then drew on his memory to 

interpret it. However, as in the memory house described by Quintilian, the monastic 

beholder unpacked an intricate system of associations between the seemingly isolated 

figures, if he was familiar with ideas that the iconographer had attached to each 

representation. 

A speculative narrative web that begins with Peter I, Patriarch of Alexandria, 

demonstrates this point. Peter, who is depicted in the south semidome at the far left, was 

martyred during the Diocletianic persecution.608 It is therefore appropriate to find 

Stephen, the first martyr, in the niche directly below Peter. The connection between Peter 

and Stephen draws attention to salvation by martyrdom. Monks were often portrayed as 

new martyrs.609 The textual account of Peter’s martyrdom compares the patriarch’s birth 

to the conception of John the Baptist, who stands in front of the next pilaster from the left 

in the south semidome.610 The martyrdom of Peter also draws a parallel between Peter’s 

parents and the parents of John the Baptist. The father of John the Baptist, Zachariah, is 

																																																								
608 Tim Vivian, St. Peter of Alexandria: Bishop and Martyr (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988). 
 
609 Edward Eugene Malone, The Monk and the Martyr: The Monk as the Successor of the Martyr 
(Washington, Catholic University of America Press, 1950). 
 
610 Vivian, St. Peter of Alexandria. 
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depicted on the other side of the enthroned Christ, whereas Peter’s spiritual father, 

namely the Patriarch Theonas, is shown in the westernmost niche on the second level. 

The narrative associations continue, this time linking the north and south sides of the 

triconch through the monumental apse compositions. The Alexandrian Patriarch Peter’s 

mother prayed to become pregnant at a church dedicated to the apostles Peter and Paul, 

who are located directly across the space, in the north semidome.611 

The ornamental motifs enhance this mnemonic viewing process. The almost 

dizzying effect created by contrasts and juxtapositions of color, shape, and texture, 

encourages the viewer’s gaze to move from one pattern to another. This disorienting 

visual effect of the ornamental motifs bears a striking resemblance to a passage from 

John Cassian, a monk who lived among the desert fathers of Egypt at the end of the 

fourth century CE, and whose writings are crucial to my discussion of theōria in this 

dissertation. Cassian wrote that “the mind is constantly whirling from psalm to psalm, 

leaping from a gospel text to a reading from the Apostle, wandering from this to the 

prophecies … tossed about fickle and aimless through the whole body of Scripture.”612 

We can even map this cognitive confusion so eloquently evoked by Cassian onto the 

figural program of the triconch, “leaping from a gospel text [any of the four evangelists in 

the south semidome] to a reading from the Apostle [that is Paul who is shown in the north 

semidome], wandering from this to the prophecies [of which there are several depicted as 

scrolls held by Old Testament prophets in the north semidome].” The passage by Cassian 

and the design of the triconch are both related to the ascetic craft of memory, which 

																																																								
611 Vivian, St. Peter of Alexandria. 
612 Cassian, Conference, X.13.1; trans. Ramsey. 
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deployed recollection to weave patterns of meaning out of the seemingly isolated threads. 

What is more, the viewer of the mnemonic environment inside the triconch constructed a 

spiritual relationship between the monk and God by drawing on a specific memory, the 

memory of God. The memory of God was a key element of ascetic prayer. It denoted a 

state of spiritual immersion that enabled its practitioners to remember – that is to see and 

to know – God. 

Unlike Greco-Roman theater buildings, the Red Monastery triconch is an 

enclosed space, within a private ascetic community, in the desert. Its design nevertheless 

encourages thoughtful interactions with the space through bodily movement, thus 

likening the celebrants inside with actors playing out dramatic performances in front of 

traditional theatrical backdrops. 

Only advanced monastic practitioners of divine contemplation gained a close 

view of this theater of memory, where they engaged in the spiritual performance of 

sacred spectating. In late antiquity, during a formative period of Christian monasticism, 

the practices of theōria and the memory of God led to the highest levels of spiritual 

immersion. The Red Monastery triconch is a unique survival of a fully painted late 

antique church sanctuary, in which we can immerse ourselves in a place designed to 

enhance the monk’s mystical union with God. 
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